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71ectronics Principles 5.0
If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or

-nproving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.
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Windows 3.1.3.11,NT,'95 & '98
Please state CD-ROM or disks.

s'One raj-ier
that I've found'
Electronics Principles. The
range of electronics
,covered is very wide, from
:simple atomic structure to
'-the workings of the latest
microcontrollers.

I was very impressed ,.. it
',ran smoothly and without
problems on several IBM
PCs."

Tex Swami. Technical
Projects Sub Editor.
Practical Wireless
magazine June 1998.
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EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk http://www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk

*UK and EC countries add £2 per order for post & packing. VAT should be added to the total.
Outside Europe £3.50 for air mail postage by return.

Switch, Delta, Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number and expiry date.
Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.
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Teach -Yourself C Package with
Experimental Circuits
Brunning Software of Clacton -on -Sea have released a practical
step-by-step C & C++ learning package by experienced
programmer and author Peter Brunning. Brunning's software
learning packages include experimental electronic circuits
designed to be built up on a special soldering -free plugboard. The
book teaches the user to program by using C to drive the simple
hardware circuits built with materials supplied in the kit of parts.
The circuits plug into a PC printer lead. The programming

techniques for the experiments are kept simple enough for a
complete beginner to
follow. The
experimental circuits
build up to the
construction of a
storage oscilloscope
circuit, which combines
the relatively simple C
techniques to construct
an overall program that
is by no means simple.

Peter Brunning
believes that most
beginners' packages
for C are written by
experienced C
programmers who
have long since

Experimenting
with C & C + +
Programmes

Peter Brunning
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forgotten how complicated the subject can be to a complete
beginner. No doubt some will remember this situation from the
last teaching course undertaken. Peter Brunning instead brought
his 20 years of programming experience to learning C and C++
from scratch at the outset of the project, and the first part of
Experimenting with C & C++ Programmes as he went. A second
section was then written, reviewing the early chapters with the
benefit of the accumulated C programming experience. His
experience has showed that typical C programs use complex
procedures very difficult to follow by anyone other than an expert
programmer, while Basic appears much easier to understand. In
reality, at equivalent levels of complexity C is only marginally more

difficult than Basic, and it is infinitely more powerful. There is also
a ready demand for C programmers in industry, which is no
longer the case with Basic.

The book of Experimenting with C & C++ Programmes costs
224.99, and the hardware kits are available pm -assembled and
ready to use for 246 from Brunning Software (Tel. 01255
862308), or requiring some assembly and soldering for 239.99.
For owners of Brunning Software's earlier package Experimenting
with PC Computers there is a "top -up" kit for 222.99. (Hardware
kits do not include the books.)

The kits include two C compilers. One will run on any IBM-
compatible PC with a 3.5 -in disc drive. Ideally, to work right
through the book, you will need a minimum 386 PC with 14MB of
free hard disk space. The programming learned will be in C, but
the methods are selected to prepare the learner to program in
C++.

For more information, see the latest Maplin catalogue
on pages 760 and 764.

Universal Serial Bus digital -to -analogue
audio chip
A new audio DAC from ET Electronics is designed to
provide complete USB (Universal Serial Bus) Version 1.0
compliant digital audio playback for new multimedia
systems. The USA standard will make it faster and easier to
interface PCs to peripherals with an expected massive
reduction in configuration conflicts and system resource
limitations.

The Dallas Semiconductor DS4201 is a monolithic digital
audio is that integrates a full USB transceiver, stereo 16 -bit
sigma/delta D -to -A converter and digital signal processing.
It also includes an on -chip analogue mixer to support
existing analogue audio technology and hybrid speaker
designs. This ensures that the user can connect a CD
player, FM receiver or TV audio with analogue outputs and
still use the USB digital technology. The converter ensures
that the PC receives a digital signal to work with, reducing
electric noise, and the analogue signal is directed to the
speakers and multimedia monitors, giving a better sound
quality.

Power management on the chip allows the chip, as well
as the external audio circuits such as amplifiers and power
supplies, to be set on standby when not in use.

For more information contact DT Electronics, 11-12
Mercia Business Village, Westwood Business Park,
Coventry, CV4 8HX UK. Tel 01203 466500 fax 01203 466501.
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"Here's Looking At You, Kid"
Now Fully Verifiable
Vision Control Systems' VSC technology is a further move
towards replacing the computer mouse with "look and click"
control. The headset -mounted control system will be likely to
appeal to games players as well as disabled people and robot
engineers. VCS was developed through a research programme
to control computers and other machinery by monitoring the
user's eye movements, originally for use by fighter pilots.

Integrating a miniature camera with holographic optics
operating in the infra -red part of the spectrum, VCS uses retinal
reflection to track the eye's position. Linked to a computer, VCS
moves the cursor to the user's exact point of observation.

An add-on the VCS is TestimonyTM, designed to follow
the user's visual movements and record and analyse them to

provide information to enable the users "visual behaviour" to
be analysed. The lightweight system is expected to be useful
in applications ranging from market research to pilot/driver
training, surgery and surveillance. The associated miniature
field -of -view camera provides a conventional video image of
the wearer's general visual field, which can be synchronised
with cursor output from VCS to give an accurate indication of
what the wearer is looking at within the field of view. Vision
Control Systems (part of Ferranti) believe this is the first
system of its kind.

The VCS eye tracker has been selected as a Millenium
Product by the Design Council and will be displayed at
Millenium exhibitions in Britain and abroad, including the
Millenium Dome.

VCS systems currentlyoperate through PC serial ports, but
expect to be able to transmit data and video output via radio
link in the future.

For more information contact Vision Control
Systems, Oldham, OL4 3JA, UK. Tel 0161 624 0281 Fax
0161 652 0972 Email sdobinson@visioncs.com Web
www.visioncs.com

Winter Maplin Catalogue Now Has
17,000 Semiconductors
The new Maplin Catalogue, on the shelves from September,
has a number of new features to help users. The print
version (order code CA18U) features anew semiconductor
guide with an extra 17,000 items, making it the largest
source of semiconductors from a single catalogue in the UK.
There are price reduction on more than 2,000 products, and
extended ranges of 1000 new items across the 42 product
categories.

Also available is the double Cdrom catalogue (CQ02C)
with everything described able plus a number of other
features. The companion CD include a free copy of the

MacAfee anti -virus software, a free 30 -day Internet trial with
Demon including software, and over 1000 datasheets.

Component information can be searched either by Maplin
order codes, by the product index or through a keyword
search. Once located, the product is given as a picture,
technical sepcification and pricing details. To order, you
press an Order button to add the item to your shopping
basket. When the ordering is complete. the prices are
totalled and the information can be printed as a finished
order form including personal details.

The CDs come in both PC and Mao formats. You can
obtain the catalogues via mail order, or from any Maplin
store. For information, store locations, etc. call 01702
554 000 Web www.maplin.co.uk
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Technology Innovation Foundation
Offers Development Cash and
Sponsorship Prizes

Altran Technologies, the France -based technology consulting
group, is currently launching its 1999 Foundation for Innovation
awards in the UK.
The international Award offers £11,000 in cash to the global
winner, plus one year's expert development support from
Altran's 5.500 technology consultants and managers to develop
the winning project into a commercially viable proposition.
The 1999 competition theme is "the access to and quality of
water", a worldwide issue covering a host of problems
affecting the developed world as well as the under -developed
regions, from drinking water to irrigation.
The Altran Foundation was set up in 1996 by one of the
European leaders in technological consulting, and aims to
discover innovative technologies that will be of general
benefit. The prize is awarded in a different category each year
to company research and development reams, schools and
universities, public or private research organisations and
associations. A maximum number of three winners are
chosen each year.
The judges of the 1999 theme of water will be looking for
technology which will ..k not onl to Western countries_Puk

also to the East and third world, where the key necessities
are low cost and ease of use. The judges will be an
international selection of leading academics and industry
specialists.
For the 1998 award, entrants were asked to focus on
innovation devoted to detecting, preventing, relieving and
compensating for physical impairment, pain and handicap.
The judging panel awarded two prizes and one special
award. Of the 96 entrants who actually applied formally to last
year's Foundation, 33percent came from companies (mainly
SMEs), 25 percent from schools and universities, 14 percent
from hospitals, 10 percent from private research laboratories,
10 percent from associations and 8 percent from private
initiatives.
Altran is also hoping to create 200 new jobs in the UK in the
next 12 months through its group companies Altran
Technolgoies UK, Praxis Critical Systems, High Integrity
Systems (HIS) and DEC consultants.
Applications must be sent in before the end of February
1999. Final judging will take place in April 1999. Altran would
like entries to be submitted through their website at
www.altran.frlindexe.htm. Further information can be
obtained through the head office at Altran, 251 Boulevard
Pereire, 75017 Paris, France. Tel +33 1 44 09 64 00 Fax
+331.44 09 5410.

Free Power Op Amp Software from
Ashwell
Ashwell Electronics are offering free copies of a power op -
amp design spreadsheet that automates the long calculations
associated with stability analysis, internal power dissipation,
PWM filter design and current limit control. Designed and
developed by Apex Microtechnology, it is described as
thoroughly documented and includes many dynamic
examples to be used as practical tutorials on power op amp
design.

Although power op amps follow the general rules
for small signal op amps, the higher voltage and
current values encountered demand extra attention.
The program is intended to enable designers to
enter their own application data and confirm the
results of changing components without the need to
do repetitive manual calculations.

The key considerations such as capacitive load,
Howland charge pump, current limit, inductive loads
and power designs are all considered individually in
detail, supported with guiding notes and practical
advice.

Based on Excel (suitable for Excel 5 to Excel '97)
it provides a structure with which to analyse and
design a complete power op amp application where

all the static and dynamic parameters are addressed.
Free copies of the program are available to all qualiflying

engineers on request to Apex agents Ashwell Electronics,
Carlton House, Boulton Road, Stevenage, Herts SG1
4QY. Tel. 01438 364194. Fax 01438 313461 Email
sales@ashwell-hq.com

On a different but related subject, see our article by John
Howden, Computer Aided Design on a Shoestring, in last
month's Efl issue 11/1998, on how do basic circuit
simulation on Excel and other spreadsheet programs.
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Surplus always
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPATIBLE

--e TELEBOX Is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit con-
sning all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
--de by makers such as MICROATEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
oceo output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing
acepticn of TV channels not normally receivable on most telev
ion receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
most allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air UHF colour television
.r.annels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies

iF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TY operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
or direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete compatibility - even for monitors with-
x.,-; sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi
aJC60 output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors £36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker £39.50
TELEBOX MB Muitiband VHF/UHF/Cabla/Hyperband tuner £69.95
=or overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.

-.or cable / hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be con-
-ected  a cable type service. Shipping on all Teleboxe's, code (B)

State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
with composite 1V pp video & NICAM hi for stereo sound

outputs. Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x
.60 x 52 mm enable full software control via a simple 2 wire link

to any IBM type computer. Supplied complete with simple working
program and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate.

BRAND NEW - Order as MY00. Only £49.95 code (B)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 21/2" - 14"
i.lassive purchases of standard 514' and 314' drives enables us to
-went prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
sated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip-
-ant and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a full 90
my guarantee. Call for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or repair.

ri Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE £24.95(B)
T."' Mitsubishi MF3550-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only £25.964)* Mitsubishi MrissC-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop £16.95 B
F.,' Tette FD-55GFR-1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE £18.95 B
5-.." Teec FD -55F -03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29..9955((B

5-. BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K £2295(B
-able top case with integral PSU for HH 5W Flopp or HD £29 B
r Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished & tested £210. E
r Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New £195 E
r Shugart 851 r double sided refurbished & tested £260. E

r Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW £295.00(E
r Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U DS slirnline NEW £295.00(E
NM 8' cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb £499.00(E

HARD DISK DRIVES
Zi' TOSHIBA.(19 mm H) MK2101MAN 2.16 Gb. New £199.00
Di' TOSH.(12.5 Gb Laptop.
2'..-i" to 314' conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £12.95
1-4 FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM OF RFE £59.95
.1":' CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE f/F (or equiv.) RFE £59.95
F4' CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE I/F (or equiv.) RFE £69.00
,--z RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI VF (Mac & Acorn) £69.00
l--'-i' QUANTUM 405 Prodrlve 42mb SCSI VF, New RFE £49.00
ri' WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F New £185.00
F.' MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM VF (or equiv.) RFE £49.95
F.' SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL OF Refurb £69.95
!:-.' CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested £69.95
F.' HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested £99.00
F..," HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested £195.00
 NEC D2246 85 Mb SMD Interface. New £199.00
r FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD OF RFE tested £195.00
 FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD OF RFE tested £345.00
Many other drives In stock - Shlipping on all drives Is code (0)

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES
OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

6,000,000 items EX STOCK
For MAJOR SAVINGS- CALL OR SEE OUR WEBSRE

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification

monitors you will ever see -
Ow At this price - Don't miss it!! AM
Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA Muldsync colour monitor with iris

028 dot pitch tube arid resolution of 1024 x 768. A
variety of nputs afows connection to a host of wwut-
ers IBM PC's CGA EGA VGA & SVGA

; modes, COMMODORE (mixing Amiga 1200),
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE Many features: Etched
faceplate, text swkol-iiig and LOW RAMATION AIPR

specification. Fully guaranteed, supplied in EXCEL-
LENT Ine used concition.

& Swivel Base £4.75 Only £119 (E) mg.serita
VGA cable for IBM PC Included.
Eidernai cables for other types of computers CALL

As New- Ex Demo
17" 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitors

Full multisync etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £325.00 (E)

Just In - Mlcrovitec 20" VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info

PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor with bath RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring I security applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good
used condition - fully tested - guaranteed Only £99Dimensions: W14' x H1234' x 15W D. (E)

PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9' colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.825 Khz video input via SCART socket Ideal
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex -equipment
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns). In attrac-
tive square black plastic case measuring W10' x H10' x 1314' D.
240 V AC mains powered. Only £79.00 (D)
KME 10" 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28' dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling..-.
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Atari. Commodore Amiga, Acorn
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13W x 12' x
11'. Good used condition. Only £125 (E)

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors.
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco. Clubs. etc.ln
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F)

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type of power
supply you can Imegine.Over

10,000 Power Supplies Ex StockCall or see our web site.
LOW COST PC's

Always over 1000 PC's from stock.1000's of spares and accessories.Call or see our web site for info.
TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS

IBIS. FA3445ETKL 14° Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245
!Id,/ to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 phase pow sources -ex stalk £POA
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver £760
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser £2500
EM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules £750
EM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N £95
ABA 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE £550
ALLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners £250
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo £POA
Marconi 8310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
Mar con! 20220 10KHz-1GHz RF signal generator £1550
Marconi 2030 opt 03 10KHz-1.3 GHz signal generator,New £5150
HP1650B Logic Analyser £3750
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector £POA
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts £1800
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V 20A metered PSU £675
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set £POA
141130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPIB etc £8500
HP Al, AO 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotters - from £950
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock et amp £650
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera
Ketthisy 590 CV capacitor voltage analyser
Rica! ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
Frslcers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries

£POA
£1100
£POA
£3750
£9500

ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system £POA
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer £2200
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram £945
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser £2950

Intel SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) NEW £1450
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL fast drum plotters £1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit £1450
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL £POA
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New £550
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band printer £1950
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface £1250
Perkin Eimer 299B Infrared spectrophotometer A £500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer £3500
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3750
LightBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495
Sekonlc SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
Taylor Hobson Tallysurt amplifier / recorder £750
ADC SB200 Carbon dioxide gas detector/ monitor £1450
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor £485
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2.5G/b waveform monitor £5,650
ANRITSU MS900181 0.6-1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £POA
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter £990
ANRITSU Fbre optic chracateristic test set £POA
VISION ENGINEERING TS3 Dynascoplc microscope £1850
R&S FTDZ Dual sound unit £650
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator £775
WILTRON 8630B 12.4 / 20GHz RF sweep generator £5750
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope £1250
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount £1955
TEK 1502 Portable TDR (time domain rettectometer) £600
PHILIPS PW1730,10 68KV XRAY generator & accessories £POA
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto. volt. rags £325
CLAUDE LYONS 100A 240/415V 3 phase auto. volt rags £2900

19" RACK CABINETS
Superb quality 6 foot 40U

Virtually New, Ultra Smart
Less than Half Price!

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,
full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket switched mains distribution strip make
these racks some of the most versatile we

have ever sold Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.
Overall dimensions are: 77W H x 3214' D x 22' W. Order as:

OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £545.00 (0)
OPT Rack 2 Rack Less side  =nets £245.00 G

Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.

Available from stock !!.

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by ...,,

fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
of Integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
mrn1625H x 6350 x 603 W. ( 64" H x 25" D x 2314" W)

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price 11

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G)
42U version of the above only £345 - CALL

BATTERY SCOOP - 50% off !!
A special bulk purchase from a cancelled export order brings you
the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ah
rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shelf & guaran-
teed 15 year service life. Fully BT & EIS6290 approved. Supplied
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide, 137 high, 77 deep.
M6 bolt terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers price over £70

eat !Our Price £35 each (C) or 4 for £99 (13)

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK
Save EEEE's by choosing your next relay from our Massive
stocks covering types such as - Military, Octal, Cradle,
Hermetically Sealed, Contactors, Time Delay, Reed, Mercury
Wetted, Solid State, Printed Circuit Mounting, CALL US WITH
YOUR NEEDS. Many obsolete types from stock. Save Eat's

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC -XT
and PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. RFE.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible. £59.95
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95

SIMM SPECIALS
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 12Ons Only £8.50
1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns £10.50 or 7Ons £11.95
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip BO ns £10.50 or 7Ons £11.75
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parity- Only
INTEL 486-0X33 CPU £19.95 INTEL 486-DX66 WU-

£35.00£590

FULL RANGE OF CO -PROCESSORS EX STOCK- CALL FOR £££

MOTOROLA 25 Mhz 68040 (XCI38040RC25M) CPU'S £59.00
shipping charges for RAM / CPU upgrades is code B

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack 3
and licence - OEM packaged.

Special Price ONLY £99.00
Microsoft - Windows for Workgroups 3.11 & DOS 6.22. Supplied
on 3W disks with licence & concise documentation. £39.95
DOS 5.0 on 3W disks with concise books c/w ()Basic . £14.95
Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 3W disks with manual £24.95

shipping charges for software is code B

DISTEL on the web II - Over 16,000,000 Items from stock - www.clistelco.uk
   
   

     
     

: :

-EL EE IRONIES -
YEARS

ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon - Fri 9.00 - 5:30
Dept ET, 32 Biggin Way

Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon - Sat 9:00  5:30

215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On 685 Bus Routs

ti.Thomton Heath 8
Slhurst Park SR Rail Stations

DISTEL©
Visit our web site

www.distel.co.uk
email adman®dlstel.co.uk

ALL IT ENQUIRIES

0181 679 4414
FAX 0181 679 1927

At prices for UK Maitland UK custcmers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order smart Mninum order £10. Bona Fide account orders accepted from Government, Schools,
Universities and Local Authodias - rrthinurn accent cater £50. Cheques crier £100 are subject to 10 walvxrt days clearance. Carriage (Asni.o:), (Al ).£4.CO,
(B).£5.50, (C).£8.50, (£12.CO. (E)=£15.00, (F).£18.00 (G)CALL Mow ax 6 days for shi:cirg - faster CALL. AI goods suppled to our Comets of Sale
and trams slated guaranteed for 90 days. Al guarantees cn a return to bass basis Al rights reserved to change priors / spar:A:atm votthout prior notice. Ceders subject to
stodc. Discourts for voluine. Top CASH prices paid for surpkts goods Al trademarks, traderarnes etc acknoWedged Display Electronics 1999. E & 0 E Ce/96
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Data -gathering pen
handheld PC now has
radio link
Fujitsu's Point 510 RF handheld pen PC
now has radio communications
capability built in. The Windows 95
computer was designed in consultation
with users in health care, retail and
transport to provide real-time computing
with integrated radio comms for workers
in the field.

The Point 510 RF, with a 10.4 -in
SVGA colour screen, is designed to
handle record gathering inaide and
outside hospitals, product control, retail
store management and air transport
checkin. The integrated radio links the
remote handheld PC to the network
server to give real-time computing on the
move.

Fujitsu's Radio Ready system reduces interference between the radio and the computer, extending the mobile's range.
Windows 95 compatibility allows mobile users to run the same applications used on desktops and laptops.

Industrial -standard docks can be located in the workplace to provide battery charging and keyboard or mouse facilities for
the portables at various points.

The Point 510 RF has a 100 -MHz 5 x 86 processor, shock -mounted 2.1GB hard drive, many ports including IrDA, RS-
232serial, Tx/Rx second serial, keyboard, mouse, monitor, parallel, floppuy, audio in/out and port replicator, one Type III PC
card clot, a longlife lithium -ion battery and 8MB EDO ram expandable to 64MB. It weighs 1.8kilos (3.9 Ib) with battery pack,
radio and antenna, and 1.7k (3.74 Ib) without the radio.

For more information, contact Nigel Owens, Fujitsu Personal Systems (UK) Ltd., 2 Longwalk Road, Stockley
Park, Uxbridge, Middx UB11 lAB. Tel 0181 573 444 Fax 0181 561 3775.

Secure on -chip eeprom on AVR 8 -pin
microcontrollers
Atmel's AT90S2323 and
AT90S2343 8 -pin AVR
microcontrollers are the world's
first 8 -pin, 8 -bit microcontrollers
with secure on -chip eeprom.

The AT90S2323 also has an on -
chip crystal oscillator, making it
useful for small remote control
applications needing minimal VO,
such as remote keyless entry
(RKE) systems. It amounts to an
in -system programmable, single -
chip solution for "even the
smallest single- or two -button
remote control or similar
devices". The sister AT90S2324 is designed as
a good security processor for applications with external docks,
such as analogue telephones.

Both chips operate from 2.7 to 6V and have low power
modes that bring the power consumption to below one
microamp. Both come in 8 -pin PDIP and SOIL packages.

Atmel's powerful 10-MIPS AVR core can be used for the
rapid encryption and decryption of data stored in the

eeprom, giving data security in circuits
needing non-volatile storage of secure
data, such as cellular phones and
security systems.

Atmel has a comprehensive set of
development tools for code development
and debugging for the two chips,
including the ICEPRO in -circuit emulator
for all AT9OS series microcontrollers.

For more information contact Bob
Henderson, Atmel (UK) Ltd., The
Coliseum Business Centre, Riverside
Way, Camberley, Surrey GU15 3YL. Tel
01276 686677 Fax 01276 686697 Web:
www.atmel.com
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INCORPORATING:

WING' IEWS" REPOA

s

THE INTERNATIONAL

(jr
and The Model Engineer Exhibition

Olympia, Kensington, London W14
29th December 1998 -3rd January 1999

Adatadtaital-

t THE 66th

..10TllNa(Qi

The International Model Show is Europe's premier modelling event,
bringing together several spectacular modelling events under one roof at
London's Olympia.

With 50,000+ visitors and thousands of models on display - including
competition displays covering every modelling discipline- this is the most
important date in every modeller's calendar.

r7;nerin--:
9.30am to 6.00pm daily
(including New Year's Day)
(9.30am- to 5.30 Sunday
3rd January 1999)

Adrr
PRICES HELD SINCE 1998

Family £2200 f19.00
(2 adults & up
to 4 children)

For group discounts and details of
season tickets, or to order
advance tickets, call our

INTERNATIONAL:

ADVANCE TICKET ORDERS
MUST BE RECEIVED BY
WEDNESDAY 16TH DECEMBER
TO GUARANTEE RECEIPT

tLIs

NeXUS Speciai Interests,
Nexus House.

Azalea Drive, Silarley, Kent,
BR8 8HU, UK



Fun with R tors
Electronic filters are not necessarily formidible. For many purposes, filters can be

designed using standard chips such as switched capacitor filters, for which design
software is normally available.

Douglas Clarkeson

lectronic filters always assume an aura of
difficulty. My earliest introduction to electronic
filters was with passive filters utilising LCR

components. Even then, they were introduced
as an abstract entity - something perhaps to

encounter in an examination question. Before PCs were

widely used, for practical purposes filters could be
designed by using books of standard, normalised filter
tables. These are still used, and can still be useful. They

consist of standard filter configurations, usually normalised
for input and output impedances of 1 ohm, and for a
frequency of 1 radian per second. The component values

for different types of filter are chosen from the table for
these conditions, then scaled for the actual frequency and

impedance used.
The books of filter tables are generated either by doing the
mathematics by hand, or by using a computer to speed
the process. Without the aid of a computer the process is

extremely laborious, but not impossible.
You may wonder why different configurations of, for

example, a second order lowpass filter are required. The

reason is that different design compromises must be made
according to the intended function of the filter. A

Chebyshev filter is designed to give the best attenuation in

the stopband close to the passband - the fastest rolloff.
The compromises here are ripple in the passband
response, and a lack of phase linearity. This sort of filter

may be very useful to control the audio passband of, for

example, a direct conversion receiver.
It would not, however, be useful to limit the bandwidth

of a series of pulses. A Chebyshev filter is not phase linear.

What this means is that different frequencies are subjected

to a different time delay. Remembering that a square wave
contains an infinite series of frequencies, the problem

becomes apparent. If the higher frequencies in the wave
are simply attenuated, then the edges are no longer

Figure 2: simple LCR bandpass
passive filter

SQUARE
WAVE

PHASE
UNEAR
FILTER
RESPONSE

NON -PHASE
LINEAR
FILTER
RESPONSE

Figure 1: the effects of phase linear and non phase linear filters
on a squarewave

vertical, and the corners are rounded. Slight ripple may be
introduced, depending on the shape of the filter rolloff.

However, if different frequencies are delayed by a
different time, then the shape of the waveform can change

out of all recognition. This is illustrated in figure 1. If a
non -phase -linear filter were used in the intermediate
frequency stages of a radar system, then the resulting
screen display would be misleading. For a radar system,
the phase response of the intermediate frequency filter is

more important than its exact frequency response.
In the early days relatively few organisations that had

access to computer facilities able to design filters from
scratch in a reasonable period of time. During the 1970s

when operational amplifiers become more widely available,
active filters became practical and widely used. In the
1980s, switched capacitance filters came into prominence
and tended to replace active filters in many applications.

Today, with second- and third -generation of families of

active and switched capacitance filters available in a
competitive marketplace, designers can choose very

powerful filter designs for demanding circuit
performance. Moreover, devices are usually supplied
with extensive data and software to allow solutions
to be readily identified.

Just as it is still necessary to know something
about maritime navigation while using GPS navigation
systems, so in electronic filter design, an appreciation
of the fundamentals is still helpful, even when using
state of the art filter design packages. To get the best

out of complex devices, however, software packages
are the best course. With the drive towards
miniaturisation, surface mount technology and lower
component count, switched capacitance filters
dominate the market in many applications.

IMAGINARY

A REAL

Figure 3: representation of fitter using
(real,imaginary) coordinate plane
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Figure 4: response of filter of figure Figure 5: response curve of high Q tuned circuit

In is always practical to relate filter functions to specific
widely used filter devices. I will look at the LMF100
switched capacitance filter in some detail, and also the
Burr -Brown UAF42 active filter - the latter more as a kind
of marker of active filter design. I will refer to Maxim
options for active filter design.

Some Elements of Theory
The transfer or network function of the filter designates the
ratio of the voltage output to voltage input, and is
expressed as a function of jw where:

.2
J = -1

and 63 is the radial frequency 2(f where f is the frequency
of the signal in Hz. In the very simple example of a passive
filter in figure 2, the transfer function can be described as:

H(s) = s/(1 + s +s2)

Where s = a + jo, but for filter design purposes a = 0. The
transfer characteristic of this passive filter, of very simple
design, can be expressed as a polynomial of order 2 -
the highest power of variable s in the expression. For a
passive filter, involving LCR components, the order of the
filter is equivalent to the sum of contributing L and C
components.

In this sort of design, parallel combinations of
capacitors are sometimes used to produce the required
total capacitance value.

Key parameters derived for the transfer function are the
magnitude of the gain and phase values. This involves
expressing the transfer function as the sum of a real
component and an imaginary component (x + j y) and with
the magnitude given by:

(x2+y2)

as indicated in figure 3, and the angle of phase given
by arctan(y/x). This diagram shows the output amplitude
and phase of the filter, given a unity real input, at a
specific frequency. To show the performance over a range
of frequencies, a plot would be made of point (x,y) against
frequency. This sort of graph could be generated, for
example, by a network analyser.

When the transfer function of the simple LCR circuit of
figure 1 is solved in this way, the gain is given by:

gain = 133/1(1352 + (1-652)2

The particular
response of this filter is in
fact a band pass filter as
indicated in figure 4 and
with the phase of the signal changing linearly with frequency.

Normally in this band pass filter, the passband limits are
taken where the gain has dropped by 3dB relative to the
maximum gain, a factor of 0.707 times the voltage.

The centre frequency of the filter is defined as the
square root of the product of the product of the two cutoff

frequencies:

20

10

0

-20

-30

-40
0.1 1.0 10.0

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 6: specific filter solution with
different values of Q

033, x ti5c2 = 135max2

that is, the geometric mean of the upper and lower 3dB
points.

If the filter consists of a
single LC tuned circuit,
there is a quality or Q factor
defined for it. The basic
definition of the Q factor is
1/(2 * percentage loss per
radian). If very little energy is
lost from the tuned circuit
per radian, the Q is very
high, and the bandwidth is
small.

The Q can also be
determined from other
measures, all of which result
from the basic definition
related to the loss of the
circuit. In the response
curve shown in figure 5,
the 3dB points and the
centre frequency are shown.
The Q is ti5ma, (ti3c2-135ci).

In other words, the Q is
defined as a quality for
relating to the percentage
bandwidth of a filter. A filter
with a 1Hz bandwidth at
10Hz has a Q of 10, as
does a filter of 5kHz
bandwidth at a centre
frequency of 50 kHz.

Another calculation
commonly used is related
directly to the loss in the
circuit. Assuming that the

Figure 7: general types of filter:
a) lowpass; b) bandpass; c)
highpass; d) notch
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IMAGINARY

x

0.5

-1.0 -0.5 0.5 1.0

x

-0.5

-1.0

x REAL

Figure 8: representation of solution which provides a pair of poles
s = -0.5 -0.866 j and s = -0.5 + 0.866 j

loss is due to the series resistance of the circuit, the Q is
x UR , where ( is the resonant frequency of the circuit.
Figure 6 shows a specific filter solution with different

values of Q.

Basic filter types
Moving into generalities of types of filter, however, figure 7
illustrates the typical lowpass, bandpass, highpass and
notch characteristics.

For the bandpass, the best response would be that of a
'top hat' with a step response of gain in the passband.
While this is the goal to be realised, actual performance
will always fail to meet this characteristic. The typical roll
off response will be 40dB per decade per second order.

Usually sharper roll off in a filter design is associated
with ripple in the pass band and stop bands. The notch
filter can be thought of as some kind of inverse to the
bandpass filter. Again the idealisation of the 'inverted top
hat' can never be realised in analogue circuit designs. A
common application for a notch filter is for rejection of
50Hz mains noise in audio and transducer signal
processing.

Low pass filters, indicated in figure 7, are utilised for
the suppression /rejection of high frequency signals.
Where for example, transducer systems are detecting
essentially low frequency ranges say less than 100Hz, then
a low pass filter can be useful to suppress high frequency
noise components which may be significant at small signal
values.

The high pass filter, indicated in figure 7 allows higher
frequency signals to be selected.

Such a facility, for example, can be useful for
selectively driving higher frequency tweeter systems,
which may be damaged by signals in the range 100Hz to
2kHz. Such a filter unit can be incorporated into a so
called 'cross over network' to drive a unit of loudspeaker
components.

The so called 'all pass' or phase shift filter will seek to
produce a response where a flat gain response is
produced but with a variation of output phase relative to
input phase for a given frequency. Such a filter is typically
used to restore phase shifts introduced by previous circuit
elements.

Figure 9 -was -7 Amplitude and phase response for a 3dB
Chebyshew filter of order 3. Higher order filters have more ripples
in the passband

Generalised Filter Response
Characteristics
The transfer function of a filter can be described as a ratio
of polynomials. A fourth order filter can, for example, be
described as:

H(s) = Ho
s'+b3 s3+b3 s+bo

s'+a3 s3+a2 s2+a1 s+ao

where s = jo3
In theory, therefore, any complex filter function can be

described in this format. The various formats of filter that
have been defined represent mathematical functions that
map well into a specific filter design characteristic, such as
flat passband, steep rolloff, and so on. There can be
tradeoffs of one factor against another. Most of the
commercially available filters, however, cater for the
broadly based needs of filter technology. The real
differences between the functions are best modelled using
computer software. The Maxim package which I will
describe later provides an excellent way of calculating and
displaying a wide range of filter responses.

The filter response can also be written as:

H(S) = Ho
(s-zo) (s -z1) (s-z2)...(s-zn)

(s-po) (s -p1) (s -102)...(s-10

where the roots of the bottom line are termed poles and
the roots of the top line zeroes. These elements are in
general complex numbers of the format R + j I where R is
the real component, j is the square root of -1 and I is the
imaginary part.

The zeroes or poles are either real roots with no
imaginary parts or complex conjugate pairs as in the
expression below:

H(s) = s/(s + 0.5 + 0.866j)( s + 0.5 - 0.866 j)
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Figure 10: Amplitude and phase response of a Bessel filter

which gives a pair of poles, s=0.5 -j0.866 and s = -
0.5+0.866 j. Such a solution can be represented in figure 8.

Poles in the right hand plane should be avoided, with
stable solutions on or to the left of the imaginary axis. This
method of mapping the poles on the (x,y) co-ordinate
system provides a basis for discrimination of stable or
unstable designs.

Design of three and four order filters and higher orders
can be simplified by expressing them as products of first
and second order filters. This is in fact a common strategy
for implementation of filter function with devices perhaps
able to implement two order elements or a pair of such
elements which can be cascaded.

It is common also, for either active or switched
capacitance filters to be configured as general purpose
devices of at least units of second order. Some devices
will provide two independent second order devices or even
four independent second order devices, giving functionality
at fourth and eighth order respectively.

While filters are normally considered in
relation to response at a specific
frequency, the transient element of
performance can be an important
determination of suitability of
performance. In general, circuits of higher
Q will tend to demonstrate more ringing.

A filter can be described as monotonic
when its gain slope never changes sign -
a characteristic possible with low pass or
high pass type filters. Often designs will
demonstrate so called passband ripple.
Usually specific filter characteristics will
indicate limits (usually less than 1 dB in
the passband ) though the relevance of
performance factor will depend on the
application.

Stop band ripple may appear in filter
responses but this is often of less
importance since the key factor is the
overall relative level of attenuation outside
the passband.

0dB

-5dB

w 10dB
0
 15dB

 20dB

-25dB

-30dB
0°

50°

Lu -100°
(,)

0- 150°

-200°

-250°
10mHz 100mHz 1Hz

Figure 11: amplitude and phase response of a Butterworth filter

Specific filters
The transfer function of the Butterworth filter is given by:

H(s) = 1/1 + (fiVaso)2"

where n is the order of the filter and (o is the - 3 dB
frequency of the filter. This design gives approximately -20
dB reduction per decade per order. Thus a 5th order filter
will have a -100 dB decade roll off function.

Table 1 outlines the quadratic factors of the first four
Butterworth filters.

Table 1: Description of the first four Butterworth orders

Order n Function (denominator)
1 (s + 1)
2 (s2 + 1.1412 s + 1)
3 (s + 1) ( s2 + 0.765 s + 1)
4 (s2+0.7654 s + 1 ) ( s2 + 1.8478 5 +1)

GAIN (dB)

20

-120

PHASE (DEG)

10 100 1 Ok 10k

FREQUENCY

-360

-720

100k

Figure 12: lowpass solution using 4th order Butterworth design parameters (Burr -
Brown model software)
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Figure 13: bandpass solution using Chebyshev design parameters
- 4th order and 2 dB passband ripple (Burr -Brown model software)

The Chebyshev filter can demonstrate a sharper roll off
function than the Butterworth, but will usually introduce a
certain ripple in the passband. Figure 9 indicates in an
expanded scale, the ripple in the passband associated for
a range of orders.

For a Chebyshev of order n, there will be n-1 peaks or
dips in the passband response. Where it is desired to
operate an even order Chebyshev at DC frequencies, it is
necessary to include a nominal gain equivalent to the
ripple amplitude.

In 1952 W E Thompson described a filter specially
linear phase response, using Bessel polynomials.
Consequently, this type of filter is known as the Thompson
filter or the Bessel filter. It is optimised for linear phase
response, but has a much slower rolloff, as well as starting
to roll off earlier: when compared with the widely used
Butterworth (or maximally flat) filter. Figures 10 and 11
illustrate this comparison.

Successively higher order Bessel filters achieve
improved linear phase function. Thus a fourth order
Butterworth filters will produce more alteration if the shape
of a square wave input than would a Bessel filter of the
same order.

The elliptic filter can produces a shaper cut off than
Butterworth, Chebyshev or Bessel but with the
complication of introducing ripple in both the passband

and the stopband and with introduction of a highly non
linear phase response. The filter is utilised where the prime
requirement is a sharp cut off function. This could be
appropriate, for example, if it is necessary to allow UHF
television signals through, while sharply attenuating
amateur radio signals in the 430 to 440 MHz band.

The UAF 42
One useful active filter to design around is the Burr -Brown
UAF42 device. The value perhaps of looking closely at this
device is that software is readily available (free of charge)
to display the various types of filter responses that can be
implemented by the active filter device. This gives an
general appreciation of the relative differences of the
various filter types and
functions. By having tight control on internal component
values (laser trimmed R and C), only a few external
components are required to implement a wide range of
filter options.

The set of software (DOS) obtained from Abacus Polar,
'FilterPro', is primarily configured for the Burr -Brown
UAF42 device. It is also claimed possible to load the
software from BurrBrown's Web page. In addition, the
program can give the fo and O values corresponding to
universal filter implementations, such as the pair of f and Q
values corresponding to a 4th order Butterworth low pass
response. This information can also be applied to other
filter solutions such as the LMF100 switched capacitance
filter to implement solutions.

The program provides for a combination of filters as
defined in table 2.

Table 2: Configuration of filter designs able to be modelled
for the Burr -Brown UAF42.

Butterworth
Bessel
Chebychev
Inv Chebyshev

Lowpass Bandpass Highpass Notch
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes
yes no yes no

For the Chebyshev, the ripple amplitude in the passband
can be specified. For the inverse Chebyshev the frequency

at the first notch of maximum
attenuation can be separately
specified. The frequency specification
of this filter is essentially different from
the other types listed. The -3 dB
response frequency is reported by the
program, allowing the frequency
response to be adjusted as required.

For each solution, the values of
resistors corresponding to each
device are specified. Order 4 and
order 6 filters would be implemented
by using two and three UAF42
devices respectively. The UAF42,
however, remains a relatively
expensive device but no doubt with
good performance characteristics.

Figure 12 indicates a bandpass
solution using Butterworth design
parameters. To experiment with such
a package, therefore, provides an

Vino -4
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RF2
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Figure 14: non inverting pole solution for the UAF 42 (Courtesy Burr -Brown)
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valuable insight into selection and where appropriate
optimisation of filters in general. Figure 13 indicates a
lowpass solution using Chebyshev design parameters.
Figure 14 indicates a typical non inverting pole solution
for the UAF 42.

The MAX274 and MAX275
Maxim produce 4th and 8th order continuous time active
filters as devices MAX275 and MAX274 and are primarily
intended for lowpass and bandpass options. Highpass and
notch options are not supported. The software available
with these devices, however, does provide a useful design
tool where the output parameters of the circuit fall within
the design requirements. As a useful component of filter
design, the package provides a useful and flexible general
filter facility, which also includes highpass and notch which
the Maxim devices MAX274 and MAX275 cannot
implement.

The software I obtained from MAXIM came essentially
as a large bundled file MAXIM -7 and with an unzip utility.
The file required is that of FILTER.EXE and also with
associated help file FILTER.HLP. The disk actually supplies
two versions of the EXE file: one dating from 1988 and
one more recent which is the one to be used. The
software can also be provided as part of an evaluation kit
with the MAX274 device.

The use of the filter design package is relatively
straightforward once a few quirks of the DOS package are
identified. A filter design screen allows selection of various
parameters relating to standard filter characteristics.
Standard functions implemented include Butterworth,
Chebyshev and Besse!. This option is usefully interactive -
with options to alter Amax, Amin, fs, fc, and order of
specific functions etc. Gain, phase and delay of each
function can be identified separately as a function of

frequency in an excellent colour graphical display mode.
The software is good fun to drive.

The key parameters obtained from this stage are the
values of poles f and 0 for each second order section of
the filter solution. Design options with the MAX274 and
MAX275 are really limited to working with even orders. In
the chip implementation phase, the values of f and Q and
input as stages of the relevant design with either
bandpass or lowpass outputs selected in order to produce
the staged filter response. The response of each filter
stage can be inspected independently and the values of
the resistors of each stage are separately described. In
building the filter by inserting stages, the order is to start
with the highest Q first so that sequentially the filter is
created with lowest Q sections.

The flexibility of plotting responses of various functions
is excellent and the package provides a good foundation
in active filter design for wide ranges of filter devices. The
MAXIM devices are relatively good value for money, with
the MAX274 8th order device typically available for under
£10.00.

Reviewing the Options
Many applications utilise passive filters which use discrete
resistors, capacitors and inductors. One of the advantages
of such an approach is the fact that they require no power
supplies and are not restricted to the bandwidth limitation
of operational amplifiers and can be used in situations
involving large currents and high voltages. Also
components of noise introduced by use of such
components is generally negligible. Passive filters,
however, provide no inherent gain and the use of inductors
of high accuracy can prove expensive.

Active filters have been developed to provide for
devices with excellent characteristics including principally

Figure 15a: standard implementation of an integrating circuit (Courtesy National Semiconductor)

Figure 15b: equivalent implementation of switched capacitance fitter (Courtesy National
Semiconductor)

Figure 16a: the 8 -pin DIP package pin
out of LTC 1063 (Courtesy Linear
Technology)

Vin

il0On
-5V

LTC1083
2-Vout

+5V

19k1

200p

Figure 16b: typical 2.5 -kHz
configuration with the LTC 1063 device
self clocking using the 19.1k resistor
and a 200pF capacitor (Courtesy Linear
Technology)
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Figure 17: associated frequency response of circuit of figure 12b
(Courtesy Linear Technology)

low noise. More recently, however, the switched
capacitance filter has gained widespread acceptance in a
broad range of applications, particularly in
telecommunications. The essential feature of this device is
that the frequency of operation of such devices is
determined by an independent clock signal whose
accuracy can be tightly controlled. Thus the frequency
response is more easily controlled than establishing and
maintaining correct circuit values within an active filter
design.

How the switched capacitance filter
works
Due to the increasing uptake of switched capacitance
filters, it is appropriate to look at the function of these
devices. A standard implementation of an integrating input
is indicated in figure 15 where the current in the circuit is
given by:

I = Vin/R

If the circuit is replaced by that of figure 15 where
alternately SW1 and SW2 are closed/opened under the
action of an external clock of frequency fclk, the same
ramp effect of output voltage is achieved.

The current is given by:

DQ/dt = Vin x Cl/dT

= Vin x C1/(1/folk)

= Vin/(1/C1 x folk)

This implies that the effective resistance of the switch
network is (1/C1 folk). This implies that the time constant of
the equivalent RC input is given by:

t = C2/C1 x folk

which implies that the value is dependent on the ratio of
two capacitance values. In terms of chip
design/fabrication, this is inherently simpler to achieve
then for a specific independent capacitor. Some designs
also use non -inverting integration design in which double
pole switching is utilised to ramp outputs in a positive
sense with function.

Practical circuits:
switched capacitance
The Linear Technology LTC 1063 is described as a
fifth order Butterworth low pass switched
capacitance filter with key parameters, indicated in
table 3.

Table 3: key parameters of the LTC 1063

Parameter
Clock to cut off frequency ratio
Maximum cut off frequency
Minimum clock frequency
DC Offset
CMRR

Value
100:1
50 kHz
30 Hz
1 mV
80 dB

Figure 16 shows the 8 -pin DIP package pin out and
figure 16 a typical 2.5 -kHz configuration with the device
self clocking using the 19.1k resistor and a 200pF
capacitor. The associated frequency response is indicated
in figure 17. Such self clocking is advisable -only below
500 kHz. The self clocking option is also subject to
variability of internal component values. Exact frequencies
would require to be set by using variable resistor
components.

An input resistor Rin should be connected at Vin as
indicated in table 4 for Supply = + 7.5V.

Table 4: Input values of R in as a function of clock frequency.

Rin (kilohms)
2.2k
3.4k
5.5k
1 1 k

24k
120k

fCLK
4MHz
3MHz
2MHz
1MHz

500kHz
100kHz

By increasing Rin by a factor of 6, the variation of phase
with frequency is made nearly constant with frequency.
This will improve transient response characteristics. The
LTC 1063 (Linear Technology) is really a plug in and go
device where the only main variable of the characteristics
of the response is the clock frequency itself. Linear
Technology would appear to manufacture a relatively wide
range of switched capacitance devices of high
specification.

A comparable device, a fourth order switch capacitor
Butterworth low pass device, the MF4CN-100 (National
Semiconductor) provides a similar characteristic function
as indicated in table 5.

Table 5: Key parameters of the MF4CN100. (National
Semiconductor)

Parameter
Clock to cut off frequency ratio
Maximum cut off frequency
Minimum clock frequency
DC Offset
CMRR

Value
100:1
20kHz
10Hz
400mV
78dB

The MF4CN-100 has a much larger DC offset voltage. The
roll off of the device is approximately 80 dB per octave.
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8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683

close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
M42, M45 and M69)

Hewlett Packard 435A or B Power Meter (with 8481A/8484A) from £750
Hewlett Packard 4279A - 1MHz C -V Meter £4500
Hewlett Packard 4948A - (TIMS) Transmission impairment M/Set. £1500
Hewlett Packard 4972A - Lan Protocol Analyser £1750
Hewlett Packard 5420A Digital Signal Analyser £350
Hewlett Packard 5335A - 200MHz High Performance Systems Counter 1600
Hewlett Packard 5314A - (NEW) 100MHz Universal Counter 1250
Hewlett Packard 5316A - Universal Counter (IEEE) £500
Hewlett Packard 5183 - Waveform Recorder £1750
Hewlett Packard 5238A Frequency Counter 100MHz £250
Hewlett Packard 5370A - 100MHz Universal Timer/Counter £450
Hewlett Packard 5384A - 225 MHz Frequency Counter £650
Hewlett Packard 5385A Frequency Counter -1GHz - (HP1B) with OPTS 001/003/004/005 £995
Hewlett Packard 6253A Power Supply 20V -3A Twin £200
Hewlett Packard 6255A Power supply 40V - 1.5A Twin £200
Hewlett Packard 62668 Power Supply 40V -5A 020
Hewlett Packard 62716 Power supply 60V -3A £225
Hewlett Packard 6622A - Power Supply, Dual 0/P £1850

(Premises situated
to Ml, M6, M40,

OSCILLOSCOPES Hewlett Packard 6623A - Power Supply, Triple 0/P .£1750

Beckman 9020 - 20MHz £150
Hewlett Packard 6652A - Power Supply (0 -20V, 0 -25A £1250
Hewlett Packard 62646 - Power Supply (0 -20V, 0-25A) £400

- Dual Channel
Cossor 3102 - 60MHz Dual Channel £250 Hewlett Packard 7475A -6 Pen Plotter £250

Gould OS 245A/250/255/300/3000/3351/4000 from £125 Hewlett Packard 7550A -8 Pen Plotter A3/A4 £450

Hewlett Packard 180/V180C/181A/182C from £200
HEWLETT PACKARD 6261BHewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 1744A, 100MHz dual ch from £350

Hewlett Packard 54100D - 1GHz Digitizing £2995 Power Supply 20V -50A £450 Discount for Quantities
Hewlett Packard 54200A- 50MHz Digitizing £650

Hewlett Packard 83555A - Millimeter - Wave source Module 33-50GHz £4250
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MI-tz Digitizing £1500
Hitachi V650F - 60MHz Dual Channel £350 Hewlett Packard 8015A - 50MHz Pulse Generator £750

Hitachi V152FN302B/V302FN353FN550BN650F from £125 Hewlett Packard 8405A - Vector Vohmeter £350

Intron 2020 - 20MHz Dig tal Storage (NEW) £650 Hewlett Packard 8165A - 50MHz Programmable Signal Source £1650

Iwatsu SS 5710/SS 5702 - 20MHz from £125 Hewlett Packard 83506 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (various Plug -Ins available) extra £2650

Kikusul COS 6100 -100MHz. 5 Channel, 12 Trace £475 Hewlett Packard 8152A Optical Average Power Meter £1250

Klkusui 5100 - 100MHz - Dual Channel £350 Hewlett Packard 81588 - Optical Attenuator (OPTS 002 + 011) .51100

Meguro - MSO 1270A - 20MHz Digital Storage (NEW) £650 Hewlett Packard 8180A - Data Generator £1500

Nlcolet 310 - LF. D.S.O. with twin Disc Drive 1550 Hewlett Packard 8182A - Data Analyser £1500Nlcolet 3091 - L.F. D.S.O.1900 Hewlett Packard 83506 - Sweep Oscillator Mainframe (vanoue plug-in options available) £2500

Lecroy 9450A - 300MHz/400 Ms/s D.S.O. 2 ch £2250 Hewlett Packard 83554A - Wave Source Module 26.5 to 40GHz £3500

Philips PM 3211/PM 3212/PM 3214/PM 3217/PM 3234/PM 3240/PM 3243/PM 3244/PM 3261/ Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe from £250

PM 3262/PM 3263/PM 3540 from £125 Hewlett Packard 8656A - Synthesised Signal Generator (990MHz)--£2000
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel £1750 Hewlett Packard 86568 - Synthesised Signal Generator £2950

Philips PM 3335 - 50 MHz/20Ms/s D.S.O. 2 ch £1500 Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser £375

Philips PM 3055 - 50 MHz DUAL Timebase £450 Hewlett Packard 8756A - Scalar Network Analyser £1500

Tektronix 434 - 25MHz -2 Channel Analogue Storage £250 Hewlett Packard 8757A - Scalar Network Analyser £2250

Tektronix 454 - 150MHz -2 Channel £400 Hewlett Packard 8903A - Audio Analyser (20Hz - 100KHz) £2600

Tektronix 468 -100MHz 0.5.0 £750 Hewlett Packard 8903E - Distortion Analyser (Mint) £2000

Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel £425 Hewlett Packard 8958A - Cellular Radio Interface £2000

Tektronix 2221 - 60MHz Digital Storage 2 Channel £1500 Hewlett Packard 8901A - Modulation Analyser £3400

Tektronix 2215 - 60MHz Dual trace £450 Hewlett Packard 8920A - R/F Comms Test Set £6000

Tektronix 2235 - 100MHz Dual trace £800 Hewlett Packard 8922b - GSM Radio Comms Test Set £9995

Tektronix 2335 - Dual trace 100MHz (portable) £750 Hewlett Packard P382A Variable Attenuator £250

Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch £450 Hewlett Packard 16300 - Logic Analyser (43 Channels £650

Tektronix 2440-300 MHz/500 Ms/s D.S.O. 2 Ch £3750 Hewlett Packard 16500A - Fitted with 16510N1651 16530A/16531A- Logic Analyser £4000

Tektronix 455 - 50MHz Dual Channel £350 Hewlett Packard 117298 - Carrier Noise Test Set £2000

Tektronix 464/466 - 100MHz An storage from £350 Krohn-Hlte 2200 Lin/Log Sweep Generator £995

Tektronix 465/4656 - 100MHz dual ch from £350 Krohn -Hite 4024A Oscillator £250

Tektronix 475/475A - 200MHz/250MHz Dual Channel from £475 Krohn -Hite 5200 Sweep, Function Generator £350

Tektronix 485 - 350MHz -2 channel £900 Krohn -Hite 6500 Phase Meter £250

Tektronix 5403 - 60MHz -2 or 4 Channel from £250 Leader 3216 - Signal Generator (1001(Hz - 140KH'z) AM/FMJCW with built-in FM stereo

Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, 100MHz 4 ch from £300 modulator (mint) £995

Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch from £650 Marconi 2019 - 80KHz - 1040MHz Synthesised Sig. Gen £1450

Tektronix 7904- 500MHz from £850 Marconi 2019A - 80KHz - 1040MHz - Synthesised Signal Generator........-..._._..._..._ £1600

Trio CS -1022 - 20MHz - Dual Channel £125 Marconi 2022A - 10KHz - 1GHz AM/FM Signal Generator £2000

Other scopes available too Marconi 2041 - (10KHz - 2.7GHz) Low Noise £7500
Marconi 2305 - Modulation Meter £1995

SPECIAL OFFER Marconi 2610 - True RMS Voltmeter £850

HITACHI V212- 20MHZ DUAL TRACE £180 Marconi 2871 Data Comms Analyser £1000

HITACHI V222 - 20 MHZ DUAL TRACE + ALTERNATE MAGNIFY £200 Marconi 2955 - Radio Comms Test Set £3000
Marconi 6960 - Power Meter & Sensor from £950
Philips PM 5167MHz function gen._ £400

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS Philips 5190 LF. Synthesiser (G P.1.6). £800
Philips 5193 Synthesised Function Generator £1500

Advantest 4133B - 10KHz -20GHz (60GHz with external mixers) + Ext Keyboard £7250 Philips 5518 Synthesised Function Generator £1500

Advantest 41316 - 10KHz - 3.5GHz £4950 Philips PM5519 -TV Pattern Generator £350

Ando AC8211 - Spectrum Analyser 1.7GHz £2950 Philips PM5716 50MHz Pulse Generator £525

Anrltsu MS610B - 10KHz - 2GHz - (Mint) £4750 Philips PM6652 - 1.5GHz Programmable High Resolution Timer/Counter £900

Anritsu MS341A + MS3401B - (10Hz - 30MHz £3995 + £4995 Philips PM6673 - 120MHz High Resolution Universal Counter £430

Anritsu MS626 - 10KHz - 1700MHz £2500 Prema 4000 -614 Digit Multimeter (NEW) £450

Avcom PSA65 S - 1000MHz - portable £1500 Racal 1992 - 1.3GHz Frequency Counter £800

Hewlett Packard 3560A - 5Hz-50KHz £995 Racal Dana 9081/9082 Synth. sig. gen. 520MHz from £500

Hewlett Packard 182T with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz) £3750 Racal Dana 9084 Synth. sig. gen. 104MHz £450

Hewlett Packard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser Interface £1000 Racal Dana 9303 R/F Level Meter & Head £850

Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser £7500 Racal Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz £175

Hewlett Packard 3562A Dual Channel Dynamic Sig. Analyser £7500 Racal Dana 9302A R/F muttivottmeter (new version) £375

Hewlett Packard 853A + 8558B - 0.1 to 1500MHz £3250 Racal Dana 9082 Synthesised arrVfm slg gen (520MHz) £500

Hewlett Packard 182T + 8558B - 0.1 to 1500MHz £2750 Racal 9301A True RMS R/F Multivoltmeter £300

Hewlett Packard 8754A - Network Analyser 4-1300MHz V2000 Racal 6111/6151 - GSM Radio Commis Test Set £POA

Hewlett Packard 8591A - 9KHz - 1.8GHz £4995 Rohde & Schwarz LFM2 - 60MHz Group Delay Sweep Gee £1600

Hewlett Packard 8594E - 9KHz - 2.9GHz £7000 Rohde & Schwarz Scud Radio Code Test Set £300

Hewlett Packard 3582A - 0.02Hz -25.6KHZ (dual Ch.) £2000 Rohde & Schwarz CMS 54 Radio Comms Monitor £6250

Hewlett Packard 3585A -20Hz -40MHz £4995 Rohde & Schwarz CMTA 94 GSM Radio Comms Analyser £7500

Hewlett Packard 8754A (opt H26) - 4MHz -2.6GHz £2950 Schaffner NSG 203A Line Voltage Variation Simulator ............... £950

IFR 7750 10KHz - 1GHz £3250 Schaffner NSG 222A Interference Simulator £850

Marconi 2370 - 110MHz £995 Schaffner NSG 223 Interference Generator £850

Marconi 2371 - 30KHz - 2000MHz 11250 Schaffner WSG 431 Electrostatic Discharge Simulator £1250

Meguro MSA 4901 - 1-300GHz (AS NEVV) £1500 Schlumberger 4031 - 1GHz Radio Comma Test Set £4995

Meguro MSA 4912 - 1-1GHz (AS NEW) £1995 Schlumberger 2720 1250MHz Frequency Counter £500

Polrad 641-1 - 10MHz - 18GHz £1500 Schlumberger 7060/7065/7075 Multimeters from £350
Rohde & Schwarz- SWOO 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300MHz £1800 Schlumberger Stabllock 4040 Radio Comms Test Set £3500

Takeda Riken 4132 - 1.0GHz Spectrum Analyser £2500 Solartron 1250 Freq. Response Analyser £2500

Tektronix 71_18 with mainframe (1.5-60GHz with external mixers) £2000 Stanford Research DS 340 - 15MHz Synthesised Function (NEW) and arbitrary
Tektronix 495P - 100Hz - 1.8GHz programmable £4950 waveform generator £1200

Systron Donner 6030 - Microwave Frequency Counter (26.5GHz) £2500
Telequipment C171 Curve Tracer £250
Tektronix TM5003 + AFG 5101 Arbitrary Function Gen. £1500MISCELLANEOUS

Adret 740A - 100KHz - 1120MHz Synthesised Signal Generator £800 Tektronix 1240 Logic Analyser £500

ANRITSU ME 462B DF/3 Transmission Analyser £3000 Tektronix DAS9100 - Series Logic Analyser £500

Danbridge JP30A - 30KV Insulation Tester £1500 Tektronix - Plug -ins - many available such as SC504, SW503, SG502,

Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator £1500 PG508. FG504. FG503, TG501, TR503 + many more SPOA

Dranetz 626 - AC/DC - Multifunction Analyser £850 Tektronix AM503 + T1,1501 + P6302 - Current Probe Amplifier £995

EIP 331 - Frequency counter 18GHz £700 Tektronix PG506 + TG501 + SG503 +11,1503 - Oscilloscope Calibrator £1995

EIP 545 - Frequency counter 18GHz ._ £1500 Tektronix AA5001 &11,15006 WF - Programmable Distortion Analyser £1995

EIP 545A - Frequency counter 18GHz £1600 Tektronix 577 - Curve Tracer £1150

EIP 575 - Frequency counter 18GHz £1750 Time 9811 Programmable Resistance £400

Famell AP70-30 Power Supply (0-70v/30A) Auto Ranging £750 Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator £550

Famell TSV-70 MKII Power Supply (70V - 5A or 35V - 10A) £250 Toellner 7720 - Programmable 10MHz Function Gen (AS NEW)._____ -.--1700
Farnell DSG-1 Synthesised Signal Generator ... _...1125 Val halla Scientific - 2724 Programmable Resistance Standard £P.O.A.

Farnell ESG-1000 Synthesised Signal Generator 1GHz (as new) £1650 Wendel & Gottermann PFJ-8 - Error/Jitter Test Set /12500

Flure 5100A - Calibrator £2500 Wendel & Goltermann PCM4 £11000

Gulldline 9152 - T12 Battery Standard Cell £550 Wendel & Goltermann PCM4 (+ options) £9950

Hewlett Packard 331A - Distortion Analyser £300 Wayne Kerr 4225 LCR Bridge 1600

Hewlett Packard 3336C - Synthesised Signal Generator (10Hz -21MHz)..._ £1000 Wayne Kerr 6425 - Precision Component Analyser__ £275

Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter £350 Wayne Kerr 8905 - Precision LCR Meter £850

Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter £850 Wavetek 171 - Synthetised Function Generator £250

Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital Multimeter £200 Wavetek 1726 Programmable Sig Source (0.0001Hz - 13MHz) EP.O.A.

Hewlett Packard 3468A - Switch/Control Unit £650 Wavetek 184 - Sweep Generator- 5MHz £250

Hewlett Packard 35600A Dual Ch. Dynamic Signal Analyser £3750 Wavetek 3010- 1-1GHz Signal Generator £1250

Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/3791B/3793B Microwave Unk Analyser £2250 Wlltron 6409 - RF Analysers (1MHz - 2GHz) 1P0A

Hewlett Packard 3325A -21MHz Synthesiser/Function Gen £1500 Wiltron 6620$ - Programmable Sweep Generator as - £650

Hewlett Packard 3488A - HP - 1B Switch control unit (various Plug -ins available) £650
Hewlett Packard 3455A 6',4 Digit M/Meter (Autocal)
Hewlett Packard 3478A - Multimeter (5% Digit) + HP -18
Hewlett Packard 3566A - Selective Level Meter

£750
£550

£1000

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE -
SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT

Hewlett Packard 3776A - PCM Terminal Test Set £1500 ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED -
Hewlett Packard 3779A/3779C - Primary Mux Analyser
Hewlett Packard 3784A - Digital Transmission Analyser

from £600
£4995 WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.

Hewlett Packard 3790013- Signalling Test Set (No 7 and ISDN) £6000 PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
Hewlett Packard 4262A - Digital LCR Meter
Hewlett Packard 4275A - LCR Meter (Multi -Frequency)

£1350
£3950 ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED

Hewlett Packard 4338A - tAllionmeter (As New) 12000 TO ALL GOODS
Hewlett Packard 4342A '0. Meter £995
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Figure 18: Fourth order Chebychev low pass filter based on the
mode 3 usage of the LMF100 - the general purpose mode. The
basic requirements for the example were stipulated as 1 dB ripple
in the passband, unity gain at DC and with 1000Hz cut off
(Courtesy National Semiconductor).

The National Semiconductor LMF100
Switched Capacitor
The LMF100 device produced by National Semiconductor
provides a replacement for the industry standard MF10
device in terms of increase in maximum frequency of
operation from 30kHz to 100kHz and with improvement in
offset voltage and a tighter clock to frequency ratio error
of typically only 0.2 percent.

The LMF100 is a general purpose dual second order
state variable filter with a total of 12 modes of
operation/connection which allows options/combinations
which allow options/combinations of a basic types of filter,
bandpass, low pass, high pass, notch and all pass. The
device also allows all classical filters to be realised -
Butterworth, Besse!, Elliptic and Chebychev and so on.

The clock to centre frequency ratio for each filter can
be programmed to either 100:1 or 50:1. In some modes,
also, the centre frequency for a given section can be
altered by inclusion of additional resistors. This is often
necessary where a specific roll off function will require the
selection of clock rates different from a single available
input clock value.

The typical roll off slope for each mode of operation is
approximately -40 dB per decade. The essential transfer
function is provided with each response.

Figure 18 indicates a fourth order Chebychev low pass
filter based on the mode 3 use of the device, the general
purpose mode. The basic requirements for the example
were stipulated as 1- dB ripple in the passband, unity gain
at DC and with 1000 -Hz cutoff frequency using fourth
order function (two sections cascaded together). Standard

filter design text such as National Switched Capacitor
Filter Handbook, incorporates tables which list the
characteristics of fo and Q for this combination. This data
can also be extracted from the Burr -Brown FilterPro filter
package and the Maxim package. The data sheet then
describes how to work from fo and Q values to the desired
circuit configuration. The two stages are described as
stages 'a' and stage 'b'.

The first section value of Foa and Qa are identified from
this look up process as 529 Hz and 0.785 and fob and Qb
as 993 Hz and 3.559. With unity gain at DC, Hoa = 1 and
Hob = 1. While the cut off frequency of the combined filter
is 1000 Hz, the component cut off frequency of the
separate second order sections are different - 529 Hz and
993 Hz. Normally the section with lower Q is implemented
first.

Starting at R1a = 20k, since we know that low pass
gain (Holp) tends to -(R4a/R1a) and which is a value of -1,
the R4a is also 20k. With pin 12 connected to V- to give a
100:1 clock ratio:

f2oa = (f2c1k/10000) x (R2a/R4a)2

Solving for Ra2 gives a value of 5.6 kilohms. Also:

R3a = Qa i(R2a x R4a) 0.5 = 8.3 kilohms.

A similar exercise for the higher 0 order gives
R1b = R4b = 20k and R2b = 19.7k and R3b = 70.6k.
For this particular device, therefore, the LMF100, there are
three critical elements of design. One is to identify the
order of the filter required, the filter type, the filter
parameters such as the cut off frequency and gain at DC
in the low pass example and any possible ripple in the
bandpass and stop bands. Then the values of f and Q for
the various second order elements are determined which
when combined will produce the desired effect. This data
can be found in a range of sources but is not generally
included in the general specification of a device data
sheet. Having determined f and 0 and the mode of the
LMF100, the required values of resistors are calculated,
based on the formula presented in the data sheet for each
mode. Perhaps it is indeed easy to see why such a
process of filter design does ruffle some electronic
feathers.

Figure 19: parameters relating to functional specification of the
LMF 90 notch filter (Courtesy National Semiconductor)
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Figure 20: general implementation configuration of LMR90 (Courtesy National Semiconductor)

f CLX

0 R

R = 33.3, 50, OR 100
SEE TABLE 1

There can be a distinct advantage, therefore, of using a
dedicated implementation of switched capacitance filter
such as the low pass Butterworth described earlier which
involves very little in the way of design effort.

1 60V+

8V- 0
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IN 1110

12
IN 2 0

14
IN 3 0

LMF380
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06XTAL1
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tai = cu<

50

BANDPASS 2

f02= °LK
62.5

BANDPASS 3
f03=

fCLK

s0

5
OUT 1

04 OUT 2

03 OUT 3

Figure 21: basic pinout of the LMF380 (Courtesy National
Semiconductor)

The LMF9O
There are also available high order notch filters implemented using
switched capacitance fitters. Where the specification of the devices

is satisfactory for the task in hand, these units offer a much
simplified design approach compared with basic active fitter design.

Where there is a specific request for a high specification elliptic
notch filter, then there is probably an advantage in considering the
LMF90 device from National Semiconductor. The parameters
defined for this type of notch filter are outlined in figure 19.

The key function of the device is set by the clock frequency and
clock ratio factor (100:1; 50:1 or 33.3: 1) and by logic levels
connected to two additional lines. Table 6 summarises the options
available by setting logic levels on lines D and W when fclk/fo value

is set at 100.

Table 6: Notch fitter characterisation for setting logic levels at pins D
and W for a fclk/fo setting of 100.

D Amin (dB) BW/fo SBW/fo

V- v- -30 0.12 0.019

V- GND -30 0.26 0.040

V- V+ -30 0.55 0.082

GND V- -35 0.12 0.010

GND GND -40 0.26 0.024

GND V+ -40 0.55 0.050

In this definition, stopband width (SBVV) is the difference in
frequency between the two stopband edges fs2-fs1. These stop
band edges are defined at level Amin(dB) between the DC

response level.
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The more general implementation of the device is shown in
figure 20, where the external clock is input in pin 6. Also, an
oscillator crystal can be connected across pins 4 and 5. The
device also allows a wide range of options of clock division as
specified in table 7.

Table 7: Configuration of divide ratio (LD) and fclk/fo value as function
of three level logic settings.

V+ GND V-
PIN LD 716 596 2

PIN R (fclk/fo) 33.3 50 100

Thus by setting LD at V+ and R at V-, an external clock frequency
of 3,580,000 MHz will set a notch frequency of 50 Hz.

The LMF380
Almost as a finale, it is relevant to reference the LMF 380 -

designed to make life ever so much easier for the acoustics
instrument designer. The LMF380 contains three fourth order
Chebyshev bandpass filters whose centre frequencies are spaced
one third of an octave apart.

The basic device is shown in figure 21, where three
independent signals can be presented at IN1, IN2 and IN3 and
output signals at OUT1, OUT2 and OUTS in response to a master
clock signal driven via a crystal across pins 6 and 7. Figure 22
indicates a standard response for the three filters clocked at 250
kHz. A complete wide spectrum analyser can be constructed from
20 kHz to 24.4 Hz (30 bands) using only 10 LMF380 devices and a
minimum of other components (see data sheet). This provides the
basis for a wide range of acoustic test/spectrum display
instrumentation.

Making Choices
At one time, before switched capacitance filters, it was necessary
to have a firm grip of fitter design before venturing to design and
build circuits. The advent of switched capacitance fitters and in
particular 'self contained' fourth order and higher types, has
allowed more devices to be used without an in depth
understanding of their function, There has been, as it were, the
introduction of a 'black box' approach, which is fine for those who
wish to implement a clearly defined requirement without being
drawn too much into the detail of filter design.

When switched capacitance fitter types are being cascaded,
usually in steps of two order such as with the LMF100, this does
require more in the way of understanding of filter theory, in

particular for the derivation of the relevant f and O of each section
of the filter. At this level of design it is important to have access to

tables/software that
can provide such
information.

There is also,

however, an

understanding
required relating to
what is the best fitter
for a given application.
Moreover, the basic

starting point is to
define the essential
requirements of the
fitter circuit. Key

elements of selection
would include:

Figure 22: standard response of LMF380
clocked at 250 kHz (Courtesy National
Semiconductor)

a)

b)

c)

ci)

e)

f)

g)
h)

1)

Mode: Lowpass, bandpass, notch, highpass or allpass
main function: Butterworth, Bessel, Chebyshev, Inverse
Chebyshev
order (dB rolloff required)

frequency limit
frequency accuracy and stability
DC offset

design complexity (number of components)
cost
power consumption (battery equipment)
aliasing problems (switched capacitance)

The simplest options, where these are acceptable within the
specifications, will be to implement using high order dedicated
switched capacitance fitters. There is the danger, however, that the
advantages which still exist for good designs involving active filters
may be overlooked.

Summary
This article has touched briefly on filter theory, but has also
provided details of a few readily available devices. This is to
emphasise that although the theory may be complex, some basic
knowledge can serve to select solutions that are straightforward to
implement. A good way to grapple with the complexity is to access
some good filter simulation software in order to let the computer do
the number crunching and the observer sit back and assess the
various options.
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s or j63 - two aspects
of the same problem

This article covers some of the basic theory underlying filter design.

Martin Smith

hen dealing with the design of filters and control
systems, the mathematics is usually expressed
in terms of the function 's'. Somewhere towards
the end of the calculations there will appear the

equation:

Let s = jus

and a solution drops out. What is this 's', why can it be made
equal to .033 and why do we not use j63 throughout the

calculations?

Time and frequency
When analysing a circuit most people think of the frequency
response. This is not a bad way to understand the actions of a
filter, which is simply a frequency selective device when all's
said and done. But what happens when a complicated
waveform such as a square wave is fed into such a circuit and
how do we calculate what happens at the output? The square
wave is a commonly occurring, so-called time dependent,
waveform that can be easily displayed on an oscilloscope. The
waveform is normally described in terms of time. For example,
the high period of the wave can be measured on the
oscilloscope as some number of milliseconds or microseconds
and the low portion is described in the same manner. A filter's
action on the waveform - its so-called transfer function - is a
frequency plot and here lies the problem: the input waveform is
measured in units of time and the filter is measured in terms of
frequency.

Obviously it is necessary to change (or more correctly, to
transform) one of the parts of the problem into the units that
the other one is measured in. This would give a simple solution
to the problem. This is where the term 's' comes in, as it
allows us to transform a complex time waveform into an
expression of frequency that can be easily matched to the
filter's frequency response (also transformed) using normal

algebraic operations. The output waveform is then turned back
into the modified time dependent waveform. Figure 1 shows
the root of the problem.

Transforms
There is a simple analogy that can be used to show how a
transform works. Long before people used calculators or
personal computers, complex multiplication and division was
done using logarithms. The logarithm, which is a number
expressed as a power of 10, is the transform stage in the
whole operation. The sequence of events is as follows:

 take two numbers for multiplication
 take the logarithm of each number
 add the logarithms together
 take the antilogarithm to get the answer

Here's a simple example: supposing we want to calculate 100
multiplied by 1000 and have to use logarithms:

 Stage one. The two numbers are defined as 100 and 1000.
 Stage two. Find out what the two numbers are when

expressed as logarithms. If a logarithm is a number
expressed in terms of a power of 10 then we can write that
100 = 100°-''''""). Let us define this as 100=10 x 10 or 10
squared which we can write as 102. Therefore the answer to
what is the logarithm of 100 is 2. Therefore the equation
becomes 100=102 and the logarithm of 100 is 2. A similar
train of reasoning will give the logarithm of 1000 as 3.

 Stage 3. Add the logarithms together. 2+3 = 5.
 Stage 4. Take the antilogarithm. If as shown above the

logarithm of a number is its value when expressed as a
power of 10, then the antilogarithm is the result of taking 10
to the power of the logarithm. In this case we have 105, or
100,000 which is the result you should get when multiplying
100 and 1000 together.

Figure 1: a typical test setup showing a frequency stimulus to a circuit that is being investigated

That was a very simple example, but it
shows how a transform works: it takes
the original problem, transform it to a
point where it can be solved using
simple mathematics, and then convert it
back into the original units. If you don't
believe me, try working out what it x e
is when solved by long hand
calculation, where it (pi) is 3.1415927
and e (the unit of natural logarithms) is
2.7183. Now try using log tables.
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Figure 2: the RC low pass filter circuit

Because the two parts of the
problem relating to filters are time and
frequency it is necessary to understand
the links between the two and why this
particular transform works.

Time and frequency
If, for example, a 1 kHz sine wave is
displayed on an oscilloscope which has
a timebase of 0.5ms/division the screen
shows a number of waves, five for a
typical 'scope, each with a duration of
two divisions on the horizontal, or time,
axis. Since we have 0.5ms/division each whole cycle of the
wave lasts for 2 x 0.5ms = 1 ms. 1 ms is just another way of
writing 1/1000 so we can conclude that 1 kHz = 1000Hz
1/1000 second. (The expression ( means 'is equivalent to' in
mathematics.) Or frequency = 1/time and this interrelation is
the foundation of the transform method we are going to use.
Taking this expression, it is possible to express a frequency as
a function of time and vice versa.

The Laplace transform
The transformation to convert time waveforms into frequency
information is named after the French mathematician and
astronomer Pierre Simon, Marquis de Laplace (1749 - 1827).
I will not go into the details of the mathematical proof here,
but there are plenty of good text books available that will
expand on the theory. The equation below is the definition of
the Laplace transform of a time dependent waveform f(t).

L[f(t)] = F(s) =1f(t).es!dt

ci

Equation 1: the Laplace transform equation

It is rather a complicated equation but what is boils down to is
that f(t) (the time waveform) can be expressed in terms of 's',
by multiplying the component parts of the time information by
e-st and integrating the result over the period of the
waveform. 's' is an expression of frequency that also contains
the phase information, vital for calculating the correct
response of a filter.

Luckily, very few people have to go through this process,
as numerous tables of calculated results (called transform
pairs) have been published and all you have to do is look up
the time information that corresponds to your particular
problem and then read across to the transform result. Taking
the inverse Laplace transform to get the answer is just the
reverse of this procedure.

The usual way of defining s is as a complex frequency
variable equal to cr+jti5. u is a number which is required for
the convergence of the integral, equal to zero in useful
cases. This leaves the formula s=jui which you may
remember from above.

Figure 3: the frequency and phase transfer plots for the circuit of figure 2

Example
Having explained what Laplace transforms are, let's look at an
example in real life. Figure 2 shows an RC filter that will be
readily known to all of you. It is a low pass filter and the
frequency dependent element is the capacitor. Solving this in
the frequency domain in order to obtain a standard amplitude
versus frequency plot we follow this procedure.

The circuit is a potential divider so the output voltage is:

Vout = Vin(reactance of capacitor C)/ (reactance of capacitor
C + resistor R).

Capacitive reactance is 1/ju5C, so the formula simplifies -to:

Vout = Vin(1/03C)/(1/jt3C + R)

Or more usually expressed in terms of the ratio of output to
input and also multiplying the right hand side by j(C:

Vout = (1 Mn) x (1 + ja3CR)

This can be solved for both amplitude and phase of output
with respect to the input and the graphs in figure 3 are
obtained. Note however that the analysis was done for single
frequency inputs, so what happens when we apply a time
dependent waveform such as a step?

Figure 4 shows the circuit configured to accept the input
from a DC supply when the switch is closed. A single condition
will be made in order to keep the analysis simple, the capacitor
C has no charge on it so that before the switch is closed Vin =
Vout = 0 volts.

The input waveform is zero before the switch is closed and
then V volts afterwards, in other words a single step function.
Looking at a table of Laplace transforms a step function in time
has a transformed value of 1/s. Thus taking into account the
value of our input step we have an input of V/s.

Next we have to transform the network to obtain the
transfer characteristic. The resistor is independent of frequency
so it has no frequency -related transform. The capacitor is
dependent and it transforms to a value of 1/sC. Note that this
is very similar to the 1/j(C we used above. Now we can
proceed with calculating the potential divider circuit as before.
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Figure 4: The RC filter network when subjected to a time
dependent input

Vout = Vin(1/sC)/(1/sC + R)

Or:

Vout = Vin x (1/(1 + sCR))

Having already described the input step as being V/s we can
substitute this into the above equation and simplify:

Vout =Vin/s x 1/(1 + sCR)

The term 1/s(1+sCR) is usually rewritten as:

(1/CR)/(s(s + 1/CR))

Looking up the inverse transform for this expression we get:

(1 -ems,

Figure 5: the output waveform (in the time domain) of the circuit
of figure 4

and we can substitute this into the original equation:

Vout = Vin(1 - e-vcR)

This equation describes the output time -related response and
is shown in figure 5. This will be familiar to anyone who has
observed a step input to an RC network on an oscilloscope.

For an inductor, the Laplace transform impedance is sL,
and in circuits containing inductors, this can be used in the
algebra just as 1/sC is used for the capacitor. In fact, even very
complicated circuits can be resolved using the same algebra
used for networks of resistors, but with 1/sC or sL used
instead of a resistance as appropriate.
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Beerstat
Keep your cool drinks at a comfortable temperature, while using the !7im um of

power. This electric coldbox controller will optimise the use of your electric
coldbox, coldly.

Andrew Armstrong

arm cola is occasionally useful, in small
doses, to help relieve a slightly uneasy
stomach, but as an enjoyable drink, it leaves
something to be desired. I'm not sure that
warm beer is good for anything at all, apart

from proving that you are in Olde England. In summer, on
a picnic, a cool drink is good, so you can use an insulated
coldbox.

The snag here is that, to keep the temperature down
for a while, the contents start off cold enough to be like
lightning on the teeth. Then, after a while, it warms up to a
comfortable coolness, then eventually back to the old
familiar warmth. The answer to this lack of cool is an
electric coldbox.

Electric coldboxes normally use a Peltier effect device
to pump heat out of the insulated space. The Peltier effect
is the absorption or production of heat in junctions
between dissimilar materials. Electrons passing across the
junction absorb or release a quantity of energy equal to
the transport energy and the energy difference between
the conduction bands of the materials.

Figure 1 illustrates the construction of one stage of a
thermoelectric cooler using the Peltier effect. The Peltier
effect is the reciprocal effect of the familiar thermocouple.
Thermocouples are used to measure temperature, and can
be made to operate accurately and reliably at high
temperatures.

Figure 2 is a schematic example of a thermocouple for
measuring temperature. To a close approximation, the
voltage across the two wires is proportional to the

difference in temperature between the two
junctions. Of course, this is not very useful for
measuring, say, room temperature, because both
junctions will be at the same temperature.
However, if one junction is at room temperature
and one at the temperature of a furnace to be
controlled, then variations in room temperature will
only have a small percentage effect on the
measured output.

To eliminate the unknown factor of the
thermocouple temperature, what is known as
"cold junction compensation" is normally used.
This usually employs a semiconductor
temperature sensor accurate over a limited range
of temperatures to add or subtract a voltage equal
to that generated by the reference junction.

However, any junction between dissimilar metals
generates a voltage across itself which is a function of its
absolute temperature. This can cause problems.

In a circuit which is at the same temperature throughout,
the voltages across all the junctions will cancel out,
regardless of the number of different metals involved. If, on
the other hand, there is a difference in temperature between
two different junctions, then there will be a net voltage
developed. This effect can cause unintended small voltages
in circuits, so that it can be difficult to measure very small
dc signals accurately. So much of a problem is this, that in
extreme cases printed circuit designs must explicitly take
account of the problem. Slots can be cut out of boards to
isolate a section thermally, leaving just enough material to
provide physical support and to carry connections.

Figure 1: a Peltier effect device, very much like a series of
thermocouples optimised for heat pumping instead of
temperature measurement
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Figure 2: the "classical" thermocouple

Control freak
Running a coolbox consumes a lot of power from the point
of view of a car electrical system, particularly if the engine
is not running. It does not make sense to cool the drinks
to the point where they are too cold for comfort, using
extra charge from the battery.

The extra power consumption is more than it might at
first seem. At a lower temperature inside the coldbox, the
rate of heat flow into the box is increased proportionally to
the difference in temperature between the inside and the
outside, but also the efficiency of the thermoelectric cooler
is reduced as the temperature difference across it
increases. At higher temperature differentials, more of the
energy is used to pump out heat which has conducted

+12V
+5V

R9
82k

R10
27k

LM393
GATE

through the device from the hot face to the cold face.
Typically, at a temperature differential of 65degreesC no
further cooling of the cold face is possible.

The first design worked on the lab bench just as
designed. Some time elapsed between the breadboarding
and the first test in a coldbox. Unfortunately, the dictum
about plans not surviving contact with the enemy seems
to apply. This is, of course, why we build prototypes.

When the Beerstat was fitted in to a case and
connected to an actual electric coldbox, the relay would
occasionally chatter at the point of switchover. The cause
was that the surge at switch on, and the spike at switch
off, induced too much noise into the comparator input.
This was cured by adding more hysteresis, but the
required hysteresis for reliable operation was twice the 1
degree I had hoped for.

The solution was to use two diodes in series to sense
the temperature, rather than just one. The same number of
millivolts of hysteresis now only corresponded to 1 degree,
and all worked well.

Subsequently I used the controller with a mains power
unit to run the coldbox. The fault seemed to reappear, and
time was spent searching for a (non-existent) design error.
Eventually I discovered that the connections to the
reservoir electrolytic in the mains power supply had
become high resistance (the capacitor is a unit the size of
a baked -bean can, with bolt -down aluminum terminals
coarse thread terminals). The bolts had loosened by a tiny
fraction of a turn, and the contact resistance had risen.
The result was a high level of 50Hz ripple on the output of
the power unit, and a 50kHz oscillation in the regulator
circuitry, which needs a low -input impedance to remain
stable.

The circuit
The circuit is of a reliable and non -controversial design. It
has been deliberately designed to use the temperature
dependence of the forward voltage of a silicon diode to
measure temperature, avoiding expensive temperature
sensors, which would work no better for this application.

The change in forward voltage drop of a silicon diode is
approximately -2.1mV/degreesC, a fact which is widely
applied, but which is not obvious from the normal diode
junction equation.

Vout

GNU

TO
RV2

R3
1k5

_<
100n

4
LM393

R5
1M

Figure 3: the circuit diagram of what is on the printed circuit board
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qV

I IS
[ekT

where v is the forward voltage across the diode, q is the
charge on the electron (1.6e-19 coulombs), k is
Boltzmann's constant (1.38e-23 J/K (joules per Kelvin)),
and T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin. This equation,
beloved of
semiconductor
lecturers, implies that
the junction voltage
increases with
temperature, This is
not the case, because
the crucial factor Is
has a temperature
dependence which
reduces the junction
voltage approximately
proportionally to 1/T.

This accounts for
the variation of voltage
drop with temperature,
but the actual voltage
at a given temperature

is different for different diodes out of the box. This
tolerance amounts to many degrees, so that a calibration
system is needed to allow the temperature to be set with a
reasonable range on the control potentiometer.

The first attempt to design the circuit used resistors
and preset potentiometers each side of the temperature
control potentiometer, so that the upper and lower
voltages could be set to match the diode voltage at the

RV2

RLA I

SWITCHED
+VE

TO ELECTRIC COLDBOX

+12V
CAR

BATTERY

Figure 4: PCB component positioning and connections
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Figure 5: front panel label

high and low temperature points. Then I tried to figure out
a calibration procedure, and abandoned it on the spot.

The next approach is shown in figure 3, the circuit
used for this project. First of all, the value of R3 was
chosen, then R1 and RV1 were calculated to provide a
voltage equal to approximately the middle of the tolerance
range for the two diodes in series at OdegreesC, with RV1
set at its mid position.

Then the value of R2 was calculated. The requirement
here was to pot down the range of 0 to 5V, down to a
range of 0 to 84mV. The "lower" resistor of the potential
divider network is actually R3 in parallel with the series
combination of R1 and RV1, which can change as RV1 is
adjusted. However, the magnitude of this change is small,
and its only effect is to alter the scale slightly. This means
that if the calibration is set so that 10degreesC falls in the
middle of the range of the control potentiometer, no
setting that is likely to be used will be far from its expected
point.

This provides an adjustment range of 0 to 20degreesC.
In practice, the value chosen for R2 allows a range of 23
degrees, but if the unit is set so that 10degreesC is at the
center of the control potentiometer, then OdegreesC and
20degreesC are close to opposite ends, which makes the
control range suitable for the intended use.

You may have noticed that the addition of R2 would
affect the previous calculation, to set the typical diode
voltage using R1, R3, and the value of RV1 at its mid
point. This is true, but the effect is small enough to be
ignored. Its only effect is to alter the setting of the
calibration potentiometer very slightly.

So far so good. R5 provides hysteresis, and R6 gives
the pullup required because the comparator output is
open collector. The output of this comparator controls the
gate of a VN10 T092 power mosfet, which switches the
relay.

The use of a bipolar junction transistor here would, of
course, have reduced the voltage change on the
comparator output to the point where the hysteresis would
not have been sufficient for correct functioning.

The LM393 contains two comparators, so I decided to
use the other one to protect any battery used with this
project from over -discharge. The operation of this part of
the circuit is a compromise. I first designed it to work at
about 10V, with a volt of hysteresis. I then altered the
values using trial and error until it worked reasonably at
the end of a length of wire, in which there was a voltage
drop. It would obviously cause problems if the voltage
drop in the wire when the cooler is running were greater
than the hysteresis. Equally it is not a good idea for it to
switch off because of too low a voltage while the battery is
perfectly healthy at the other end of the wire.

In any case, this comparator uses the 5V regulated

supply as a reference to measure the 12V supply, and
switches off the cooler if the battery runs flat. It should
protect against damage to the battery caused by over -
discharge, but is unlikely to leave any useful amount
energy in it. You might push start your car, but don't
expect to operate the starter motor!

The voltage regulator used is an automotive rated one,
so it should survive operation when the engine is running.
It has done so in my car, but this should not be taken as
proof that it will be reliable in all cases.

Reverse polarity protection is provided by D2, which is
not in series with the load drawn by the cooler, so it does
not dissipate much power. However, there is another
reverse polarity situation to consider. The coldbox used to
test this unit can heat as well as cool, while the
thermostat in the unit can only control cooling. Cooling or
heating is selected by reversing the power plug to the
coldbox, so it is vitally important to plug it in the correct
way round.

Construction
The printed circuit board is easy to assemble, and has
only one static -sensitive component on it. The mosfet, 01,
can be damaged by static, so it is best to fit this last,
touch a grounded object before picking it up, and don't
shuffle your feet on the carpet until it is soldered in place.
The component overlay, and the pcb connections, are
shown in figure 4.

The unit is designed to fit into a case made by OKW,
and available from RS/Electromail. The mounting holes
match the offset bosses moulded into the case, so do not
be confused by the apparent error in hole spacing on the
pcb.
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The connections are all taken via a hole drilled in the
dark grey end of the case, the end with the wider
mounting -hole spacing. The diodes are connected using
thin twisted wire, soldered to the pads on the pcb. The
connections to the diodes should be protected using
insulated sleeving. The diodes themselves will easily fit
through the hole for the connections after the pcb has
been fitted to the case. The power connections, to the
cigarette lighter plug, which plugs into the outlet in the car,
and the cigarette lighter socket, into which the coldbox
plugs, can be fitted after the board is mounted. A pair of
narrow nosed pliers will be helpful to fit the wires into the
screw terminals.

The prototype used a fused cigar lighter plug, with an
8A fuse fitted. If an unfused plug is used, it is
recommended that an inline fuse is fitted in series with the
positive connection.

If you wish to use the label (figure 5) designed for this
project, it is suggested that you photocopy it onto
transparent film, and stick it on to the lid of the case
before drilling the hole for the potentiometer. Then drill the
hole, file a small slot for the polarisation pip and fit the
potentiometer. Then fit the knob so that the 10.0 mark is
in the middle of the rotational range.

Calibration
If an accurate thermometer is available, then the best
means of calibration is to immerse the two diodes and the
accurate thermometer in a glass of water, and add small
quantities of warm water or ice as required to bring the
temperature to 10degreesC. Remember to stir the water
well, to make sure that the temperature is even.

When the water temperature is correct, power up the
Beerstat and turn the control knob backwards and
forwards past the 10degreesC point, while adjusting RV1
with a screwdriver until the relay clicks on and off just
either side of the 10degreesC point. The unit is now
calibrated, and the lid may be screwed in place.

If an accurate thermometer is not available, then the
next best approach is to use melting ice as the
temperature reference. Small pieces of ice in just enough
water to cover them will remain at a temperature of
OdegreesC for as long as the ice is melting. Immerse the
two diodes in the water, and set the control knob to about
10 degrees clockwise of the anticlockwise end stop.
Adjust RV1 to the middle of the point at which the relay
clicks. The unit is now calibrated, and the lid may be
screwed in place.

In use
To use the temperature controller, it is clearly necessary to
feed the temperature sensing diodes into the coldbox
under the edge of the lid. It is for this reason that thin wire
must be used. The control results depend, in part, on the
positioning of the diodes. I found that somewhere around
the middle worked best.

Keeping the cold drinks at a reasonable temperature
seemed to require the coldbox to be powered up for about
one-third of the time. To maintain a reasonable
temperature for storing milk (approximately 4 degrees)
needed the unit to be running for most of the time. So, a
practical size of solar panel could keep a small sealed lead
acid battery charged when cooling drinks to 12degrees C,
but a much larger panel would be needed to keep milk
cool (max 4degreesC) on a camping weekend.

The unit now resides in my garage, when not in use on
the move, keeping the beer, lemonade, and cola at a
comfortable temperature to drink.

Resistors
All 025W 1

R1, R4

R2

R3

R5, R11

R6

R7

R8

R9

R10

RV1

084

RV2

percent unless stated
3.9k

56k
1.5k

1M (5 percent suffices)
10k (5 percent suffices)
120k

100k
82k
27k
1k CP1OH style eg Electromail 187-

10k min conductive plastic
potentiometer eg Electromail 240-
2262

Capacitors
C1, C3 100n polyester, 0.2 -in pitch

C2 47uF 16V radial electrolytic 0.1 -in
pin spacing

Semiconductors
D1, D2 1N4148

Qi
IC1

IC2

VN10

LM393
LM2931

Miscellaneous
J1 4 way 0.2 -in pitch pcb

mounting screw connector
RLA1 12V min 5A spco relay. Electromail
171-8780 or 369-444 or 369-472 or equivalent.
Case: OKW type A9011065 (Electromail 583-088)
Knob to fit specified potentiometer eg Electromail
259-6812

Electromail: PO Box 33, Corby, Northants NN17
9EL. Tel 01536 405555.
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Circuits for

usic Lovers
James Scott

The combined Bass and Treble Boost,
the Soft Limiter and the Smooth Fuzz to build

ere are four more
circuits to following
last month's
collection mainly for
guitar and vocalists.

Working Together
for Clarity

A combined bottom
and top end booster
This combined effort is a
switched filter network centred
around transistor Q2 (figure 16).
First, the guitar signal arrives via a
decoupling capacitor C1 to the
transistor 01. Note that 01 is
biased in a common emitter
configuration, which in fact
buffers the signal before it is processed by Q2. To obtain a
distinctive treble boost, you must close S1 and set RV1 to its
minimum value. To get bass boost, do the contrary, open S1
but set RV1 to about 500 ohms, you'll soon hear if you have
the correct value.

It is also possible to get the smiley U-shaped curve if you
keep S1 closed and adjust RV1 to nearly its maximum value.
This will enrich the sound, giving simultaneously bass and
treble boost.

C1

1N

GUITAR IN 0_1

SCREENo

R1

100k

100k

2N2222
C2
101.1

R3
4k7

R4
- 1 00k-

18k

C5
47p

R6 n T
u ek S2

5k6 +
R8 \ ON OFF
560R CS

to
1_0 GUITAR OUT

02
2N2222

R9 C4

FLY 27R 470n

LEADS1-

/19V1
RS 500R

_L

cke

400R
R7

BASS,
TREBLE

9V

Figure 16: the combined Treble and Bass Booster circuit

R10
180k

How it works
Consider Q2 to be an amplifier with its gain determined very
roughly by R6/R7. Now look at the circuit again, and you will
notice that R6 has some other components in parallel with it,
notably C3, R8, C5 and R10.

The same goes for R7, which has R9 and C4 in parallel with
it for treble boost. As you know, the impedance or ac
resistance of a capacitor is determined as Zc= 1/2f.C). Thus, if
gain of the amplifier is defined more precisely as the

Figure 17: plot of a single -switch treble OR bass booster Figure 18: the stripboard plan for the Treble and Bass Booster
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impedance in the collector divided by the impedance in the
emitter of 02 (that is, Zc/Ze), then for various frequencies and
opening/closing of S1, we will have different amplification
factors at all frequencies as shown in the Bode plot (figure 17).

This circuit can easily be put together as a prototype onto a
copper stripboard as shown in figures 18 and 19. You can then
select a suitable rigid box to mount the board and foot -switch .

Resistors
R1,R2, R4
R3
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
RV1

Capacitor
Cl ,C3,C6
C2
C4
C5

100k
4.7k
18k
5.6k
400R
560R
27R
180R
500R

1u
10u
470n
47u

Semiconductors
Q1,02 2N9,22

OVIiscelianeous
rsw suitable foot switch

x jack sockets for guitar IN and OUT
attery clip

box, stripboard, solder, track cutter, wire etc.

Soft Clipping Limiter
Soft Limiter
One of the fundamental differences between valve and
transistor amps is their behaviour when driven into
clipping. The valve amps go into so-called soft clipping

Figure 19: the component layout for the Treble and Bass Booster

while the transistor counterparts generate vast quantities
of harmonic distortion. The circuit in figure 20 simulates
the soft clipping of valve amplifiers and is intended to be
used between the power amp input and the pre -amp
output.

For small signals the amplifier's output is an exact unity gain
copy of the input. As the signal level increases, however, the
time will come when the voltage across the output and slider of
PR1 will be sufficient to bias 01 and 02 on. When this occurs,
the feedback increases due to the shunting effect of R2 and
R3.

The net effect is that musical peaks above a certain
threshold are reduced in amplitude to prevent the power
amplifier going into hard clipping. -

As a result, distortion is noticeably decreased, while the
subjective loudness appears unaffected. The circuit is
adjustable between 130mV and 10mV rms input sensitivity by
means of PR1. To set up the circuit, simply set the pot so that
it is shorted to the output of the amplifier. Play some music at
high volume through the system, and adjust until the harshness
just disappears. Adjust PRE to fine-tune the correct gain. It's
easier to do than it is to describe!

9V

9V
PR2
1M

GAIN -

PR1
1M -
SET
THRESHOLD

4 -

4

7 LM741

ICI

4

R2
100k

01
BC159

6 0
GUITAR OUT

R3
100k

R1

100k

02
BC149

ci

+10
GUITAR IN

Figure 20: the circuit of the Soft Limiter

Components
R1,2,3
PR1,PR2
Cl
161

01
02

ix2 9V batteries
t and output sockets

100k
1M
10u

LM741
BC159
BC149

Smooth Fuzz
In principle, fuzz is easy to produce. Just
distort the signal in any way you can.
Most designs use a Schmitt trigger to
square up the signal, however, the
problem is that the guitar note never
decays gently, it just stops! When you
want is a refined sound which gives a
limited sustain without destroying all the
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47dB -

27dB -

GAIN (dB)

-20dB-

50Hz 900Hz

FREQUENCY (log)

15kHz

Figure 21: the Bode plot of the Smooth Fuzz

harmonics - and all at a reasonable price.
The guitar signal enters the first op -amp which increases

the gain by about 60. The filter network around the first amp
acts as a low pass filter, cuffing off at about 1 kHz and then
dropping dramatically down as in the Bode plot in figure 21.

The filtered signal now enters the second stage which is the
distortion generator. Very small signals are allowed through but as

Figure 23: the component layout for the Smooth Fuzz

GUITAR INPUT

SMOOTH FUZZ OUTPUT

soon as the signal
rises above 500mV,
the two vack to
back diodes
conduct, which in
fact simulates a
short circuit, thus
putting in effect R8
and R7 in parallel
with each other,

Figure 22: the waveform plot of the which has the
Smooth Fuzz consequence of
decreasing the amplitude of the signal. The output of this stage is
further processed by a passive filter RV1/C8/C9 and RV2, which
controls the overall output amplitude. The oscilloscope simulation
in figure 22 shows the classic distorted but rounded waveform.

A suggested component layout for the smooth fuzz is
shown in figure 23. and a circuit for the smooth fuzz is shown
in figure 24.

Parts List for the Smooth Fuzz

Components
R1, R5
R2, R3, R7, R10, R11
R4, R8, R9
R6

RV1

RV2
C1, C4, C7, C9
C2

C3, C5, C6
C8
IC1

D1, D2
9V battery
Input and output sockets

330k
100k
4.7k
10k
10k
100k
100n
4.7n
470p
47n
TL72
1N4148

R1

330k R2

R3
100k

100k I

C2
4n

1I-
100n

GUITAR IN

I

2

IC1a

C5
470p

4

R10:100p 100k +

9V

C10
I1p5

R11
100k

TL072

R4
4k7

silm C3 C4
470p 100n

R5
330k

R8
10k

6

IC1b

C6
470p

4

Figure 24: the circuit of the Smooth Fuzz

C7
100n

7

TL072

R7
100k

I I

1N4148

1N4148
T

R8
1k

R9
4k7

RV1

10k

C8 W C9
I". 47n 100n

RV2
100k

GUITAR OUT

I
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CROWNHILL ASSOCIATES LIMITED
The Old Bakery. New Barns Road.

Ely Cambs. CB4 7PW
Tel: +44 (0)1353 666709 Fax: +44 (0) 1353 666710

Low cost professional quality Smart Card Systems

7i-iiPui-71 X Trii-71
Intelligent programmer for Smart Cards using the International Standard
T=0 or T=1 protocols also Memory and Secure Memory using PC, 2 -wire &
3 -wire interfaces
Supplied with software to read and write to most popular
secure smart cards , inc GSM, PAY PHONE and
ACCESS CONTROL cards.
T=0 or T=1 4 3.579MHz
RS232 (6 9600 -11500 bps
Internal Supply / Ni-MH
Size: 100570x80 mm
Weight 660 Gram
Supplied with CardServer API for easy
development of SmartCard Applications
using Visual Basic, Delphi or C++
Supplied with Sample Memory cards &
Secure Smart cards

CE Compliant

£69 + VAT
£7.50 P&P

Chip Drive Intern
3.5" floppy bay version of the CHIPDRIVE.
Applications are available to provide SmartCard con-
trolled access of data on Hard drives or `PC -LOCK", to
control access to the whole PC Fully Compatible with
TOOLBOX for systems development_ Supplied with
cardserver.d11 AF £85 + + VAT

C.,PCRiVE

NEW CHIPDRIVE - micro
Fully Compatible with TOOLBOX for
application development. Featuring the
same functionality as Chip Drive Extern
but in a small neat low cost package,
similar in size to a smart card. Supplied
with cardserver.dll

£65-re5P&P,.--;,.
+ VAT

10.

Most popular smart
cards are plastic.
the size of a credit
card, with an embed-
ded microprocessor
containing an oper-
ating system and
erasable non-volatile
memory.

Physical protection
against unautho-
rized tampering with
the card is provided
through the following
scheme:
The microprocessor

and memory are created as a sin-
gle chip. This ensures there are no
data paths that can be monitored
or probed. This chip is connected
to a thin circuit board and encap-
sulated with an epoxy. The
"module" is then glued within a well
milled into the plastic card. This
prohibits physical access to the
microprocessor and provides a
more durable medium than mag-
netic stripe cards.

ChipDrive Developer Kit
micro. sample cards and Toolbox

£99.95 - P&P+ VAT

http://www.towitoko.co.uk
http://www.crownhill.co_uk

http://edsim.cambs.net

Driver and application software is available for
the CHIPDRIVE family of terminals including
the command set DLL for Windows 3,11/95/NT,
easy to use 16 and 32 Bit DLLs with just one
function call to the "CardServer, a powerful
Background task which relieves the application
programmer from device and card administra-
tion. Featuring automatic protocol and card
type detection. Allowing several applications to
access one terminal dependent on the type of
card inserted. Supplied on CD ROM containing
Cardserver.d11, applications and source code
examples.

£29.95 + £5 P&P ÷ VAT

The microprocessor operates
under control of a "built in' pro-
gram called an operating sys-
tem. A serial interface - which
makes it impossible to access
the memory directly - is
employed to communicate with
the card. An ISO (International
Standards Organization) proto-
col is used to exchange com-
mands and data with the card.
Finally, Holograms, signature
stripes, photos. etc can be
applied to the card for additional
security. And the card can be
custom printed with your artwork.

Crownhill can supply OPEN
ARCHITECTURE cards, that
will allow you, the end user to
create your own operating sys-
tem, to control access to the
EEprom memory of up to
64Kbits (8Kbytes) in size.
Crownhill have off the shelf
operating systems for Control
access. Electronic purse and
Portable Document applica-
tions, Others can be written to
your specification.

SMARTCARDS Available from Stock:
GemPlus, Atmel, Xicor, Siemans, SGS Crownhill and more

SLE4442,4432,4418,4428,4404. AT88SCxx, AT24c01-16.
GPM103,GFM1K,2K,4K,GPM416 Phone Cards, Loyalty Cards

THE SMARTEST SOLUTION
Crownhill can offer a broad range of smart cards from just £1.00. and
Smart Card sockets for just £1.45 ea. PIC Microchip based Smart Cards
now available at just £4.50 ea DEVELOP YOUR OWN SMART CARD !
Crownhill can supply over 150 different types of IC from more than 12
silicon suppliers, which can all be incorporated into smart card format.
Some cards are available from stock. most are manufactured to the
customers' specification.

SUBSCRIBE .13L SAVE
WITH ELECTRONICS
DIRECT
Our subscription deals just get better and better - n:
you can save almost £20 if you subscribe today!

ET!, code: 0215
Electronics Today International - The Project Magazine for oil

Electronics Constructors.

The single source guide to electronics for today and tomorrow,

packed with numerous projects for enthusiasts of all abilities.

The detailed features and up-to-the-minute news items keep all

renders fully informed of the latest, exciting developments in

this ever changing hobby, whilst the equipment reviews ensure

that you akvays know exactly what to buy.

15 issues for the price of 13

UK: NOW ONLY £35.75 YOU SAVE £5.50

Europe: £43.42, Overseas: £47.84, USA: $79.00

30 issues for the price of 26

UK: NOW ONLY £71.50 YOU SAVE £13.75

Europe: £86.84, Overseas: £95.68, USA: $158.00.

ACORN ARCHIMEDES WORLD, code: 0215

In the constantly changing world of IT, it is vital to keep

abreast of all the latest trends and developments. Of course,

this is easier said than done. However, you CAN keep fully

informed by reading Acorn Archimedes World, Britain's most

respected computing magazine devoted to all Acorn 32 -bit

RISC OS systems. The wide ranging editorial brings you in-

depth hardware and software reviews, evaluates new products

and forecasts viliat will happen next, and includes a dedicated

educational section. Each issue also comes with a free cover -

mounted disc, often containing complete, usable programs as

well as workable and playable demos.

15 issues for the price of 13

UK: NOW ONLY £51.35 YOU SAVE £7.90

Europe: £60.45 Overseas: £66.56, USA: $109.00

31 issues for the price of 26

UK: NOW ONLY £102.70 YOU SAVE £19.75

Europe: £120.90, Overseas: £133.12, USA: $218.00

DIGITALLY
CONTROLLED
FIVER SUPPLY

n a PC' first

yco,

I AND THE

TEUR
0 EMI

ELECTRONIC A-1.
Wopdgennes, Joker one':

.R4 'X

REMEMBER, it's always cheaper to subscribe- and you avoid future cover price increases!

All savings are based upon buying the same number of issues from your newsagent, UK onf,

BINDERS
Keep your favourite magazines in mint condition in one of

our sturdy binders.

Each binder will hold up to 13 issues.

Code: bind 02
f7.50 U.K. f8.00 Overseas
BINDERS AVAILBALE

 ETI  ARCHIMEDES WORLD



'Electronics Direct' is the One Stop Shop for all your
computing, electronics and amateur radio needs from
Nexus Direct. We are offering some sensational deals on
Subscriptions, Books & Reader Offers - all available direct
by mail order. Remember, all our prices include postage
and packing - so there are no hidden extras to add! You
can order by phone, fax or use the coupon.

mn-norn-icricia IC

ROBOTICS

INTERNAT!O

-4fccrkcic:vatc.4 ocen

AN INTRODUCTION TO ROBOTICS.
A fascinating and unique book that breaks new ground by exploring the

exciting world of robotics in a clear and concise way. Bath the theoretical and

practical aspects ore presented in an uncomplicated fashion using everyday

English. which makes this an ideal book for the amateur.

Divided into Iwo sections, the first part explains how and why robots work and

are controlled, while the second shows you how to make a simple two legged

humanoid robot that can be programmed to walk. There are no complicated

formulas or equations to grapple with or incomprehensible circuit diagrams to

decipher - this robot can be built on your kitchen table and can be run from

any personal computed All you treed are model aeroplane servos, a controller,

a power supply and some plywood and all parts ore easily available in the UK

and the USA. This is a book that will be of interest to modellers and everyone

.vith a fascination for things mechanical and electronic.

Code: NB299

ONLY £11.95 UK £12.95 Overseas

ETI BOOK OF ELECTRONICS
This is the perfect book for beginners, offering a clear and concise introduction

to both the theories and principles of electronics. Foch chapter also allows you

to put this theory into practice with an easy to follow project to make, including

a loudspeaker divider, continuity tester, 'brown -out' alarm, freezing alarm,

loudspeaker. mini -amplifier and a burglar alarm

Code: NB214

ONLY £12.95 UK £13.95 Overseas

SCANNERS 3 - PUTTING SCANNERS
INTO PRACTICE
This is the fourth revised and completely updated edition of Scanners, the complete

VHF/UHF radio listeners guide, containing everything you need to know to put

your scanner to better use. There is a great deal more information than ever

before on frequency listing-. in particular, actual frequencies used by coastal

stations, airfields and the emergency services. Also included for the first time is a

section on the HF (short wave) bond as many scanners now cover this range.

Code: NB217

ONLY £11.95 UK £12.95 Overseas

SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL
The companion book to 'Scanners' provides even mare information on the use

of VHF and UHF communication bands, and gives details on how to construct

accessories to improve the performance of scanning equipment. The book is

international in its scope and contains frequency allocotians for all three ITU.

regions, including country -by -country variations.

Code: NB216

ONLY £11.95 UK £12.95 Overseas

Please order all your goods using the coupon
below ensuring you fill in all sections

OR simply use our order hotline. Thank you.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Magazine Code No. of Price

Issues

£

£

Total Subscription Value £

Subscription No. if renewing
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MastercardNisa/AMEX account
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Easy -PC for
Windows and

MultiRouter II for Windows 95
Easy -PC and the companion MultiRoute Il is put through its paces.

For Windows

-
Schematic antr4`5 -

cth G,

rimed Circuit Design a

Easy -PC and MultiRouter
Number One Systems, Harding Way, St Ives, Cambridgeshire,
England, PE17 4WR. Tel 01480 461778.

Easy -PC £595.00
MultiRouter H £295.00
Pin limited versions:
Easy -PC 500 £245.00
MultiRouter 11-500 £195.00

You can get the most up to date information on the Number
One Systems website at http://www.numberone.com/ (also
linked from the ETI website on http://www.aaelectron.co.uk/
eti/links.html ).

Number One Systems have offered a 20% discount on
list prices for Ell readers who quote this review when
ordering.

I first encountered Easy -PC in 1984, when the program, like
nearly all PC programs, ran under DOS. This was a low cost
program with limited capabilities (for example, tracks
connected to a component did not move when the component
was moved). It was extremely easy to learn, and represented
good value for money.

The current version of Easy -PC bears about the same
relationship to its forbear as a modern car does to a cart with
an engine and a tiller for steering. It features separate
schematic and layout editing tools, which can be integrated via
a project file.

In brief, the program is still easy to learn relative to its
capabilities, and is inexpensive compared to its industrial rivals.

Installation
The basic CAD system is installed from five floppy discs. A
product key code is needed to allow the installation to
proceed. It does seem to be aimed squarely at business users,
as it refuses to install unless you give it a company name.

Easy -PC includes schematic and layout. Since the normal
way to design a printed circuit board is to start with the circuit
diagram, and use information derived from this to specify the
component outlines and the routing for the pcb, I have carried
out the process in this order to test the system in a realistic way.

In order to do a fair test I chose a circuit of just sufficient
complexity to demonstrate the features. The chosen circuit, as
it appeared on the screen, is shown in figure 1. Its purpose is
to compare two frequencies, and give a clear visual indication
of beats between them.

This circuit should be able to be routed as a single sided
pcb, perhaps with a small number of wire links, a typical
requirement for a small project. The LEDs can be surface
mount on the component side, giving at least a first indication
of how easy it is to use the system for surface mount designs.

Drawing the schematic
The chapter on "Getting Started" (page 23 of the manual)
suggested that I start a new schematic, which I did. Placing
components on the screen was intuitively obvious in its
operation. Simply click on the "add component" tool, which
displays a tool tip in the way standard for windows programs,
and a dialogue box appears, as shown in figure 2. It was easy
enough to select libraries which contained the relevant
components and place them on the pcb. The option to view the
component, added in version 2, was for me a valuable addition.

As it turned out, one of the components needed, the
LM311, did not appear in either the expectable library names,
nor in the library listing in the manual. The next task was to
generate a new component. First it was necessary to find out if
the necessary schematic and layout symbols already exist,
which they did. Opamp5 and DIL8 seemed to be correct.

It is vitally important to select [file], [libraries], {component}
on the menus and set the active symbol and component
libraries. I needed the IC layout and schematic libraries, and
created a new library for this and any other special
components which may be needed. If you do not select the
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Figure 1: The schematic as it appears on screen. The light -on -dark is clearer on screen than in print

libraries at this stage, then the component edit dialogue box
will only offer you the choice to select component libraries in
the directory where the current design is saved.

The component creation process is straightforward and
logical. You select [edit], [assign pins], then click on a pin on
one symbol, and its corresponding pin on the other one. In this
way schematic pins are mapped to layout pads. Figure 3
shows the component creation window.

Once the
components have been
placed in a logical order
on the schematic page,
they need to be
connected together.
Connections can be
added by clicking on the
Add Connection button
on the tool bar,. double
clicking on a component
connection, or hitting
F2. Right click and
Finish on the pulldown
menu completes the
connection, as does
double clicking on the
end point.

Version 2 adds the
option of double clicking
to route, in so-called
stitch mode. This may
be selected by choosing
the Settings menu then
clicking on preferences.
Other options added in
version 2, include auto -
pan on the pcb layout,
and dynamic optimise.

It is also possible to alter
the width of connection lines,
as can be seen by the thicker
ground tracks in figure 1.

I could not find a way to
move the component value
separately from the component
number, but the dialogue box
to display the other component
parameters is self-explanatory.
It is shown in figure 4.

Another component had to
be generated: a surface mount
LED. Editing the layout symbol
to include a polarity indication,
and storing it in a new library
afterwards, presented no
problems.

Finally I needed some input
and power connections. An
ordinary pad with a wire soldered

to it is suitable for a project of this
nature, so I searched for one in

the library. For some reason I

failed to find it immediately, so I

decided to leave it until later, in

order to see the rest of the
software in action as soon as possible. This proved to have been an
error of judgement, as will be clear later.

A useful function added in version 2 is the ability to copy a
section of circuit diagram and duplicate it. A dialogue box offers the
choice to merge named nets, so that power, ground and suchlike
can be common, but the signals can be separate. Components
are automatically renumbered appropriately One minor example of
where this would be useful is in the design of a stereo amplifier.

Figure 2: The "Add Component" dialogue box, showing the component preview
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Review of Easy PC.doc

Figure 3: The new component creation dialogue box

PCB generation
When the schematic was drawn, clicking on [tools] [convert to
pcb] transferred the schematic information to a pcb outline
shapes in a pcb layout window. It is necessary to make sure
that the required layout symbols exist before you do this,
otherwise the system will continually ask you for a library name
for the given component. ESC does cancel the operation, but
ft is not intuitively obvious.

The components are initially placed as shown in figure 5.
I drew a board outline and proceeded to place the

components. The LEDs were to be mounted on the copper
side of the pcb, and they were transferred to that side all at
once by selecting them and using the flip command.

At this stage there was a long pause. The ratsnest lines
refused to admit to being attached to the LED pads, and the
helpful people at Number One Systems explained that the
sequence of operations which I had carried out had triggered
a problem which only a few people had experienced, and
which was being fixed. As things were, I could not route to
the pads, and the autorouter would not even start.

I received update discs, but was unable to return to the
layout immediately because of other scheduled work. These
updates would also have been available to any purchaser for
the first six months after purchase. In addition, if you register
your software, Number One Systems will notify you of further
updates, and offer you an upgrade price.

I used MultiRouter II to route the pcb, with good results as
detailed below. When the autorouter was finished, I decided
to add the power and input connections. I returned to the
circuit diagram, and found the component for a single
connection immediately. After adding it to the schematic I

tried to make the system update the pcb layout, but it would
not do so. In order to proceed it was necessary to overwrite
the existing pcb layout in the project, and lose the board
outline, the component placement, and all the routed tracks.

I did discover a workaround. The existing layout was first
saved under a new name, then the pcb was overwritten. The
added components were simply copied from the new
unrouted pcb to the existing routed one, and when they were
pasted on to the layout a dialogue box popped up offering
the option to merge nets of the same name. It might not be
possible to cope with changed connections in this way, but
the added components were netted to the correct points.

One other minor niggle (a problem I have encountered
with other CAD packages in the past) is that, when moving a
component name, there is no indication which component on
the layout it refers to.

I noticed a couple of particularly useful features: When re-
starting the program, it restores the screen to the state it was
in before the program was closed, which few programs
trouble to do. Also, in the pcb editing mode, simply hitting
the "A" key will zoom the pcb to fit the window.

Technology
Manual routing of the board is carried out by double clicking
on a net line, routing the track where it is needed, then
double clicking again at the end. The corners may optionally
be mitred while routing, or alternatively this can be done later
by simple clicking and dragging the cursor on the corner to
be mitred. The intelligent track segment drag makes it
relatively simple to move a track aside to fit another on
through a limited space.

The track width used is controlled by a technology file,
which specifies a maximum and minimum track width for
different net classes. Normally the only two net classes
needed will be power and signal.

The router
The router runs in a DOS window. I am informed that the
version currently available will not run under Windows NT, but
that the version which will run under Windows NT will be
available very soon, perhaps by the time this review appears.

While the router is running, the display of its progress is
simply a list of success percentages. However, this may
speed up the process.

Figure 4: The comprehensive component properties dialogue box
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Figure 5: The components positioned after using "Translate to PCB"

It is a rip up and retry router, and therefore it is useful to
allow it to use multiple passes. It has its good and bad points -
in common with other autorouters I have seen, it appears
impossible to prevent it from connecting to pads in illogical
directions occasionally. On the other hand, it demonstrated a
surprisingly high completion rate on a number of tests, and did
succeed in routing the pcb completely as a single sided board.
I would judge this board to be exceptionally difficult to route
completely as single sided, and would have expected typically
two wire links to be needed.

The routed pcb does exhibit some tracks which leave the
pad in an illogical direction, and some manual tidying would be
needed for this design. Nevertheless, after the manual tidying
has been done, the time taken to route the pcb will still have
been much less than to route it all manually.

One function which I could not make work after a number of
tests was that of fixing track segments so that they would not be
re-routed by the autrorouter. Although, when I started the
routing, I had fixed several tracks, and made sure that only the
bottom layer was present in the design, and that the single sided
technology file was loaded, the process of autorouting always
generated a new layer on which all the tracks were routed.

Layer I, as it was always named, was a top layer, and
always coloured light blue by default. Tracks which I had fixed
on the bottom layer were transferred to this new layer and
normally re-routed. Subsequent attempts to run the router to
complete the board would result in 100% completion because
the bottom layer was used as well.

All this must have been an effect of trying to route the pcb
single sided, (not a simple thing to do) because routing it
double sided gave 100% completion in two steps, without any
fixed tracks being moved. Possibly the single -sided test was a
little unfair, but it is worth knowing about
because so many small projects are single
sided.

One thing which you cannot do, as yet, is
to exchange gates or connections on the
layout, and automatically update the
schematic to reflect this. This feature, called
back annotation, is under development for
future updates. At present, the function must
be carried out manually. However, if an
integrity check is carried out, differences will
be listed, giving a checklist for schematic
revisions to match the layout.

Plotting the output
Easy -PC can provide outputs in several
formats, including the essential Gerber format
for use with photoplotters.

from the Tools menu in the schematic editing window

Although there is no explicit means to step and repeat
designs, or to tile different boards to make the best use of the
available film area, if the different boards are plotted with
appropriate offsets so that their positions do not overlap, then a
tiled Gerber file can be produced by concatenating all the files,
remembering to remove the M02 (which turns off the plotting
machine) command from the end of all files except the last.

Conclusion
Easy -PC is a pcb design package which works well. Its
second greatest virtue, from my point of view, is that it is
relatively easy to learn, and seems to work in the way that a
reasonable person would expect. In reviewing a program, it is
sometimes difficult to learn sufficient about it, in the time
available, to provide a fair assessment of its capabilities. In this
case, although I know that there are capabilities which I have
not covered here, I believe it has been possible to give a fair
picture to enable comparison with competitive products.

The very strongest aspect of the system is MultiRouter II. It
does a better job of routing than any other I have seen to date,
excepting very expensive professional ones.

Please note, by the way, that the circuit used to test the
program has not been prototyped. It has been designed to be
workable, but constructors should not depend on its
functioning as drawn. It may perhaps be developed into a
project in a future issue.

Because of the timing of this review, it has not been
possible to investigate some technical points in sufficient detail.
By next month I expect to have investigated its handling of
ground planes, how well it copes with more intensive surface
mount work, symbol creation, and anything else which comes
to light under further detailed testing.

Figure 6: The pcb after completion by MultiRoute II
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Vulkan Gas Powered
Soldering Iron

A neat and handy portable soldering iron.

BS Manufacturing Ltd., Strawhill Industrial Estate
Carlow, Ireland. Tel. +353 (0)503 41340

Fax. +353 (0)503 40363.
Soldering iron: £35 + VAT

Soldering iron + accessory kits: £40 - £50.

t can sometimes be useful to have a portable
soldering iron to hand. There are two approaches
to portable power: battery power and gas power.
Given a straight choice, I would normally pick gas
powered, so it was with some interest that I

received this tool to review.
The iron has a tough plastic handle and cover, and is

supplied with one soldering bit and one gas torch accessory.
It also has a neat stand which clips together, and which
contains a sponge for tip cleaning.

To try it out in a realistic situation, I threw it into my luggage
when I went to stay with a friend for a couple of days. I also
packed a standard cigarette lighter refill, some solder, and a
Swiss army knife in my toolkit.

There is always something that needs repair just waiting for
a visit from someone who can do the repair (you have no
doubt noticed this). In this case it was the battery charger for
an old analogue cellular telephone which had given up the
ghost. It would sometimes
work if you put a rubber
band around the power
connector, which indicated
the problem. The low voltage
power socket of the battery
holder had broken from its
printed circuit board and
needed to be re -soldered.

Matchless
I unpacked the soldering iron
and asked my friend to find
a match to light it while I
filled it with gas. Once the
iron was fuelled I checked
how to turn it on, and
realised that I did not need
the match. The ON valve
also operates an igniter, so
that as long as you wait for
about half a second to let
the gas reach the tip, it will
ignite on the first try and
start to react with the

catalyst. There is no naked flame, the reaction is carried out at
a lower temperature in a catalyst inside the hollow base of the
soldering tip.

On the opposite side of the iron from the on -off valve is an
adjuster to control gas flow rate, and hence the temperature.
There was plenty of heat for the small soldering job on
minimum setting.

Subsequently the iron has performed well in other tasks,
including a television repair. Temperature cycling had
crystalised the solder joint on one terminal of the line output
transformer, and the pin was arcing to the pcb. A little extra
heat was needed for this task, but I still used only 30 percent
of the soldering iron's maximum available power.

The flame gun gives a fine flame, though I have not yet had
a use for it. A number of extra accessories may be purchased,
and I suspect that I shall be looking at the hot -blow accessory
for heat -shrink sleeving.

The only criticisms I had of the unit we were given were
that the stand could overbalance if you were clumsy with it,
and that the parts of the iron could become separated
because there was no proper carrying case or bag. There is in
a set with a carrying case and additional accessories. All in all,
this is a very useful tool.

The soldering iron with flame nozzle, protective cover and stand cradle (which rests in a metal frame)
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This third and final part describes how to make the enclosure and metalwork,
wiring up the control panel and assembling a fully cased system.

his is the third and final part
of this three-part series
describing how to build a
professional quality 24 -
character by 4 -line dot

matrix LED display system. In part 1, the
various system components were
described, and detailed instructions were
given on constructing the QUICC-IDM
control board. In part 2, last month,
advice was given on choosing suitable
power supplies, constructing various
cable assemblies and assembling a
working prototype system. In this part,

Robert Coward

bert Coward

as well as the description of the
enclosure hardware and wiring, some advice is also given on
using the in -circuit PIC programming facility, and interfacing
external equipment to the system.

Case construction
The original enclosure is a professionally built flight case,
available from Five Star Cases (tel 01945 474 080) as a ready
made item, part number 6637. However, you can make a case
yourself from suitable materials (such as plywood and
aluminium edging). Diagrams showing critical dimensions are
given in figures 6 -9. While the height and width are fairly
critical in order to accommodate the panels, the depth is less

so, and was chosen to accommodate the power supplies and
QUICC board comfortably, while also allowing plenty of room
for future expansion. The case has a "rack" format, where the
front and rear faces are removable; the former so you can see
the displays, the latter so you can service the system. The rear
panel catches should be lockable, to prevent unauthorised
access and also to identify which face is which! At least two
handles should be mounted on the top, since the case is quite
heavy; it should ideally be carried by two people, though two
handles are easier even for one person.

The display panels are mounted from the front onto vertical
metal struts that are not supplied with the ready-made case.

6A\fig(gm'ff."1-(16i-(7//,,,,m/ //,'

28!
28E

MUST BE
> 233mm

/WJE//(6, /(2/5/7/M7m714614/ ///////7///

737mm MIN
740mm MAX

mm MIN
mm MAX

Figure 6: the front view of the case, showing the critical inner dimensions
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Figure 7: the cross sectional view of the case showing the
battens and MDF boards

These screw into wooden battens fitted along the top and
bottom edges of the case. _Figure 10 gives accurate
dimensions for constructing your own struts. You will need four

in total, and they should ideally be made of steel, though 2mm

thick aluminium will suffice. Ideally, the display panel mounting

holes should be M3 threaded inserts, so that the panels can
be screwed in from the front; otherwise, you can drill M3 holes

and mount using nuts at the rear. Note that the extra holes
holes (which can be used for

mounting a filter) are not orthogonal, and are slightly closer to
the top than the bottom.

All switches, LEDs and connectors are brought out to two
recessed dishes on the right hand side of the case; see
figures 11 and 12 for cutout dimensions. The small dish
carries the IEC mains inlet and optional neon indicator while

the large dish carries the LEDs, switches and D type
connectors. Note that some LED and switch positions are
spare, to allow for future expansion. The dishes are available

blank from Five Star Cases (Part number D2101K for the large
one and D0941K for the small one, both finished in black), so

you will have to cut them out yourself using the diagrams for

reference.
Inside the case, looking from the front, the logic PSU is

mounted on the base to the right, and the display PSU on the
base to the left. A piece of MDF fitted to the bottom of the
case provides a stable mounting platform. The QUICC-IDM
board is mounted on the underside of the top of the case, to
the right hand side, also on a piece of MDF. You can either
screw it in directly using woodscrews and spacers, or you
could construct a suitable mounting plate (out of aluminium)
with M3 spacers mounted on it to align with the mounting
holes on the board.

A 12V 120mm cooling fan is mounted on the left face,
extracting air out of the case. Air flows in through gaps
between the display panels and battens along the top and
bottom edges, providing cooling to the panels themselves and

the power supplies inside the case. The fan is powered from
the 8V supply, so it shuts down when the system is in standby.

The system does not require a high airflow (around 50cfm), so
a very low noise fan can be used. In the prototype system the

temperature rise was less than 10 degrees C, at maximum
loading (all display LEDs on). Note that since the fan is
powered from 8V, the airflow and noise will be significantly less

than the manufacturers' rated figures. For safety, I recommend
fitting fan guards to both outer and inner faces. On the ready

made case an external grille is already fitted, which doubles as
a mounting plate for the fan.

Provision is made for mounting a filter to cover the displays;
this should have a non -reflective surface, and be very light, to
prevent excessive attenuation of the display brightness. A gap

of at least 1cm should be left along the top and bottom edges

to ensure adequate airflow into the system. The filter can be
mounted on spacers screwed into the extra mounting holes
provided on the struts, which fit through the large holes in the

front of the display panels. To minimise internal reflections, it

should be mounted as close to the LED modules as possible.

Cable assemblies
The control panel needs extra cable assemblies that were not
required to get the prototype system working. These are an
RS232 serial lead (9 -way D type), auxiliary power lead (15 -way

D type), and the reset button and standby switch assemblies.

You should already have the LED leads (covered in part 1), and

the 25 -way Expansion Bus D type should already be attached
to the display ribbon cable.

Serial cable assembly
The serial cable assembly consists of a 9 -way ribbon cable,

one end terminated in a 9 -way male IDC D type connector
which fits on the panel, and the other end terminated in a 9 -
way female IDC D type connector which plugs into the IDM

board. The cable length should be approximately 30cm.

Parts required:

9 -way IDC male D type - RS 472-613 or Farnell 460-140

9 -way IDC female D type - RS 472-641 or Farnell 460-187
9 -way IDC ribbon cable - RS 360-093 (10 way) or Famell 297-276

Auxiliary Power Cable assembly
The auxiliary power cable assembly is simply a 15 -way female

solder bucket D type connector (RS 473-919 or Farnell 315-

321), soldered to wires which will be connected to the 5V, 24V
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Figure 8: the right hand end of the case showing panel cutouts.
Use the dishes as templates for positioning the mounting holes
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Figure 9: the left hand end of the case, showing the fan mount.
Extra mounting holes may be required for some types of grilles

and OV lines on the logic PSU. As several pins are connected to
each wire, it is advisable to solder them as "bus bars", by laying
each pre -tinned wire along the pins, and soldering each pin to it
in turn. Note that, for this reason, insulating sleeving cannot be
fitted over the wires. The pin connections are as follows:

24V - pins 1, 2 and 3
5V - 6, 7 and 8
OV - all other pins (lay along bottom row, and solder bridge to
pins 4 and 5)

This arrangement ensures that it would be
very difficult to short the 5V rail directly to
24V, without involving OV as well. The logic
PSU should be short circuit proof, but
accidentally connecting 5V to 24V could
damage it, and all the connected 5V circuitry.
Note that reasonably thick wire should be
used to avoid voltage drops, and that the
wire length should be approximately 30cm.

Reset button and standby
switch assemblies
These two cable assemblies consist of
approximately 30cm of lightweight twisted
pair wire soldered to the switch assembly at
one end, and a 2 -way Molex header at the
other, to plug into the appropriate half of PL4
on the QUICC-IDM board. The control panel
cutouts have been specifically designed for
snap in miniature switches made by C&K,
part numbers from Farnell as follows:

1 off momentary switch body - Farnell 146-
388
2 off two-way switch body - Famell 151-176
3 off black bezel - Farnell 145-207
1 off red button actuator - Farnell 146-391
2 off black rocker actuator - Farnell 145-195

Note that there is one spare switch position
on the control panel, reserved for future
expansion. To produce a neat finish, you

should fit an extra unsoldered switch in it (a black rocker is
recommended).

Assembling the cased system
A diagram showing the internal layout of the system (excluding
the display panels and struts) looking from the front is shown in
figure 13. The first step is to mount the two power supplies
onto the base of the case, with the logic PSU on the right and
the display PSU on the left. The logic PSU's output terminals
should be next to the right hand side of the case, and the
display PSU's output next to the left-hand side, if possible.
Note that if the display PSU has a fan, it should if possible be
mounted so that the air flows to the left, to be extracted by the
main system fan. If it attempts to pull air in the opposite
direction, cooling will be inefficient. Next, mount the system
cooling fan and guard(s) in the left-hand side of the case, and
wire it to the output of the display PSU. Also connect an earth
wire to the fan guard.

Now, mount an IEC inlet (Farnell 313-737) and neon (Farnell
147-422) to the small dish, earthing it via a tag attached to one
of the IEC screws. Solder 10A rated mains wires to the IEC, fit
an insulating boot, and run the wires to both power supplies,
terminating them in suitable connectors. Note that an extra
mains fuse must be fitted if both supplies are not individually
fused internally (most switch mode supplies have internal
fusing). All internal mains wiring should be rated at 10A
minimum, so that it has the same rating as the highest rated
IEC mains lead that can be plugged into the system, therefore
being protected to the same degree as the lead. Mount the dish
into the case via M5 screws, preferably black for a smart finish.
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Figure 10: the display panel mounting strut dimensions
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The control panel can now be
assembled, according to figure 14.
Snap in the switches, ensuring the
spare is at the bottom, and fit the LEDs
into suitable clips (clear Freznel clips
recommended, Famell 170-812). Spare
LED positions should be filled with
empty clips. Bolt in the three D types
on the appropriate cable assemblies
(the male 9 way D type fits in the
panel), and earth the panel via a tag
attached to one of the D type screws.
Once completed, fit the panel into the
case, using black M5 screws for a
smart finish.

Mount the QUICC-IDM board on to
the underside of the top face of the
case, towards the right (looking from
the front), with the IDC and D type
connectors facing to the back of the
case. If using a metal mounting plate,
earth it via a tag connected to one of
the mounting screws. Plug all the LED
and switch leads into the appropriate
connectors on the board, and secure
the cables with clips. Run the control
cable from the display PSU to the appropriate connector on
the QUICC-IDM board.

Now place the case on its back and place the mounting
struts in their approximate positions, ensuring that they are the
right way round (the display mounting holes are orthogonal, but
the extra holes between the mounting holes are not, so they
must align with the holes in the struts). Place the display panels
into position and secure loosely using M3 screws. Looking

The control panel end of the prototype case

from the front, move the whole assembly to the left as far as
possible (this ensures slightly more cool air from the right hand
edge enters the system, though it is not critical). Drill pilot holes
in the batten for all the mounting strut holes, and secure them
into position using black japanned woodscrews.

Next, remove the display panels and attach earth wires to
all the struts, linking them together. Connect all earth wires to
the mains earth from the IEC inlet. Now position the three
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Figure 12: the mains inlet dish cutout dimensions

8V/24V cable assemblies so that each AMP connector will
mate with the back of the appropriate panel (allow some
slack), and run the 8V cables to the display PSU output
terminals. Run the 24V cables to the 24V output on the logic
PSU, along with the 24V connection from the Aux. Power D
type on the control panel. Ensure that all cables are secured
with cable clips.

Next, run the 5V logic supply cables to the display panels,
using cable clips to secure them to the backs of the battens
near to the positions of the P16 connectors on the back of
the panels (allow some slack). Also connect a logic supply
cable to PL3 on the QUICC-IDM board, and run the four
cables to the 5V output on the logic PSU, along with the 5V
connection from the Aux. Power D type. Again, secure all
cables with clips.

Fit the display panels to the struts, securing with M3 screws
(and nuts, if the struts are not pre -threaded). Plug in all power
connectors, remembering the earth tags P13 and P14 on each
panel, and run the ribbon cable between all the panels and
QUICC-IDM board. Check that all connections are sound and
that no wires are dangling. The basic system assembly is now
complete.

Testing and finishing
The cased system should be tested as for
the prototype system described in part 2.
The only differences are regarding the
Standby and Reset switches, which are
now on the control panel. You should also
leave the system running for a few hours
at maximum loading, and check that
nothing gets excessively hot internally.
Unless you are using an extremely low
airflow fan, the temperature rise at the
outlet should be no more than 10 degrees
C hotter than ambient.

The control panel should be labelled
with the legends shown in figure 14,
using a labelling machine (a white -on -
clear or white -on -black tape would be
ideal), or transfer lettering. The IEC inlet
should be labelled with something like
"240V 50Hz 5A MAX" and the neon with
"MAINS ON". If using transfer lettering,
lacquering the panels is recommended
for durability.

As mentioned previously, the appearance of the system
would be enhanced by attaching a suitable filter over the front,
remembering to leave at least a 1 cm gap along the top and
bottom edges for cooling. Use spacers (ideally painted black)
screwed into the holes between the panel mounting positions
to allow the filter to be secured from the front. If the filter
material is susceptible to cracking, the use of neoprene
washers is recommended to reduce the stress placed upon it
by the mounting screws.

Using the system
You now have a smart display unit that can be used for all
kinds of purposes, such as exhibitions, quiz shows, small
indoor sporting events, conferences and so on. For example, I
have found applications ranging from an advertising board at
an exhibition stand to a scoreboard for a networked game of
Quake! Several units are also being used as scoreboards for
sporting events by Mikrotime Sports Systems Ltd (telephone
01895 625 838). The display is eye catching and visually
appealing, so it will get your message across.

The software is fully documented in the text and example
files supplied come with it (see details at the end of part 2 last
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Figure 13: layout of the major components (excluding the display panels and struts), front view, with the panels, struts and battens removed.
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AN 5150
AN 5515
AN 5521
AN 7174
BA 5405
BS 7766
BU 27515
CNX 62A
CNX 82A
CNX 83A
CNY 70
HA 11377
HA 11744
KA 2101
KIA 6289H
LA 3180
LA 4120
LA 4270
LA 4505
LA 7225
LA 7830
LB 1294
LM 1881N
M 29381
M 71081
M 523075P
MB 8719
MDA 2050
MEA 2050
OM 370
SAA 1025
SAA 1250
SAA 1293-3
SAA 1293A-31TT =
SAA 3004P
SAA 7000
SAA 9057
SAF 1039P
SMR 4000
STK 441
STK 463
STK 4046/v
STK 4151/2
STK 4162/2
STK 4843
STK 5481
STK 7233
STK 730-060
STK 730-080
STK 78603
STR 5412
STR 7001
STIR 16006

299
160
100
495
180
175
1400
080
060
080
350
250
650
100
200
120
270
300
220
250
090
125
375
1500
610
900
360
350
250
1515
250
250
515
850
400
550
475
590
825
980
850
1200
850
790
2100
470
550
845
600
850
280
500
500

STR 44115
STIR 90120
STRD 5441
STRD 6802
STRM 6545
STRM 6546
STRM 6549
STRM 6559
STIRS 5701
STIRS 5717
SIRS 5741
STIRS 5941
STIRS 6307
STRS 6309
STRS 6525
STIRS 6545
STIRS 6707
STIRS 6708
STRS 6709
STRZ 2152
STV 5180D
STV 21028
STV 2110B
STV 2118A
SN 2118B
STV 2145
SN 2151A
STV 2160
SN 8224A
SN 9379
SN 9379F
TA 7280P
TA 7318P
TA 7898AP
TA 8216
TA 8218N
TDA 1170S
TDA 2579A
TDA 3502
TDA 3780
TDA 4505M
TDA 4944
TDA 7256
TDA 8218
TDA 8740
TDA 8880
TEA 2114
TEA 5114
TEA 6101
TEA 8170
TFMS 6300
TFMS 1380
TFMS 3360

= 475
= 400

400
= 375

775
= 795
= 725
= 900

1700
550

= 600
700
450

= 550
= 1350
= 725

800
= 550
= 850

1000
= 400
= 650
= 685
= 1000
= 1085
= 400
= 950
= 500
= 450
= 400
= 415
= 190
= 490
= 400
= 300
= 500
= 135
= 210
= 360
= 500

450
= 175
= 400

300
= 500
= 500
= 250
= 200
= 550
= 240
= 170
= 085
= 170

NEW STOCK - SMD
COMPONENTS

(A) SMD Transistors Klts - 7 types,
10 of each BC 807v40. BC 817v40, BC 846B,

BC 850C. BC 8568, BC 860B. IN 4148.
Order Code: KIT08. Price £7.85.

(B) SMD 0.2W Preset Kits - 13 valves,
5 of each 1008, 220R, 470R 1K, 2K2, 4K7,

10K, 22K, 47K, 100K, 220K, 470K, 1M.
Order Code: SMOPreset. Price £32.50.

(C) SMD Electrolytics 105 PBG Kit - 15
valves of 5 each 22/47/100 at 6.3V,
10/22/47/470 at 16V, 33/100 at 25V,

1/2.2/4.7/10/22/47 at 50V
Order Code: KIT20. Price: £20/25

HURRY, HURRY,
FOR REMOTE
CONTROLS

DUE TO LARGE QUANTITY
PURCHASE, PRICES HAVE BEEN

DROPPED TO:

£4.50 + p&p + VAT
Ring for makes and

models while the stocks lasts.

KONIG
TRANSFORMERS

AND VIDEO HEADS
AT VERY COMPETITIVE

PRICES

Please ring for makes and
models

KONIG FOR QUALITY
AND REPUTATION FOR

THE LAST 35 YEARS

1998/1999
CATALOGUE
335 PAGES A4 SIZE
AVAILABLE FROM
SEPTEMBER 1998

To secure your copy please send
£3 p&p and is refundable after

purchase of £100 within
3 months

Order your copy by
Post/Fax/Phone

FOR MORE BARGAINS AND
NEW PRODUCTS PLEASE USE
OUR 1998/1999 CATALOGUE

IT'S A MONEY -SAVER...

\ thc

Iron
501.0 EDC

Macs

trun

Please phone us for the types not listed.
Please add £1 p&p for orders over £3 and E2.50 for

Orders under £3 plus p&p and VAT at 17.5% on the total -

Trade counter now open:
Mon -Fri 9am-5.30pm. Sat 9am-3pm

J.J. COMPONENTS
Rear of 243/247 EDGWARE ROAD.

COLINDALE. NW9 6LU

Sales Hotlines" 0181 205 9055
Fax Admin: 0181 205 2053

Free Fax Order Line: 0800 318 498

Suppliers of Quality Electronic
Q Thingies at Very Friers - ces Video Surveillance
Uts .

Pinhole Board Camera (B&W) 12v
DC. 0.1LUX,

380 TV Resolution

e e Size: 35mmx35mm £35.00

LI-Mited Pinhole Board Camera (Color) 12v

... a. .
si4 21 C.

CI
16

.. DC. 0.5 LUX,
420 TV Resolution

2 board foldable

Only £75 4.. , , 4P
\--

I Size: 40mmx40mm £190.00

y r..... AudioNideo Transmitter module

,LN CP

Laser Cf:44%'r+4#
Pointers £15 re,-

43
CI;

g
00
tb

12v DC, 4 Channel Selection
900Mhz-1200MHz, FM Modulation
£120.00 L._.
4 Channel Receiver + Switcher -
12v DC, Composite AudioNideo

B!1 Bowl Camera E40
0
v.1:1

Output £150.00

B.111 Carzed Camera £50 2 TFT 4" Colour Monitor

Colour Board Camera 495
Colour Cased Camera £125 CCD
Date &Time Module £45 '
4 Channel Switcher £50 Cameras

IliJ
IC
m
a:

to
8 P

12v DC £150.00

We also stock:
Time & Date Generator, Minature PIR etc.

From f.40
Post & Packing 12_50

No nuts Limited

All prices are subject to VAT

Confidential Communications Limited

2 Chase Cottages, New Road,
Aldham, Essex CO6 3QT

344 Kilburn Lane, Maida Vale
London W9 3EF

TeL 01206 213322 Fax 01376 561373
All moecy, Chcquic*, Pmts.( Oraxs. Vim & Acce*z Acceptcd

Tel (44)(0) 181 968 0227 Fax: (44)(0) 181 968 0194
Email: 106075.276@Compuserve.com
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MEMORY MASTER - £99.95

Hand Held Serial Memory Management Unit. Read, Write, Copy, Edit & Store
24C01,02,04,08,16,32.65,93C06.26.46,56,66 Found in Car Radios & Dashboards, Satellite,
Television, Video and D2Mac Cards. LCD Screen 16 Key keypad. Internal 128kb
memory.

UNIVERSAL PIC PROGRAMMER £49.95

Read/Write/Copy PIC'S 52, 54+A, 55, 56, 57+A, 58A, 61, 62, 64, 65, 71, 73+A, 74, 83,
84, 554, 558, 620, 621, 622, 14000, 12C508/9. Memory 24C01, 2. 16. 32. 65.
Universal ZIF socket, best value on the market. FREE Software upgrades.

GAL PROGRAMMER £49.95

Read/write/ copy SGS / NSC / Lattice etc 16V8A/B/D/Z AND 22V10 standard JEDEC
files. Smart case with ZEE. Supplied with PSU, Manual & Compiler software.

STANDARD ISO SMARTCARD PROGRAMMER £25.00

Read. Program 1S07816 Cards (GSM. VC, etc). Supplied with ISO card information &
operating software.

SERIAL EEPRONLMER £34.95

Read/Write all 8 pin Serial EEproms. 24, 93. 85 series. 12C, MicroWire etc. Found in
Satellite, Digital Dashboards & TVs, Centronics port self powered.

EPROM EMULATOR £59.95

128k by 8 bit or 2 x 64k by 8 hit. Software to Read/Write when connected to target board.
CPU's or Car EM Systems.

All products manufactured in MALTA and carry 12 months Parts & Labour guarantee.

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY LTD
WHITE ROSE HOUSE, XINTILL STR, TARXIEN PLA11 MALTA

P/P UK, EEC £4.00 NO VAT CHARGED

DELUXE SMARTCARD PROGRAMMER £79.95
Read/Write/Copy ALL types of Smartcard ISO, Memory, PIC, GSM, VideoCrypt,
Telephone, D2Mac, etc. Supplied with interesting Card information, and software.

MEGAPROM EPROM PROGRAMMER £69.95
Programs up to 8 Meg devices (32pin), including EEprom, FLASH and 24X series. Built
in Ram tester. Universal quality ZIF socket, free software updates.

inc ICE II £59.95
In Circuit Emulator for 54/55/56/57/71/84 PICs. A/D emulated for 16C71.
Supplied with leads, manual and hardware projects.

PIC12C508/9 ICE and PROGRAMMER £59.95
In Circuit Emulator and programmer. Supplied with Software, Data sheets Manual, leads,
10 breadboard circuits which include DVM, Stopwatch, Smoke Alarm, Sound & Light.

CODEMASTER £99.95
Hand Held D2mac / VC2 programmer 32 Char LCD screen & Keyboard. Store up to 7
Cards in unit. Supplied with Latest D2mac, VC2 Codes.

P87/C5I/52 PROGRAMMER £59.95

Read/Write/Copy all makes of 87C51/52 including ATMEL 89 Flash types. Supplied with
Assembler, and BASIC compiler (produces 80551 M/Code). Smart case, 40 pin Z1E.

ALL PRODUCTS REQUIRE AN IBM PC TO OPERATE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE OUR WEB SITE OR TELEPHONE/FAX.

http://LET.cambs.net/ johnmorr@maiLkeyworld.net

We also manufacture DASH MASTER the handheld Digital Dashboard tool.
Always in stock: D2Mac 27 Channel Wafer Cards £19.95.

UK CROWNHILL 01353 666709
SPAIN COELMA 00341 32St0523
FRANCE MULT1POWER 0033169301379;

Access

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS AL Eight)

DISTRIBUTORS Telephone

Amiga genie& pcb (uazed) for tang videos it has a 23pen Sub c with adder tags £2.50
D lead to plug into the computer and pcb pins for composite AAA (HP16) 180MAH £1.75
video In and out. mum no Video Input is connected the 1/3 AA with tags (philpeCTV) £1.95
normal computer display Is shown on the composite video out Mckel Metal Hydryde AA cells high capacity with no memory.
when the video inputs added the white areas on the screen If charged et 100rna and discharged at 250ma or IOW
are replaced by the video image. The pcb is powered horn the 1300inAH capacity (lower capacity for high discharge rates)
computer. £19.98 122.95

CONTROL & from
M i If ord

Special offers please check for availabilty ROBOTICSWATCH SUDES ON TV stick of 4 42 x 16rnm Mead batteries 171mmx16mm die with Instruments
'LleSgang date aut.:Mak Slide viewer cot butt in redo red & Um leads say 45.95
quality odour tv camera, composite video output with a BNC 5 Lotion cell 6V 260mAh battery with wires (Vans 5450010
dug ln very good condition with few signs of use 2108.00 £2.45

oroner 856 Oattery pack 12v 1.60AH contains 10 sub C cells BASIC Stamps- Scenix
Board cameras all WM 512482 pixels 4.4x3.3rtirn sensor with adder tags (the are most commonly used in coo:leas
with composee video out All need to be housed In your own screwdrivers and drfils 22 via x 42mm telllit is easy to crack
enclosure and have fragile exposed surface mount parts and open and was manufactured In 1994, £8.77 each or 110.50
require to to 12WIC power Supply 47MIR size 60x36x27mm per box of 148CI box 190x106x5Ornm with slots to house a
with 6 infra red leds (gives the same Rumination as a smell pcb the lid contains an edge connector (12 way Etalm Piltda
torch would) 250.00+vat = £58.75 and strew terminals to conned In wires and 5 side in cable

 Re -Programmable  Fastest 8 -bit micro
 BASIC language  50MIPS
 RS232 Serial ports  Flash Eprom

blanks. 2295  8 or 16 I/O lines
40MP size 39x38123mm spy camera with a fixed focus pin 7 segment common anode led display 12nan £0.45  18/28 pins
hole lens for hiring behind a very small hole. 257+vat = GaAs FET low leakage omen( S9873 £12.95 each £9.95 tdi.
266.98 7.95 100.1-BC547A transistor 2010 £1.00

 SPI/DTMF  PIC16C5x
SL952 UHF Limiting amplifier LC 16 artace mounting  Fast development pin replacement

40140 size 39x39x28nan camera for 'C' mount lens this gives package with data sheet £1.95
a much dearer picture than with the small lenses 268.79 DC -DC convertor Reliability model V12P5 12v in 50 200ma

Out 300v input to Output Isolation with data 24.95 each a
standard V mount lens F1.5 18mm for 40MC 226.43.wat = pack of 10 239.50
231.06 ASO. AS2903-6 large Peeving motor 14v 7.6 step 270101 Serial LC Ds

613MM dia body 6.3rnm shaft 28.95 cr 2200.00 for a boxy 30
waterproof camera with swam so & swivel case Polyester capacitors box type 22.5mm lead pitch Saul

 RS232 Serial interface
292.76 + vat = 4109.00 or 10+ 289.32 + vat = 610425 250vdc 18p each 14p 100+ 9p 1000+1ut 250Vdc zop

each,150 100+,109 1 g000sorypropyiene tut 400vdc (VA=
 2x16 to 4x40

DTA30 Hand held transistor analyser It tells you which lead Is 140910) 27.5rnm pitch 32r20x17mm case 75p each 60p
the base, the collector and emitter and 4 it is NPN or PNP or 100+Ftilips 123 series acid aluminium axial leads 335110v
faulty. HMA20 hand held MOSFET analyser identifies gate & 22uf 40v 409 each, 259 100+ Solid carbon resisters very

 Simple 3 -pin connection
 Integral Keypad option

drain and source and it P or N channel DTA30 & HAAA20 low inductance ideal for ;IF circuits 27ohrn 2W, 68ohm 2W  Large Numerics option Robotics
£36.34 each 00450 component analyser with led readout 25p each 15p each 100+ we have a range of 025w 0.5w 1w
identifies transistors mosfets diodes & LEDs lead =medicos and 2ve solid carbon resistors please send SAE for list MX150  Driver chips available for OEM use  Humanoid
£69.95 Digital multimeter 17 ranges 1000vdc 750vec 2Mobrn 200mA

transistor Hie 9v and 1.5v battery last ESN Hand held  5 -Axis Arm
Speaker cabinets 2 way speaker systems with MOSOInta LetreSOne remote control 23.95 3 Machine - -  Walking Insect
tweetens CV2486 gas relay 30 x 10mrn via with 3 Wee temanals war

also work as a reon ego 20p each or 213.50 per 100 Verbatim
speaker dla 15' 12' a. RSOONH Streamer tape commonly used on nc machines and

-Axis
 Stamp 2 based

,Iii

power rating 250WRMS 175WRMS 100WRMS printing presses etc. 4 lode like a normal cassette with a slot
impedance Sohn edam Sarni cut out of the toy 24.95 each (C3.75 100+)  Drills PCBs
frequency range 4011220khZ ashzozoima aolv-mau Hearse* compound tube £0.95
sensitvity(1W/04) 07d15 94dB 52dB HV3-2405-E5 5-24v 50rnA regulator is 18-264vat input 8 pin
size in mm 51:19x7204340 4500640x345 315x460x230 DIL package £2.49 eacn 000« ant

 3 -Axis movement
 Stepper drive

weight 21.155 168kg 7.4kg
price each for black as predicts advertised are new and unused unless Othent160

...3

...,

 4 thou resolution
vinyl coating £139.96 £99.99 £54.94 slated wide range of CMOS TTL 74.SIC 74F linear Transistors Servo Controller
grey felt coating £159.97." £119.97. £94.99 RN rechargade Damned capacnors toots etc always in stock  Win 3.1
("- not money in stock allow 1 week toe de0VeR0 Please add C1.95 towards P&P (orders from the Scotish software  Control up
Power ampiMers 19' rack mount with gain contrda Hig blends, Northern Ireland isle of Man, Isle of Wight and
STA1S0 2160Wrms (dohm load) 14kg 2202.11 overseas may be subject to higher P&P to heavy items). to 8 servos
STASOD 2x190Wrms (4ohm load) 111g £339.00 vat included in air prices  RS232 IR DecoderSTA900 2x490Wrms (ciao 101c) 1E89 2585.00 JPG Electrodes 276-278 Chatsworth Road Chesterfield S40
LEDs 3mm or 5mm red Or green .. 7p each yellow 11p each 2131-1 . Commands
cable ties 1p each £5.95 per 1000 249.50 per 10,000 Madman:1(11Ra Orders (01246) 211202 tax 550959  Uses any remote
Rechargabie Batteries callers welcome 9-3Darn to 5-30pm Monday to Saturday  7 digital outputs
AA(HP7) 505nrAH EOM
AA 50OrnAH with solder tag 21.55 1 Toggle/momentary
AAHP11)1.24.fil950mAH M.JPG ELECTRONICS27C(_20  Re -Programmable
C 2Alivith solder tags £3.80 7F,-,,78 cn:-,t.,...,,,I, r.:,-,aci
D(11P2) 12011 £2.80
D 4041 with Wider tags 24.95 ::,t,:,' itild ,,,,:. 2,..1}-i

PP3 8.4V 110mAH 24.95 L:"..-,,,,, V_ ,,(2,Iill's2,t'H '..1.-13 ,i, --.. Milford Instruments 01977 683665 win.w.milinst.demon.co.uk ..

1/2AA With solder tags £1.55
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month), so no further discussion is given here. If you are using
a low performance PC, then QDSL is your best bet. To
familiarise yourSelf with the language, have a look at the
demonstration file DEM01.DSL, which shows many useful
techniques that you can apply to your own scripts. For power
users, WinDSL is a more user-friendly choice, and it can output
QDSL scripts if you want to subsequently run with QDSL.
Note, however, that in some cases manual touching up may be
necessary.

A standard computer IEC mains lead should be used to
power the system, fused at 5A max. Lower rated fuses should
not be used, as they may eventually blow due to the power
supply inrush currents. The serial cable can be the same one
that you used to test the prototype system (reversed or "null
modem" for DTE and straight through for DCE).

If you plan to leave the system unattended, you can use the
automatic standby feature to save power when the system is
not needed. QDSL fully supports this and allows you to define
a number of "start" and "stop" times, using the PC's real time
clock. Note, however, that the system still consumes a small
amount of power even in this mode, so it should be turned off
fully at the mains if it is not going to be used for extended
periods.

Note that you should not run the system while the front
cover is attached, since there will be very little cooling airflow,
and it could well overheat (you will not be able to see the
displays, either!). Even in standby mode this is not
recommended, since a small amount of convection cooling is
desirable to prevent the logic PSU from running excessively
hot. If you run the system with the back cover removed, the
top edge of the case will get quite warm, as the panels will
only be cooled by convection; again, this is not recommended,
except for fault finding.

In -circuit PIC programming
Since the existing PIC firmware is not copy protected, you may
wish to make modifications for your own use, or to write new
code from scratch. To facilitate this, you can program the
device in -situ, without having to remove power from the board.
To do this, you connect a programming cable between PL5
and your programmer, taking care to remove the link from PL9
beforehand. The pinout of the cable, with the corresponding
connection to the programmer's DIL socket (assuming an 18
pin device) is as follows:

The fan mounting end of the prototype case

POWER BOOT

a0
RESET

RUN

SBY ENABLE

STANDBY

FAULT0 0

EXPANSION BUS

0 )O

AUX POWER

0 c--)0
PC RS232

0F-70

Figure 14: control panel assembly and labelling

PL5 pin 1 (-F5V) - do not connect
PL5 pin 2 (RB6) - programmer pin 12 (clock)
PL5 pin 3 (RB7) - programmer pin 13 (data)
PL5 pin 4 (MCLR) - programmer in 4 (Vpp)
PL5 pin 5 (0V) - programmer pin 5 (Vss)

You can connect both commercial programmers (such as the
PICSTART Plus) and home-brew programmers to this header,
providing they conform to the serial programming specification
outlined in the Microchip data book. However, there are some
important points to note:

During programming, a high (12.75V) voltage is applied to pin
4 of the header, and in turn to the reset (MCLR) pin of the PIC.
This will cause approximately 18mA current to flow through
diode D2, which will not cause any problem, unless the
programmer cannot supply this much current. However, if the
reset button is accidentally pushed during programming,
up to 60mA could flow, which will be far more likely to
overload the programmer, and will cause programming
to fail. For this reason, you should not push the button while
programming.

You must remove the link from PL9 during
programming, otherwise programming will fail because D5
will drop the voltage to a lower level, and U7 could be
damaged. To force yourself to do this, use a programming
cable with an 8 -way Molex header. Do not connect anything to
pins 1, 2 or 3; the remaining pins are as described above, but
offset by 3 (so pin 3 becomes pin 6). You will find that in order
to fit the cable, any link from PL9 has to be removed
beforehand.

The RB7 port is also connected to the "Boot" LED, which
doubles as a handy programming indicator. However, if the
programmer cannot provide the 10mA drive current and
maintain reliable logic thresholds, you may have to disconnect
the LED via link PL10.

The RB6 port is also connected to the PC's receive line, so
during programming, garbage will be sent down the line. This
should not be a problem unless QDSL or WinDSL is currently
running, where they could report comms errors. For this
reason, it is advisable to always exit these programs before
starting programming.

To prevent possible latch -up in the QUICC-IDM circuitry or
the programmer itself, ensure that both devices have power
before connecting them together. To prevent ground loop
currents, it's also advisable to keep at least one power supply
isolated from mains earth.
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Some programmers (such as the PICSTART Plus) tend to
keep the PIC in reset even after programming has stopped, so
the programming header will have to be removed to
recommence normal operation.

Remember that under normal operation, RB6 and RB7 are
outputs, and that whenever the PIC is out of reset, it is likely to
be driving these pins. This may cause a problem for some
programmers, as they may assume that the device is not
driving these pins when not being programmed (as they have
supposedly removed power from it). Under these
circumstances, the programming header will have to be
removed once programming is complete.

Only use this facility for initially programming blank PICs, or
updating the existing firmware. Do not fit devices containing
old programs for different products, since there is a high
possibility of I/O conflicts, that could damage the PIC and
other circuitry before you have had a chance to program the
device.

Interfacing external equipment to the
system
This section gives a brief overview of the design requirements
for any external equipment that will be connected to the
Expansion Bus and Aux Power connectors. A typical example
would be a thermometer module that would return the
temperature to the controlling PC, which could then output it
to the displays.

When supplying power from the Aux Power connector,
remember that the amount of power available at 5V and 24V
depends on the specification of the PSU, and how much is
being consumed internally (allow 1A at 5V and 100mA at 24V for

The flight case on which the dimensions are based

the basic system). Attention should also be paid to the amount
of heat dissipation from the internal supply, especially in standby
mode where only convection cooling is available. To this end, it
would be beneficial if any high current consuming equipment
entered a low power state when the system is in standby.

The Expansion Bus connector brings out the entire RS422
display bus to the outside world, allowing the PC to
communicate with any external equipment. A global reset
signal is also provided, which will be asserted while the system
is in standby, thus allowing the equipment to enter a low power
state if desired. The display watchdog signals and flash clocks
are also available on this connector; they can be received if
required, but should never be driven by external equipment.

The pinout of the 25 way D connector is numerically
different from the IDC connectors on the same cable, due to
the way D types are numbered. The following list shows both
pinouts, together with the signal description. Note that with the
exception of the flash clocks, all RS422 signal pairs have the
positive signal on the odd numbered IDC pin, or the
numerically lowest D type pin.

IDC D type Description

1, 2 1, 14 Watchdog 1 output from panels
3, 4 2, 15 Data transmitted from PC to system
5, 6 3, 16 Data received by PC from system
7, 8 4, 17 Not connected anywhere
9, 10 5, 18 Not connected anywhere
11, 12 6, 19 Flash clock 1 from PC
13, 14 7, 20 External NMI to displays (unused)
15, 16 8, 21 Flash clock 2 from PC
17, 18 9, 22 Watchdog 2 output from panels
19, 20 10, 23 DMA end output signal from panels (unused)
21, 22 11, 24 Watchdog 3 output from panels
23, 24 12, 25 Reset/standby signal from QUICC-IDM board
25, 26 13, NC Not connected anywhere

When designing external equipment, you can continually
receive all data from the PC via D type pins 2 and 15; this will
include messages transmitted to the display panels and
QUICC-IDM board, which should be ignored. The equipment
can transmit responses to the PC via D type pins 3 and 16,
but since this is shared with the display panel transmitters, it is
vital that the RS422 transmitter is only enabled when the
equipment is actually transmitting, and that the embedded
software is designed only to transmit in response to a direct
PC request. Likewise, the PC software should be designed so
that the PC waits for a response before transmitting messages
to any other devices. If two devices attempt to transmit at the
same time, contention will occur, that could possibly damage
the RS422 drivers due to overheating.

Note that it is not possible for external equipment to drive
the display panels directs', nor for it to receive responses from
them. If it generates information to be displayed (such as the
temperature), the PC software should read this data and
output it to the panels in the desired format.

Parts and software
The Buyline details for this project are given at the end of Parts
1 and 2 in ETI issues 10 and 11/1998, and the full parts list in
Part 1 in issue 10/1998. Corrections from Part 1 are given in
Part 2. This is a mains project. Please seek the
assistance of an experienced mains constructor if you
do not have mains construction experience.
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vuntithe seconds... and audible alarms.
Owen Bishop

he timing systems described in previous parts
have all depended for timing lengthy periods on
dividing down the basic 1 Hz signal. This works
well when we divide 1 Hz by 60 to get minutes
and by 60 again to get hours, but getting a period

of, say, 5 minutes and 15 seconds is not so easy. To do this it
is best to count the seconds. Decide the length of the period
in seconds, and then set up a counter to signal when that
number of seconds has elapsed.

Figure 1 shows one way of doing this. The circuit is
designed so that it is virtually the same for any period
between 2 seconds and just over an hour. The ics stay the
same and you just have to modify the wire connections
according to the number of seconds required. With a rotary
switch to change the connections, you can select timing
periods of several different lengths. Time is taken from a 1 Hz
clock, which may be either one of the two types previously
described. This feeds its signal into a CMOS 4040 timer. This
12 -stage timer is chosen because it is the only one that has
outputs for all its stages. The outputs are wired to two logic
gates, which function as decoders. In the figure they are

connected to decode the number 300 (the number of
seconds in 5 minutes) in binary form. If you use the accurate
crystal clock you can build a circuit to time 5 minutes to the
nearest second.

When converted into binary, decimal 300 comes out as
100101100 (the sum of 256 + 32 + 8 + 4). The binary version
has nine digits, so we decode the outputs of the first 9 stages
of the counter. At the count of 300, four of these digits are
high and five are low. The circuit detects this number because
we connect all the outputs that are supposed to be high to an
8 -input NAND gate (IC2) and all low outputs to an 8 -input
NOR gate (IC3). Unused inputs on each gate are wired high or
low. When '300' appears on the outputs, the NAND gate
goes low and the NOR gate goes high. We invert the output
of the NOR gate to give a low. The two lows are then sent to
a 2 -input NOR gate, and the output of this goes high.

Summing up, the counter is reset to all -zero output by
pressing SW1. The output is low for 300 seconds while it
counts to 100101100. Then a high pulse appears at the
output. Before going on to discuss what we can do with this
high output, let's see how to set up other timing periods.

+9V
0

TO +9V: IC1 PIN16 TO OV: IC1 PIN8 9
IC2 PIN14 IC2 PIN7

10
IC3 PIB14 IC3 PIN7

IC4 PIN7 11IC4 PIN14
12 IC2

3 4068
2

1Hz

+9V

RESET
TIMER

SW1

R1

10k

0
CLK

8

16

32

64

128

RST 256

ICI
4040

5

2

4

13

12

3

4

5

12

9

10

11

IC3
4078

13

12
11 0 OUTPUT

Figure 1: the NAND and NOR gates are connected to decode the counter output for a period of exactly 5 mins, but most other periods
up to 4095 seconds can be timed with this circuit
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Figure 2: connecting an audible warning device to the decoder
circuit of figure 1

Other times
The 4040 has 12 binary stages whose outputs first go high
after the number of counts listed in the table:

Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Count 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048

Pin 9 7 6 5 3 2 4 13 12 14 15 1

To find out how to wire the circuit for any given number of
seconds (up to 4095), we work out which of the count
numbers are needed to add up to that number of seconds.
Each count can be used only once. Then all the outputs
corresponding to these count numbers (the 1s) are connected
to IC2 and the rest (the Os) are connected to IC3.

The easiest way is to start with the biggest count number.
Suppose we want a count of 12 minutes, or 720 seconds. The
largest count under 720 is 512. Subtract 512 from 720, leaving
208 and start again. The largest count is 128, and taking this
from 208 leaves 80. In the same way we find that the other
counts needed are 64 and 16. Connect pins 14, 13, 4 and 3
to IC2 and the rest to IC3. Connect unused pins on IC2 and
IC3 to +9 V and 0 V.

Figure 3: an intermittent alarm circuit uses only 1 low-cost is

This table shows the counts used for some commonly used
times:

Time in
minutes

Time in
seconds

Counts needed

5 300 256 32 8 4

10 600 512 64 16 8

20 1200 1024 128 32 16

30 1800 1024 512 256 8

60 3600 2048 1024 512 16

In each of these examples, there are four wires going to
IC2 and between 5 and 8 going to IC3. There are numbers
that require more than 8 wires to one of the ICs. For
example, 1056 (10 000 100 000) has to have nine wires to
IC3. Numbers such as these can not be used with this circuit
(wait a second longer by using 1057, which needs only 8
wires to IC3). If you really must have more than eight 1s, use
a 74LS30 13 -input NAND gate for IC2. Unfortunately there is
no 13 -input NOR gate. The circuit of figure 1 therefore has
its limitations but it is usually possible to get around these, if
they are encountered at all, and the simplicity of the circuit is
its big advantage.

R2
4M7-I I

R1

470k Cl

1°1

R4
150k

15k-1 I"
100n

R3

R51.
R6 27k

cp-

1Hz

300Hz

270k-I I T
100n

170Hz

CONTROL
0

IC1 & 2
4011

+9V

LS1

(..C/ZTX300
01

Figure 4: a two-tone alarm circuit based on two ics

Triggering
The output of figure 1 goes
high for only one second. It
can be used to trigger the
counter to reset and start all
over again. It also has to
trigger some indication that
the timed period has ended.
In figure 2 we use it to
trigger a set -reset flip-flop
built from two cross -
connected NOR gates. The
output of this at pin 4 is
normally low but goes high
when a high pulse arrives at
pin 9. Pressing SW2 resets it.
The output at pin 4 can drive
an LED or other visual
indicator but this month we
are going to look at audible
indicators. Figure 2 shows
an AWD (audible warning
device) being switched by a
transistor.
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Figure 5: stripboard layout for the counter circuit of figure 1

4  -,,    ' 

Figure 5F: the back of the stripboard layout for of figure 5 showing the cutouts

There is an enormous range of AWDs to choose from,
from piping piezo-bleepers, to growling solid-state buzzers
and blaring 115 dB sirens. Most of them can be driven from
the circuit in figure 2.

If you want to tailor a bleeper to your own requirements,
figure 3 shows an adaptable oscillator unit which can be use
to provide a range of effects. The circuit can be built from

NOT, NAND or NOR gates but it is generally important to
have an enable input, which means that NOT is not suitable.
The oscillator works on the principle of charging and
discharging the capacitor through R1 so its frequency
depends on their values:

f = 1/2 x 2RC

R2 makes the waveform squarer and its value is
approximately ten times that of R1. In figure 3 the tone is
300 Hz, alternately sounding for 0.5s with 0.5s silences

between.
Figure 4 shows how to put three versions of this unit

together to make a two-tone bleeper. By varying the values of

resistors and capacitors you can select the two tones you
prefer and fix the rate at which they alternate. In figure 4 the
two tones are 170 Hz and 300 Hz and they alternate at 1 Hz.

There is a control input which enables the sound when at
logic high (in this case +9V).

Practical timer
The stripboard layout of the circuit
of figure 1 and 2 is shown in
figure 5. It requires one of the 1
Hz timing modules to drive it.
Connect the output of the module
to the IN pin at J9. To simplify the
diagram we have not shown the
connections between the counter
is (IC1) and the NAND gate and
NOR gate ics (IC2 and IC3). To
wire the circuit for a 300s period,
join the numbered points on either
side of IC2 and IC3, to the
identically numbered points around
IC1. Several of the outputs on 101
are left unconnected. Any
unconnected inputs on IC2 and
IC3 are connected to OV either
directly or by means of blobs of
solder joining adjacent pins. In

104, two gates are used for the
output logic of figure 1, and two
more are used for the flip-flop of
figure 2. Note that the strip
beneath 104 is NOT cut at E34 and
G34.

The output from the timer
appears at a terminal pin at F38.
This gives the 1 -second output
pulse, which can be used to drive
other circuits. More probably you
will use the output of the flip-flop,
which appears at the terminal pin
at F42. This is an open -collector
output. The load such as an
audible warning device, a lamp or
a relay is connected between F42

and the positive rail. This terminal can sink up to 500 mA.
If you are using a CMOS astable to produce the alarm

sounds, as in figure 3 and 4, these are enabled by a logic
high input. This is taken from pin 4 of IC4, through the
terminal pin at F34. Or you could connect a 1 kilohm pull-up
resistor between F43 and the 9 V rail (B43) and connect the
terminal pin at F42 to the control input of the astable circuit.

Figure 6: a soothing ding-dong chime circuit based on an
inexpensive is
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Figure 7: the stripboard layout of the circuit of figure 6. (The back is not shown separately as
there are only a small number of cutouts on this board.)

In a lighter mode
Bleepers and sirens are all very well but their notes are intended
to sound (and usually do sound) imperative. It seems to be a
characteristic of almost all electronic warnings. The worst
offenders in this respect are the screaming alarms in smoke
detectors, proud to announce that they have detected some
infinitesimally small measure of smoke in the air. Anyone would
think the house was on fire! But actually its only that the toast is
a bit overdone. So that no one can accuse us of the same
failing, we finish with two audible warnings of a much less
aggressive nature.

Figure 6 shows a circuit for using the HT2811 ic. This
produces a ding-dong chime -like sound, similar to a two-tone
doorbell. In fact you can replace your existing doorbell with this
circuit if you wish to. The HT2811 is intended to be used in low -
voltage circuits and its maximum operating voltage is 3V. This
makes it more difficult to incorporate it into the timing circuits,
which all run on 9V. A potential -divider (R1 and R2) is used in

+9V 0

01 0

J_
R1
180

TA'

o C1
470p

Vdd

OV

Vdd

IC1

HT381xx

CUT

ov

R2
1k

OUT

ti

01

LS1
80

BC327

COLLECTOR

Figure 8: melody generators are a useful source of sounds for
dined alerts

figure 6 to provide the 3V supply. A
large capacitor is essential (C1) to
keep the voltage reasonably steady
while the ic is producing its sounds.

Figure 7 is the stripboard layout
of this circuit. The envelope of the
chime sounds is controlled by R4
and C2 and by R5 and C3. Q1 is a
npn Darlington transistor with very
high gain. The values of R4 and R5
need to be set fairly accurately to

obtain the sound effect you require. They partly depend on the
voltage supplied to the ic and on the exact values of the
capacitors. Since tantalum and electrolytic capacitors have a
fairly wide tolerance it is best to establish suitable values by trial
and error. The simplest technique is first to assemble the circuit
except for R4 and R5. Then temporarily connect a 1 megohm
potentiometer across each of C2 and C3. Connect the circuit to
the output of the timer (figure 1). If the timer is not reset, its
output stays high while you adjust the potentiometers. Find
settings so that the 'ding' and the 'clong' are distinct from each
other and each sound dies away gradually, rather than abruptly.
When you have found the settings, remove the potentiometers
(without readjusting them) measure their resistances and solder
in fixed resistors which are as close as possible to these values.

Another option is to use one of the melody generating ics,
which are available very cheaply. Figure 8 is a circuit for using
one of the HT381>O< series. These operate on a rather higher
voltage than the previous ic but 9 V is still too high. A dropper
resistor (R1) brings the voltage down to about 4.5 V. Note that
Q1 is a pnp transistor. There are plenty of tunes to choose from.
The prototype circuit plays HT3812A, a traditional and sprightly
`Greensleeves'. For a really no -obligation alert sound, try
HT3814K, 'I just called to say I love you'.

Parts List for the decod
circuit

iCi
R1, R2
R3

IC2
1C3

IC4
SW1, SW2
Q1

4040
10k
5k6

4068
4078
4001
momentary switches
ZTX300

Parts List for the chime circuit

R1

R2
113

R4
R5
101

Cl
02, 03
01

1k2
680R
620k
*see text
*see text
HT2811
470u
4u7
MPSA14
8 ohm loudspeaker
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Temperature and Humidity Logger
For the Centronics port of the PC

Pei An

This PC -based temperature and humidity measuring device uses standalone LCD
temperature and humidity modules and a choice of Turbo Pascal or VisualBasic drivers.

he logger has two main features. Temperature and
humidity are measured and displayed on liquid
crystal displays. The logger can be plugged into
the Centronics port of a PC via a printer lead. The
PC reads temperature and humidity and records

them onto a hard disk for future data analysis. The complete
system is shown in figure 1.

Each module require a 1.5V AA size battery, and the battery
should last more than a year. The circuitry which interfaces the
modules to the PC does not require a power supply, as it
'steals' power from the Centronics port.

I developed two software drivers for the device, a DOS -
based one in Turbo Pascal 6 and the other based in Windows
and written in Visual Basic 4 (VB4). The DOS program is very
simple, and sufficient to demonstrate how PCs read data from
the two modules. The user interface, however, is not of the
'user friendly' kind that we expect now. The Windows program
is more complicated and it gives a much nicer user interface.
As VB4 does not provide commands to access to a hardware
port, I have to use Turbo Pascal for Windows (TPVV) to write
dynamic link libraries (DLLs) which allow the VB4 program to
access the port and read data from the temperature and
humidity modules.

Computer rerriparature
and krumtdrty Data Logger

Teirperatur

The LCD thermometer modules
The temperature module used in this project is a versatile
digital thermometer module with an LCD display and circuitry
on a small PCB with a 16 -way solder edge connection. The
PCB is fixed to a small plastic bracket that houses a 1.5V

battery. The module has an
on -board temperature sensor.
An external temperature probe
can be used instead if some
appropriate connections are
made. The module not only
measures and displays
temperature, but also displays
time. The functions are
selected using optional
switches. The module draws a
15uA current from the battery,
which gives the battery a long
life. The main features of the
module are summarized as
follows:

CONNECTED TO
CENTRONIC PORT

COMPUTER

PRINTER CABLE

Centronic Temperature
& Humidity Logger

Temperature

Figure 1: a PC -based temperature and humidity data -logging system

3.5 -digit LCD display with
degreesC or with
degreesF indicator
displaying temperature
values from -20 C to +70
C with a resolution of 0.1
degreeC
Measurement accuracy:
+/-1 degreeC from -10 C
to 40 C and +/- 2 C for
other ranges
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Selectable sampling rate of
10 or 1 second
Alarm for highest and the
lowest temperature settings
Serial BCD data output of
the current temperature
value
3.5 -digit display showing
HOUR and MINUTE for
displaying time
Timer accuracy of +/-0.5
seconds per day
Powered by a 1.5-V AA cell
with a life of more than a
year and supply current of
15uA

The pin -out and a typical
connection of the module are
given in figure 2. Switches are
used to select the operation
modes of the module. For
example, if pin 11 is left
unconnected, the module
measures temperature. If it is
connected to pin 16, it displays
time. When the module
measures temperature, pin 5
determines the sampling rate:
10 seconds if it is left
unconnected, and 1 second if
it is connected to pin 16.

The module has two data
outputs: the serial data output
and the clock. This feature
allows the module to be
connected to external digital circuits. The serial data outputs
send a 13 -bit code at every sample point, containing the
current temperature value in BCD format. The clock outputs
the synchronising clock pulses. The timing sequence of these
two outputs is shown in figure 3. The clock is used to
synchronise external circuits to read temperature data bits at
the right time. When the clock is at logic high, the data bit is
valid. When the module is connected to a computer, the
software running inside the PC must be able to read the data
bits (D1 to D13) at the right time and then combine these bits
into a temperature value. Figure 3 shows that D1 indicates
whether the temperature is below OdegreesC or above. D2 to
D5, D6 to D9 and D10 to D13 give the three digits in BCD
format.

_0

THe,m7 Oil=
LILILlE,01

R

ZTX300

PIEZI101.1gY
BUZZER

9

$ r Low/high alarm

7 Low temp alarm

10K

Clock/Temp switch

C/F Switching
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HI

Serial data load

10K

BC337

-C)

54 II Test3 II -0 02 II -0 0
1 Is

Serial data out
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BC337

Viewed from the
back of the module
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MINUTE Setting
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GND
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1K

O

O

O
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Figure 2: LCD temperature module and application circuit
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-0. computer input
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S2

GND

ZTX300

The temperature and humidity modules used in the logger

The LCD humidity module
The LCD humidity module is of the same type as the
temperature module. It is designed to measure the relative
humidity (RH) of air and record the minimum and maximum
level reached at any time since last reset. The humidity
sensor is on board. The display normally shows the current
humidity value continuously, but will show the stored
minimum and maximum values via two momentary action
push buttons, identified as MIN and MAX on the LCD. The
display also shows DRY or WET depending on the
humidity. DRY is approximately less than 53 percent and
WET is more than 67 percent. Features of the modules are:

2 -digit LCD readout
Measurements from 25 percent RH to 95 percent RH
with a resolution of 1 percent
Accuracy of +/- 5 percent RH between 40 to 80
percent RH at 25 degrees C. +/- 7 percent RH for other
ranges at 25 degreesC
Sampling rate: 1 second
Serial BCD data output for humidity measurement
Power supply: one 1.5V AA cell with a life of over a
year; supply current: 20uA

There are 12 connections to the module. The pin -out and a
typical means of connecting the module are given in figure
4. Pins 1 and 2 are connected to two switches to select
the maximum and minimum humidity value recorded. Both
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VDO -
V

SS

VDO

VSS

Valid data

Pin9 (DATA)

Pin10 (CLOCK)

16 msec

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

D3

-11.-

1ms

D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13

DATA

D1 `C Polarity' 1
'F Hundredth digit'

D2 80

D3 40

D4 20

D5 10

D6 8

D7 4

D8 2

D9 1

010 0.8

D11 0.4

D12 0.2

D13 0.1

Figure 3: timing sequence of the serial data outputs from the temperature module

1
Pin9

Pin10

I. COMFORT AM

I DRY LI LI o

ALL RESISTORS:10k

CONNECTED TO A
COMPUTER INPUT

PORT

ALL TRANSISTORS.BC337

VIEWED FROM THE
BACK OF THE MODULE

Figure 4: LCD humidity module and its application circuit

memories can be cleared by
holding both buttons down.

Pins 4 to 7 output the currently
measured value of humidity in a 4 -
bit BCD format. This feature makes
the module possible to be
connected to external digital
circuits. The output timing
sequence is shown in figure 5
When outputting the data, each
data line begins with two
synchronisation pulses, followed by
a bit indicating if the data to be
sent is the current, minimum or
maximum humidity reading. A
further synchronisation pulse
follows. Then two digits of humidity
data are sent out. When the
module is connected to a
computer, the software driver
running inside the computer must
be able to read the 4 data bits (M1
to M4) at the right time and
combine these bits into a humidity
value. Figure 5 shows that the first
data bit shows how the keys are
pressed. The second data bit is the
tenth digit of the humidity value in
the BCD format.
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Synchronization
pulses Keypressed BDC data output Not used

0 0 0

M1

M2
1 1 1

0 0
1

1=1.

M3

IOW

0 0 0
M4

First (tenth) Second
digit digit

keypressed data

M1 M2 M3 M4 Description

0 1 0 0 pin 2 pressed
0 0 1 0 pin 1 pressed
0 1 1 0 pins 1 and 2 pressed

BCD bits

M1

M2

M3

M4

8

4

2

1

Figure 5: the timing sequence
of the serial data outputs from
the humidity module

The works
The circuit diagram of the temperature and humidity logger is
shown in figure 6. The data outputs from the temperature
module (two lines, DATA and CLOCK) and from the humidity
module (four lines, Ml, M2, M3 and M4) are input into a
computer via the STATUS port of a Centronics port.

The voltage level of the serial data outputs from the
modules is 0 to 1.5V. This is not the TTL voltage level used by
the computer, so the signals from the modules are converted
to the TTL voltage level using sic BC337 transistors, Q1 to Q6.

A standard Centronics port has only five digital lines on this
STATUS port. In order to read data from the two modules, a
data switch based on a 4503 tri-state buffer (101) is used. The
DATA and CLOCK lines from the temperature module and M1
and M2 from the humidity module are connected to DB3 and
DB4 of the Status port of the Centronics ports in turn under
the control of DB1 and DB2 of the DATA port. If DB1=1 and
DB2=0, the signal from the temperature module is fed into the
Centronics port; if DB1=0 and DB2=1, the signal from the
humidity module is fed into the port. M3 and M4 lines from the
humidity module are connected to DB4 and DB5 of the Status
permanently.

The transistor circuits and the 4503 buffer consume a small
current. A single data line of the DATA port is enough to supply
the amount of current required. Consequently, no external
power supply is required. DBO of the DATA port is used for
such a purpose.

The Centronics port
The pin -layout and functions of a PC Centronics port is shown
in figure 7. The Centronics port has been described in detail in
an article Centronics mini -Data Lab in ETI Volume 26 No.2. In

brief, a standard Centronics port contains three I/O ports. One
port is the DATA port, another is the CONTROL port and the
third is the STATUS port. The first two are output ports and the
third one is an input port. A computer uses the DATA and
CONTROL ports to output data and the STATUS port to input
data. In this application, the DATA port (3 lines) and STATUS
port (4 lines) are used.

Construction
The component layout of the PCB is shown in figure 8. The
two modules are connected to the PCB with wires. No
adjustments are required. Once the components are properly
soldered to the board and modules are connected to the PCB,
the system will work straight away.

The assembly of the logger
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SAMPLING TIME: 1 SEC

03 - 06
BC337

Al

R7
100R

J1

0

0
O

O

O

Inn DATA PORT (PIN 2;

Del. DATA PORT (PIN 3)

Del. DATA PORT (PIN 4)

DB3, STATUS PORT (PIN 32)

DE34. STATUS PORT (PIN 13)

DB5. STATUS PORT (PIN 12)

DSS. STATUS PORT (PIN 10)

0ND (PIN 19-20)

36 -WAY FEMALE
CENTRONICS CONNECTOR

R3 - R6 10k

Figure 6: the circuit of the PC -based temperature and humidity data logger

13 .12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 9 2 1

25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14

(a) Pin -out of the Centronics connector on PC
Computers - Viewed from the back of the PC
Connector type: 25 -pin female D -type

18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1zr  ME O II  
INNE II SI M M IX

36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19

(b) Pin -out of the Centronics connector on printers
- Viewed from the back of the printer
Connector type: 36 -pin female Centronics -type

Figure 7(a): pin -out of the 25 -pin Centronics port connector on
most PCs (b): pin -out of the 36 -pin Centronics port connector
on most printers (c): pin functions of Centronics part connectors

(c) Pin functions of Centronics port connectors

Connectors on
Direction Name Explanation

computer printer

1 1 C to P STROBE Strobe data

2 2 C to P DBO Data bit 0

3 3 C to P DB1 Data bit 1

4 4 C to P DB2 Data bit 2

5 5 C to P DB3 Data bit 3

6 6 C to P DB4 Data bit 4

7 7 C to P DB5 Data bit 5

8 8 C to P DB6 Data bit 6

9 9 C to P DB7 Data bit 7

10 10 P to C ACK Indicating data received

11 11 P to C BUSY Indicating printer busy

12 12 P to C PE Indicating paper empty

13 13 P to C SLCT Indicating printer on line

14 14 C to P LF/CR Auto linefeed atter carriage return

15 32 P to C ERROR indicating printer error

16 31 C to P INITIALIZE Initialize printer

17 36 C to P SLIN Select/deselect printer

18-25 19-30

and 33 GND Twisted -pair return Ground

18,34 Unused

16 Logic GND Logic ground

17 Chasis GND Chants ground

'C' = Computer 'P' - Printer
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THERMOMETER
CONNECTIONS

(PIN 5 AND PIN 16 ARE CONNECTED
TO GIVE 1s SAMPLING RATE) 0rn

SERIAL DATA LOAD (PIN10)
SERIAL DATA OUTPUT (PIN9)

GND (PIN 1)

HYDROMETER
CONNECTIONS

M2 (PINE)
M1 (PIN 4)

GND (PIN 11)
GND

M3 (PIN 6)
M4 (PI N7)

01 02

Figure 8: the component layout of the Temperature and Humidity
Logger

Figure 9 gives the cutting details of the box in which the
modules and the PCB are housed.

Programming

DOS TP6 programs

A software driver written in Turbo Pascal 6 is listed below. It
contains several useful procedures and functions. Procedure
Centronic_address selects a Centronics port to be used. It
firstly detects the number of LPTs installed on your PC and
then allows you to select an LPT port. Function
read_status_port inputs a 4 -bit data from the STATUS port of
the Centronics port. Necessary bit manipulations are carried
out in the function. Procedure write_data_port outputs a
specified data to the DATA port of the Centronics port.
Function temperature and Function humidity are two
functions to read temperature and humidity value from the
modules. They are able to read the serial data from the two
modules, and extract the temperature and humidity data from
the serial data. These functions or procedures can be
implemented in your own TP6 programs.

Listing 1: TP6 software driver

Program Temperature_Humidity_Logger;
(* Temperature and Humidity Logger

Hardware and software developed by Dr. Pei An, 1/98 ")

(* Connection of the Temperature Module to the Centronic
port

Serial data load (pin 10) connected to 51. The line is
inverted

Serial data output (pin 9) connected to S2. The line is
inverted *)

(* Connection of the Humidity Module to the Centronics port
M1 (pin 4) connected to Si. The line is inverted

M2 (pin 5) connected to S2. The line is inverted
M3 (pin 6) connected to S3. The line is inverted
M4 (pin 7) connected to S4. The line is inverted *)

uses
Crt, dos;

Var

C_or_F,i:byte;
Datax:array[1..12] of byte;
unitx:char;
P_address:integer;

C" ---Detection of LPT base addresses--- 1
Procedure Centronic_address;

$000:$0408 holds the printer base address for LPT1
$000:$040A holds the printer base address for LPT2
$000:$040C holds the printer base address for LPT3
$000:$040e holds the printer base address for LPT4
$000:$0411 number of parallel interfaces in binary format *)

var
Iptarray[1..41 of integer;
nunnber_of Ipt,LPT_number,code:integer;
kbchar:char;

begin
clrscr;
LPT_number:=1; (* to set defaut printer *)
number_of_Ipt=mem[$0000:$0411]; (* to read number

of installed Centronic ports *)
number_of_Ipt:=(nunnber_ofipt and (128+64)) shr 6; (*

Bit manipulation 1
Ipt[1]:=Tnemw[$0000:$0408]; (* Memory read procedure

*)

Ipt[2]:=memw[$0000:$040A];
Ipt[3]:=memw[$0000:$040C];
Ipt[4]:=memw[$0000:$040E];
textbackground(blue); clrscr;
textcolor(yellow); textbackground(red);

window(10,22,70,24); clrscr;
writeln('Number of LPT installed : ',number_of_Ipt:2);
writeln('Addresses for LPT1 to LPT 4: ',Ipt[1]:3,",

Ipt[2]:3,", Ipt[3]:3,", Ipt[4]:3);
write('Select LPT to be used (1,2,3,4): ');

delay(1000);
if number_of_Ipt>1 then begin (select LPT1 through

LPT4 if more than 1 LPT installed}
repeat

kbchar:=readkey; (* read input key *)
val(kbchar, LPT_number, code); (* change character

to value *)
until (LPT_number>=1) and (LPT_number<=4) and

(Ipt[LPT_number]<>0);
end;

clrscr;
P_address:=1pt[LPT_number];
writelr('Your selected printer interface:

LPT',LPT nunnber:1);
write('LPT Address : ',P_address:3);
delay(1000);
textbackground(black); window(1,1,80,25); clrscr;

end;

(' ---read data from STATUS port of pc--- *)
Function Read_status_port(P_address:integer):byte;
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Figure 9: cutting details for the specified box

var
byte1:byte;

begin
byte1:=port[P address+1]; (5 read a byte from the status port *)
byte1:=byte1 and 120; (* 01111000 (MSB to LSB) and

Odddd... = Odddd000 *)
Read_status_port:=bytel shr 3; (* shift 3 bit right,

Read_status_port = 0000hhhh *)
end;

(5 --Write data to DATA port of pc-- *)
Procedure Write_data_port(P_address:integer;
port_data:byte);
(* no lines in the Data port are not inverted *)
begin

port[P_address]:=port_data; (* output a byte to the data
port *)
end;

Function Input_data:byte;
(* All inputs from the modules to the status port are inverted

begin
input_data:=15 - read_status_port(P_address);

end;

Function Temperature:real;
(" read temperature reading from the LCD temperature
module *)
begin

write_data_port(P_address,1+2); (5 power the two voltage
translation transistors *)

(* find the header. the header is an 1 ms high pulsel
repeat

repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 1; (* find
logic 0. the line inverted *)

repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 0; (* find
logic 1. the line inverted *)

delay(3); (" delay 0.8 ms *)
C_or_F:=round(read_status_port(P_address) and 2/2); (*

get deg C (=1) or deg F (=0) *)
if C_or_F=1 then unitx:='C' else unitx:='F';

until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 0;

(* read BCD data. read sequence:
80,40,20,10,8,4,2,1,08,04,02,01 *)

for i:=1 to 12 do
begin
repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 1; (5

find logic 0 *)
repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 0; (*

find logic 1 5)

repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 1;
find logic 0 *)

datax[i]:=1-round(read_status_port(P_address) and 2/2); (*
read data bit. bit inverted *)

end;
(* generate temperature *)
Temperature:=10*( 8*datax[1] + 4*datax[2] + 2*datax[3] +

1*datax[4] ) +
1*( 8"datax[5] + 4*datax[6] + 2*datax[7] + 1*datax[8] ) +
0.1*( 8*datax[9] + 4*datax[1 0] + 2*datax[11] +

15clatax[12] );
end;
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Function Humidity:real;
(* read humidity reading from the humidity module *)
var

keypressed_data, digiUst, digit_2nd:byte;
begin

write_data_port(P_address, 1+4);
(* find logic 0 before the header *)

repeat until input_data = 15; (" find logic 1 on all inputs *)
delay(1); (* delay 50 ms *)

(" after delay, it is the logic low *)
(* skip the header, two high pulses *)
repeat until input_data = 15; (* find logic 1 *)

repeat until input_data = 0; (* find logic 0 *)
repeat until input_data = 15; (* find logic 1 *)

repeat until input_data = 0; (* find logic 0 *)

(* read keypressed data *)
repeat until input_data <> 0 ; (* input the keypressed data

Keypressed_data:=input_data;
if keypressed_data < 15 then

begin
(* skip one sync. pulse *)
repeat until input_data = 15; (* find logic 1 *)
repeat until input_data = 0 ; (* find logic 0 *)

end
else repeat until input_data = 0;

(* read the 1st digit *)
repeat until input_data <> 0; (* input the tenth digit")
digit_1st:=input_data;

(* skip one sync. pluse *)
repeat until input_data = 15; (* find logic 1 *)

repeat until input_data = 0 ; (* find logic 0 *)

(" read the 2nd digit *)
repeat until input_data <> 0; (" input the 2nd digit *)
digit_2nd:=input_data;
if digit_2nd = 15 then digit_2nd := 0;

(* generate humidity *)
Humidity:=(digit_1st)*10 + (digit_2nd);

end;

(`****MAIN PROGRAM *****)
begin

Centronic_address; (* select a Centronics interface ")
clrscr;
writeln(' Temperature and Humidity Logger ');
gotoxy(1,24);
write(' Press any key to stop the program');

repeat
gotoxy(24, 10); write('Temperature

`,temperature:5:1,' o',unitx);
gotoxy(24, 11); write(' Relative Humidity :

until keypressed
end.

Windows Visual Basic program
The Window program is written in Visual Basic 4. The screen
dump of the driver is shown in figure 10. As Visual Basic is
not able to access to a hardware port directly, dynamic link

libraries (DLLs) which are specialized in direct port access
should be used. Whenever the Visual Basic is about to read
or write data to a port, the dynamic link libraries are called. In
the present case, the DLLs are written in Turbo Pascal for
Windows. The program listing of the DLLs (listing 2) and

VB3 programs (listing 3) are given below.

Listing -2: Windows DLLs (written in TPW)

Library thmeters;
{Window DLL for the Mobile Lab data logger/controller)
{Hardware and software designed by Dr. Pei An. All rights
reserved)

(* Temperature and Humidity Logger
Hardware and software developed by Dr. Pei An, 1/98 *)

(* Connection of the Temperature Module to the Centronics
port

Serial data load (pin 10) connected to S1. The line is
inverted

Serial data output (pin 9) connected to S2. The line is
inverted *)

("` Connection of the Humidity Module to the Centronics port
M1 (pin 4) connected to S1. The line is inverted
M2 (pin 5) connected to S2. The line is inverted
M3 (pin 6) connected to S3. The line is inverted
M4 (pin 7) connected to S4. The line is inverted *)

uses
Windos;

Function Centronic(x:integer):integer; export;
{Universal detection of printer base address, x=0 for number
of LPTs, x=1..4 for address
of LPT1 to LPT4}
{ $000:$0408 holds the printer base address for LPT1
$000:$040A holds the printer base address for LPT2
$000:$0400 holds the printer base address for LPT3
$000:$040e holds the printer base address for LPT4
$000:$0411 number of parallel interfaces in binary format)

var
number_of_LPT, LPT1, LPT2, LPT3, LPT4 :integer;

begin
number_of_LPT:=mem[$40:$11]; {read number of parallel

ports}
number_of_LPT:=(number_of_Ipt and (128+64)) shr 6;
Ipt1:=0; Ipt2:=0; Ipt3:=0; Ipt4:=0;
LPT1:=memw[$40:$08];
LPT2:=memw[$40:$0A];
LPT3:=memw[$40:$0C];
LPT4:=memw[$40:$0E];
case x of
0: centronic:=number_of_LPT;
1: centronic:=Ipt1;
2: centronic:=lpt2;
3: centronic:=lpt3;
4: centronic:=lpt4
end;

end;

{Memory read procedure)

(* - --read data from STATUS port of pc- -- *)
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Temperature/Humidity Loy_ mum:
Tom: 12:34:33 AM Date: 4/i 1:9E

Temperature

Figure 10: the screen display of the logger software

Function Read_status_port(P_address:integer):byte;
var

bytel:byte;
begin

byte1:=port[P_address+1]; (* read a byte from the
status port *)

byte1:=byte1 and 120; (* 01111000 (MSB to LSB) and
Odddd... = Odddd000 *)

Read_status_port:=bytel shr 3; (* shift 3 bit right,
Read_status_port = 0000hhhh *)
end;

---Write data to DATA port of pc--- *)
Procedure Write_data_port(P_address:integer;
port_data:byte);
(* no lines in the Data port are not inverted *)
begin

port[P_address]:=port_data; (* output a byte to the data
port *)
end;

Function Input_data(P_address:integer):byte;
(* All inputs from the modules to the status port are inverted

begin
input_data:=15 - read_status_port(P_address);

end;

Function Temperature(P_address:integer):integer; export;
(* read temperature reading from the LCD temperature
module *)
var

C_or_F:integer;
datax:array[1..20] of byte;

id,i:integer;
begin

write_data_port(P_address,1+2); (* power the two voltage
translation transistors *)

(* find the header. the header is an 1ms high pulse *)
repeat

repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 1; (*
find logic 0. the line inverted *)

repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 0; (*
find logic 1. the line inverted *)

for id:=1 to 100 do id:=id;
(* delay 0.8 ms *)

C_or_F:=round(read_status_port(P_address) and 2/2);
(* get deg C (=1) or deg F (=0) *)

until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 0;

(* read BCD data. read sequence: 80,40,20,10,8,4,2,1,
08,04,02,01 *)

for i:=1 to 12 do
begin

repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 1; (*
find logic 0 *)

repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 0; (*
find logic 1 *)

repeat until read_status_port(P_address) and 1 = 1; (*
find logic 0 *)

datax[i]:=1-round(read_status_port(P_address) and
2/2); (* read data bit. bit inverted *)

end;
(* generate temperature *)

Temperature:=round(10*(10*( 8*datax[1] + 4*datax[2] +
2*datax[3] + 1"datax[4] ) +

1*( 8*datax[5] + 4*datax[6] + 2*datax[7] + 1*datax[8] ) +
0.1*( 8*datax[9] + 4*datax[10] + 2"clatax[1 1] + 1*datax[12

))):
end;

Function Humidity(P_address:integer):integer; export;
(* read humidity reading from the humidity module *)
var

keypressed_data, digit_1st, digit_2nd:byte;
id,i:integer;

begin
write_data_port(P_address,1+4);

(* find logic 0 before the header *)
repeat until input_data (P_address) = 15; (* find logic 1

on all inputs *)
(* after delay, it is the logic low *)

for id:=1 to 100 do id:=id;
(* skip the header, two high pulses 1
repeat until input_data (P_address) = 15; (* find logic 1 *)
repeat until input_data (P_address)= 0; (* find logic 0 *)
repeat until input_data (P_address)= 15; (* find logic 1 *)

repeat until input_data (P_address)= 0; (* find logic 0 *)

(* read keypressed data *)
repeat until input_data (P_address)<> 0 ; (* input the

keypressed data *)
Keypressed_data:=input_data(P_address);
if keypressed_data < 15 then

begin
(* skip one sync. pulse *)
repeat until input_data (P_address)= 15; (* find logic 1 *)

repeat until input_data (P_address)= 0 ; (* find logic 0 *)
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end
else repeat until input_data (P_address)= 0;

(* read the 1st digit *)
repeat until input_data (P_address)<> 0;

keypressed data *)
digit_i st:=input_data(P_address);

(* input the

(" skip one sync. pluse *)
repeat until input_data(P_address) = 15; (* find logic 1 1
repeat until input_data(P_address) = 0 ; (* find logic 0 *)

(* read the 2nd digit *)
repeat until input_data(P_address) <> 0;

keypressed data *)
digit_2nd:=input_data(P_address);
if digit_2nd = 15 then digit_2nd := 0;

(* generate humidity')
Humidity:=round((digit_1st)*10 + (digit_2nd));

end;

Exports
Centronics
Temperature
Humidity

begin
end.

index 1,
index 2,
index 3;

Listing -3: Visual Basic 4 driver

(* input the

Private Sub Form_Load0
Labell .Caption = "Time: " & Time & " Date: " & Date
dummy = MsgBox(Str(Centronic(0) - 1) & " Centronic ports

(LPTS) installed on your PC. Their base addresses are: " &
Format$(Centronic(1), "####") & " " & Format$(Centronic(2),
"####") & "Decimal", 48, "Centronic ports (LPT) on your PC")

Ipt_number = Val(InputBox$("Input .1,2,3,or 4 to select a
Centronic port for the data logger", "Select LPT ports"))

P_address = Centronic(Ipt_number)
End Sub

Private Sub Timer1_Timer0
Labe11.Caption = "Time: " & Time & " Date: " & Date
Label4.Caption = Format$(temperature(P_address) / 10,

"00.0") & "C"
LabeIS.Caption = humidity(P_address) & " %"

End Sub

Modulel. Bas

Global P_address As Integer

Declare Function Centronic Lib "C:\THmeters\thmeters.dll"
(ByVal x As Integer) As Integer
Declare Function temperature Lib "C:\THmeters\thmeters.dll"
(ByVal P_address As Integer) As Integer
Declare Function humidity Lib "C:\THmeters\thmeters.dll"
(ByVal P_address As Integer) As Integer

Sub delay°
Dim i As Integer

For i = 1 To 1
Next i

End Sub

Applications ideas
Normally, the device is connected to a computer using a
standard printer cable of one or two meters. If the device is
to be operated remotely, you can use a longer cable up to 10
meters. A screened cable is preferred. Such a connection will
be very useful if you want to monitor temperature and
humidity in your greenhouse, while you sit in your study. You
can make the cable yourself.

Another application is to build a standalone data logger for
the device, based on a PIC or a microcontroller. The
standalone data logger can be left in a designated place with
the device. The logger measures temperature and humidity at
regular intervals and stores the data in its own on -board
memory. Subsequently the standalone data logger can be
connected to a computer to download the data recorded.

Technical support
The TP6 driver and VB4 driver are available separately from
the author for £17, and the PCB for £5, both inclusive of P&P.

A kit is available. It consists of all components to construct
a Centronics temperature and humidity logger. DOS and
Windows source code and EXE file are provided on a 3.5 -in
floppy disk. Please send enquiries to Dr. Pei An, 11
Sandpiper Drive, Stockport, Manchester SK3 8UL, UK.
Tel/Fax/Ansmac: 0161 477 9583 email: PAN@ FS1. ENG.
MAN. AC. UK.

Resistors
An 1 percent metal film
R1-6 10k 0.25W

R7 10OR 0.25 W

Semiconductors
IC1 CD4503 tri-state buffer
Q1-6 BC337 NPN transistors

Connectors
J1 36 -way female Centronics connector
J2 3 -way PCB connector
J3 6 -way PCB connector

Modules
Temperature LCD module (Maplin FE33L)

Humidity LCD module (Maplin, ZA38R)

Miscellaneous
PCB (available from the author; see above)
MB3 box (Maplin LH22Y)

Wires

All components are available from Maplin apart
,4 from the PCB. Maplin MPS: PO Box 777, Rayleigh,

Essex SS6 8LU. Tel. 01702 554000.
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Fishbiter
The One That

Didn't Get Away
A Bite Alarm with a difference

Bob Noyes
his project was developed following a conversation I
had with a fellow fisherman. We were chatting, as
fishermen do, when suddenly he said he thought he
had a bass playing with the bait because he could
feel the line being tugged or butted as the fish was

testing the bait for freshness (or whatever fish test for). Being a
normal spring morning, ie freezing cold, the fisherman's hands
were almost numb so trying to interpret these small line
movements and differentiating between them and the normal
action of the wind and tide was almost impossible. He said that he
would give anything to know what was happening under the
water and to know when to strike.

This conversation got me thirkng: it must be possible to build
something to help without costing the earth. A small television
camera was ruled out owing to the expense and practicality so a

more modest piece of equipment was required. As bait can be
cast out up to 100 yards it was not practical to have anything to go
out with it because of the weight, size and connecting cables
required, as well as the problem of keeping it watertight to a depth

of several tens of feet.
The only practical solution was to monitor the line somehow.

The normal way to do this is to keep some tension on the line and
stare at the end of the rod. As the line is tugged the end of the rod
bends, indicating a fish but, as every fisherman knows, it's more
often the wind or the movement of the water. To overcome these
problems some sort of sensor was required that could convert all

this information into a medium that would give a more precise
picture of what was actually going on down in the depths. The
obvious sense to use was sight, but short of a camera down there
(already rejected) nothing could provide the visual information. The
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Figure 1: the circuit of the Fishbiter
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PIEZO INPUT

PIEZO RETURN

A

C
OV EARTH

OV EARTH
C 2

-41-1,R8

1,0841

MOUNT IC1 AND IC2 IN SOCKETS
ALL METAL OBJECTS, POT SWITCHES, SPEAKER ETC.
TO BE EARTHED TO EARTH POINTS TO REDUCE 'PICK-UP'

PRE -AMP OUT TO VOLUME CONTROL

OV

OV

INPUT TO POWER AMP

+V SUPPLY

+V

OUTPUT SPEAKER

OUTPUT HEADPHONES

Figure 2: the component layout and connections of the Fishbiter

next most accurate sense is hearing, which proved to be far more
practical. As the line is being butted or tugged it sends vibrations
along its length, which can even be picked up by the rod. If these
vibrations could be heard, we could have something really useful.
This, then, is the principal I adopted behind the project: hearing
tiny vibrations carried along the line to the rod.

How it works
The circuit diagram and component layout for the Fishbiter are
shown in figures 1 and 2. The basic system is similar the classic
`telephone' made of two tin cans and a bit of string. If the string is
held taut, any sound vibrations generated by the tin can at one
end of the strong will be communicated to the tin can at the
other. In our case, only one-way communication is required (unless

you want to ask your fish some
questions) and fishing line is
even more effective than string.
A microphone could be used
to pick up vibrations in the line,
but it would also tend to pick
up everything else, such as
wind and surf noise. A
transducer type of pick up is
more practical as well as being
a lot cheaper. Also. a
conventional microphone could
be prone to feedback at high
gain levels.

The type of transducer
used in this project is the piezo
type which comes as a very
thin disc with two wires; one
side of the disc is the piezo
material, a grey rough
substance which should
always be protected from any

damage. The other side of the disc looks like brass and is used as
the pick up surface. The vibrations in the line have to be
transferred to this surface. Although the transducer could be
mounted on the rod, great care must be taken with any trailing
leads from the rod as they could cause an accident. Another
problem with mounting a sensor and connecting it to the
electronics remotely is that the lead connecting it becomes
sensitive and can pick up sounds in its own right. or, to be more
accurate, become microphonic. To reduce these problems it is
easier to mount the transducer in the same box as the electronics,
which keeps the sensitive transducer lead down to an acceptable
length. To this end the best solution is to mount the electronics
and transducer on a rod rest such that the sensor is in contact
with the line when the rod is on the rest. The transducer must be

Figure 3: the position of the acoustic detector on the bank stick

METAL SHAFT IN
CONTACT WITH UNE

----- DETECTOR CLAMPED ON BANK STICK WITH TERRY CLIPS

VOLUME CONTROL

LINE UNDER SLIGHT TENSION
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METAL SHAFT TO
TRANSFER

UNE VIBRATIONS
TO TRANSDUCER

RUBBER SLEEVES
CUT TO MIDDLE TRANSDUCER

COPPER SIDE

TRANSDUCER WIRES TO PCB

V CUT INTO METAL
SHAFT TO LOCATE

FISHING UNE

HOLE CUT IN END TO
CLEAR METAL SHAFT

METAL SHAFT
JUST OUT OF
THE TOP

PLASTIC BOTTLE
TOP TO SUIT

NOTE:
METAL SHAFT GW ED WITH SUPER GLUE TO TRANSDUCER
SLEEVES GLUED WITH GLUE GUN GLUE TO TRANSDUCER
SLEEVES GLUED WITH GLUE GUN GLUE TO METAL SUPPORTS
TO GIVE STRENGTH

Figure 4: mounting the transducer. Note the 3 slit rubber sleeves fitted one inside the other

as mechanically isolated as possible from its mounting to minimise

ground vibrations being picked up.
A little experimenting may be required for each individual rig,

but a general idea is given in figure 3.

Resistors
R1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

Capacitors
CI
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13

100k
100k

100k

47k
120k
1k
47R
1OR

47R, 0.5 watt

0.22uF
220uF 16V radial
10uF 16V radial
4u7 16V radial
100pF disc
330pF disc
4u7 16V radial
0.1uF disc
10uF radial
10uF 16V radial
470uF 16V radial
0.047uF poly
470pF 16V radial

Semiconductors
ICI CA3130
1C2 LM386

Miscellaneous
5k log volume control with switch
Piezo transducer (for example, Maplin YU87)
Box (for example, Maplin LH14)
Stereo headphone jack for Walkman type
headphones
2 x 8 -pin ic holders; PP3 battery; PP3 battery clip;
knob to suit pot; 12 x Solder pins; M3 nuts and
bolts to suit; 2 x right angle metal brackets; 2 x
terry clips to suit your bank stick.
PCB

Mounting the transducer
Definitely the most tricky part of this project
is the mounting of the transducer. Several
ways are possible, from mounting it in a
block of foam and gluing this to the top of
the box, to the method described below.

Basically, the transducer is fitted
between two metal right angled brackets,
the exact size of which is not critical. To
reduce the mechanical pick up from the
box, rubber sleeves are used to insulate the
transducer from the box (see figure 4).
These rubber sleeves are slit open down
one side and put one inside the other
(using sleeves with different diameters helps
here). These are then held in place with
very small amounts of glue -gun glue. The
sleeves are glued to the disc and to the
metal brackets such that the glue remains
insulated, that is, no blob of glue touches
the transducer and the brackets as this
would reduce the anti -vibration qualities of

the rubber sleeves. A small round piece of metal bar is used
to transfer the vibrations in the line to the transducer as
shown in figure 4. This can be the cut -down shaft of a
potentiometer (metal type), about 6mm in diameter. If all
else fails a 25mm/3mm spacer can be used. This piece of
metal should be Supaglued to the copper side of the
transducer, in the middle. Once this has been assembled
(see figure 5) a plastic bottle top can be used to cover the
transducer - this makes everything look a bit neater. A hole
cut in the top of it allows the metal shaft to protrude about
5mm. This hole should clear the shaft completely to allow a
couple of mm all round (see figure 4). Shampoo bottle tops
seem to be the best as they are normally quite large and
can be cut down to size.

The output of the piezo transducer is of high impedance
so some sort of high impedance buffer -cum -pre amp is
required. Absolute matching is not critical, as the sounds
picked up are a series of low frequency rumbles and
grumblings, not a high bandwidth audio signal. The level out
of the transducer is quite high so not much pre -
amplification is required in this buffer stage.

The amplifier
The circuit chosen uses a CA 3130E mosfet op -amp which
gives good stability and draws minimal current as well as
being widely available. It is wired in a single supply mode,
so only one set of batteries is required. The output from this
buffer pre -amp goes to the volume control and then on to
an LM 386 output amplifier. This little eight -pin ic amplifier
only gives a few hundred milliwatts of output but is quite
loud enough for headphones. Although a speaker output is
provided from the PCB, it is not practical to mount a
speaker in the same box with the transducer. This can
easily cause feedback when the vibrations from the speaker
are picked up by the transducer, amplified and picked up
again, that is, when there is a loop gain greater than 1. An
external loudspeaker can be used, but care should be taken
not to annoy other people nearby.

The LM 386 was chosen from the many types of
amplifier available because it is small, cheap and requires
few external components; it has bags of gain as well as
having a very low quiescent current. This latter is important
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MINI
JACK

HEADPHONE
SOCKET

Figure 5: fitting out the case

PLASTIC BOTTLE TOP REMOVED
TO SHOW MOUNTING

FOAM BLOCKS TO
HOLD BATTERY

IN POSITION

VOLUME CONTROL
AND ON/OFF SWITCH

TAKE CARE HEAD OF
BOLT DOES NOT
TOUCH PCB

ITERRY CLIP BOLTED TO
BACK OF BOX
SIZE TO SUIT BANK STICK

SMALL SPACERS USED
TO HOLD PCB CLEAR
OF BASE OF BOX

TERRY CLIP BOLTED TO
BACK OF BOX
SIZE TO SUIT BANK STICK

(as we know only too well) as it may be used for several
hours on end.

The power amplifier is wired in its high gain mode, that
is, a 10uf capacitor is fitted between pins 1 and 8. This

increases the gain from 20 to
around 200. In order to further
reduce the effective output
power from the amplifier, the
headphones are wired in series
rather than parallel; this
increases the load from 15
ohms, two 30 -ohm loads in
parallel to 60 ohms, two 30 -
ohm loads in series, a fourfold
saving in power. The easiest
way to do this is to use the tip
and ring connections of a
standard lightweight pair of
Walkman -type headphones.
Great care must be take that
the headphone lead is not in a
position to trip you or anyone
else up, especially if you are
fishing off a pier or cliff. An
extension lead for the
headphones may be required.

Although this project was
originally designed for sea
fishing the same principle works
extremely well for river fishing.
Although the line is a lot thinner,

enough information can be gathered to seriously increase
your chances of catching fish.

Good luck!

PIEZO PICK-UP

ALL METALWORK.
CASE OF VOLUME
CONTROL ETC.

VOLUME
5k LOG

6 x AA CELLS FOR 9V
FOR LARGE BOX OR
PP3 FOR SMALL UNIT

imax. SWITCH ON IF 6 x AA CELLS ARE USED A
VOLUME CONTROL LARGER BOX IS REQUIRED

Turin.

(70

POWER ON/OFF
ON VOLUME CONTROL

SMALL
8a SPEAKER

SPEAKER ON/OFF
SPEAKER MAY BE LEFT OUT IF NOT REQUIRED

KEEP ALL LEADS AS SHORT AS POSSIBLE

HEADPHONES CONNECTED VIA
STANDARD MINI JACK PLUG SKT.
USE RING AND TIP TO INCREASE
LOAD RESISTANCE AND REDUCE
POWER

Figure 6: the offboard connections. The speaker may be omitted if you do not require it
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ETI can supply printed circuit boards for most of our
current projects - see the list below for boards
available. For recent boards not listed, check the
constructional article for an alternative supplier.

Please use this order form or a copy of it. Check
that all relevant information is filled in, including the
Unit Order Code, and that you have signed the form
if sending a credit card number. Overseas customers
please add postage appropriate to the number of

Name and issue of project Unit code

T1 PCR Service :1'ssrfia 12 1998
Beerstat
Fishbiter

ooth Fuzz

PCB Service issue -11- 1998
Loop Alarm
Ricky Sound (Music Lovers)

Eff PCB Service issue 101998
Ionisation Chamber E/1098/1
Ionisation Chamber (SMD) E/1098/2
PIC Development Board: see also issue 6 E/698/1

E/129811
E1129812
E/1298/3

g77 PCB Service issue 9 1998
0 Meter
Bath Duck

ET/ PCB
PIC Electronqs Security- w
PIC Multiplexed LED Display
PIC Non -multiplexed LED Display
Easy Parker
Tiny Traffic Lights
O Meter
Bath Duck

en issue 7 1998
PIC 16C74 Development Board
Surface Mount Diagnostic Interface
Surface Mount Logic Probe
Mains Monitor
Aquaprobe

07 Issue 6 1998
PIC Development Board
Signal Generator
Headlight Delay Unit
6 -Interval Games Timer

issue 5 1998
UHF Transmitter (DS)
UHF Transmitter Encoder
UHF Receiver Front End (DS)
UHF Receiver IF stage (DS)
Fridge Thermometer
AVR Controller
27C16 Eprom Programmer
Guardian Light

E71 Issue 4 1998
LED Voltmeter
BB Ranger Control Board
BB Ranger Score Board

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09

E/1198/1 £5.09
E/1198/2 £5.09

£5.09
£5.09
betOw.

E/998/2 5.09
E/998/3 £5.09

E/898/1
E/898/2
E/898/3
E/898/4
E/898/5
E/898/6
E/89

E/798/1
E/798/2
E/798/3
E/798/4
E/798/5

E/698/1
E/698/2
E/698/3
E/698/4

E/598/1
E/598/2
E/598/3
E/598/4
E/598/5
E/598/6
E/598/7
E/598/9

E/498/1
E/498/2
E/498/3

t5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£6.77
£5.09
£5.09

£5.50
£8.99
£5.50
£5.09

£5.07
£5.09
£5.07
£5.07
£5.50
£5.50
£7.87
£6.22

units you are ordering. Make cheques/POs/money
orders, in £ sterling only, payable to Nexus Special
Interest Limited. Please allow 28 days for delivery.
Acces0Ka-orders may be made on 01442 266551

foi-Ple4derkServices).

Only boards listOcl here are available from our
PCB Service. For p!wt issues of magazines, or
binders, please see ge 74 or contact Readers
Services fortrtforma

Line-Aip-OCCillatC; with Glit
Tit-tac Toe

777

Medium Wave Loop
AA Cell Elimin
PIC Bas- Bass Tuner
5.Range .acitor Meter

I D Pads

oard
opto-sensor board
.-=m boards

*itched Mode Internal Power Supply

Is4c':?1

Contstkbentre Desk -Top Unit
1 Centre Main Section

r

E/498/4 £8.99
E/498/5 £8.44

E/398/1 £5.64
E/398/2 £7.32
E/398/3 £5.64

8/4 £6.77
E/398/5 £5.64

E/298/1 £5.09
E/298/2 £5.09
E1298/1&2 £7.00
E/298/5 £7.87
E/298/3 £5.64

E/0198/1 £8.99
E10198/2 £7.87

Please supply:
Quantity Project Unit Order Code Price Total price

Prices are inclusive of post and packing in the UK. Overseas Post and
Packing (if applicable): Add £1 per unit

Name

Address

I enclose payment of £ (cheque/PO/money order in £
Sterling only) to:
PCB Service, READERS SERVICES DEPARTMENT, Nexus Special Interests Ltd.,

Nexus House, Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU

nn
Signature:

Card expiry date:

L
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ETI Issue 13 1997
4 -Go Rocket Launcher - main board E/1397/1 £5.64
4 -Go Rocket Launcher - relay board E/1397/2 £6.22
Mighty Midget E/1397/3 £9.54

ETI Issue 12 1997
PC Phonecard Reader: ITT Cannon only E/1297/1 £6.22
Minute Minder E/1297/2 £13.98
Medium Wave Receiver - RF board E/1297/3 £11.76
Medium Wave Receiver - Tuning board E1129714 £5.09
Medium Wave Receiver - Audio board E11297/5 £5.09
Medium Wave Receiver - PSU board E/1297/6 £6.77

ETI Issue 11 1997
Total Harmonic Distortion Meter E/1197/1 £13.43
Alphanumeric Morse Touchkey E/1197/2 £5.09

ETI Issue 10 1997
The IC Tester Eli 097/1 £5.64
Fake Flasher E/1097/2 £5.09
DC Motors (Part 2) E/1097/3 £6.77
Valve Tester - Main Board E/1097/4 £21.22
Valve Tester - Socket Board E/1097/5 £5.09
Valve Tester - Heater Regulator E/1097/6 £5.09
All three Valve Tester boards E/1097/4/5/6 £30.30
The IQ Tester (previously E/897/2 E/1097/7 £5.64

ETI Issue 9 1997
Eprom Emulator E/997/1 £16.49
The Power Supply E/997/2 £5.09
Electronic Door Chimes E/997/3 £5.09
Digital Power Supply E/99714 £10.11

ETI Issue 8 1997
The Brake Light Tester E/897/1 £5.09
DC Motors (3 experimental boards)
DC Motors: The first Control Unit E/897/3 £5.09

DC Motors: The 4046 Circuit E/897/4 £5.09
DC Motors: The Crystal Drive Circuit E/897/5 £5.09
All three DC Motors boards E18971314/5 £11.50

Fr/ Issue 7 1997
Eprommer: main board (double sided) E797/1 £13.32
Eprommer: PSU board E797/2 £5.64
Eprommer: personality modules (double sided): E797/3
Any ONE module board: £5.09; two modules: £7.90; three modules:
£11.85; four modules; £15.80: five modules: £19.75; All six modules:
£23.70

Please specify which Eprom modules you require. Modules are for 2716,
2732. 2764, 27128. 27256 or 27512. One order code/overseas postal
charge applies whether a selection or all six personality module boards are
ordered.
Are Your Lights On? E/797/4 £5.09
Peak Reading VU Meter E/797/5 £5.09

Terms of trade

Terms strictly payment with order. We cannot supply credit orders, but
will supply a proforrna invoice if requested. Proforma orders will not be
processed until payment is received. All boards are manufactured from
the foils that appear in the ETI Foils Pages for the appropriate issue.
Please check that our foils are suitable for the component packages
you intend to use before ordering as we cannot supply modified boards
or replace boards that have been modified or soldered. Boards are only
supplied in the listed units. Sony, we cannot break units. Prices and
stock may be altered without prior notice. Prices and stock listed in this
issue supersede prices and stock appearing in any previous issue. ETI.
Nexus Special Interests and their representatives shall not be liable for
any loss or damage suffered howsoever arising out of or in connection
with the supply of prInted circuit boards or other goods or services by
ETI, Nexus Special Interests or their representatives other than to
supply goods or services offered or refund the purchaser any money
paid in respect of goods not supplied.
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Second hand data books
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of your requirements to us.

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional and Product Design/Consultation
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 31/2" disc
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CENTRONIC INTERFACE FOR LCD THERMOMETER AND HYROMETER

THERMOMETER VERSION I (1/98) HYDROMETER
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Temperature and Humidity Logger
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ACTICALLY S EAK G
By Terry Balbirnie

Over the next few issues of Practically Speaking we shall be
looking at the uses of the magnetic reed switch.

Reed switches are made up of a glass tube with two springy
metal "fingers" (the reeds) inside. One end of each reed is
sealed through the glass (figure 1). The inside ends overlap
slightly and are usually maintained in a normally -open rather
than a normally -closed state. Since the reeds are made from a
magnetic alloy, they can be influenced by a magnetic field. Most
will operate satisfactorily when a small magnet is brought within
5-10mm of the case. The flat face of the magnet should directly
approach the flat section of one of the reeds for best results.

Getting close
Look at the arrangement in figure 2. The magnetic field
causes both reeds to become magnetised, Each reed therefore
develops a north and south pole. Since both reeds are affected
in the same way, their left and right ends will develop matching
poles and the overlapped ends will have opposite polarity. They
will therefore attract each other, make contact and behave like
an ordinary switch. When the magnet is removed, the reeds
"break" again and the tips separate. Although this is the most
common variety of reed switch, there are also types with
"break" or changeover contacts.

The glass tube of a reed switch is filled with an inert gas,
and the inner tips of the reeds are plated with a precious metal
such as rhodium, so that there is no chance of corrosion
occurring and the switches are extremely reliable. Reed
switches have a typical mechanical life (that is, when the
contacts carry only a negligible current) of 100 million
operations. When carrying the maximum rated current, the life
may be shorter. The maximum allowed current is generally
quite small, about 500mA.

Reed switches operate more quickly than conventional
ones. The typical "make" time is 2 milliseconds, and less for a
"break" switch.

Totally enclosed
Reed switches are sometimes enclosed in a plastic casing with
a matching one containing a small magnet. These can be used
in a burglar alarm system to protect windows and doors, or to
provide an entry/exit delay to prevent the owner
setting off the alarm on entering or leaving the
premises. The magnet section is generally
attached to the moving part and the reed
switch to the fixed one. When the door or
window is closed, the two parts will be close
enough to hold the contacts closed. When the
door or window is opened, the magnet is
moved away from the reeds, the contacts open
and the action triggers the alarm. Several reed
switches may be connected in series to protect
more than one door or window, as opening any
one will break the chain and trigger the alarm.

If you are designing an alarm of this type,
you will need a circuit which allows the
sounder to operate when the contacts break

rather than when they make. Look at the circuit shown in
figure 3. A Darlington transistor, Ql, has its base connected to
the reed switches in series and hence to OV. Since the loop is
normally closed, it grounds the base and no current will flow
into it. When one of the switches opens, the loop is broken
and current flows via R1 into Q1 base, turns on the transistor
and directs collector current through the sounder. A small
standby current flows via R1 and the loop. Making the value of
R1 high renders this current negligible. Since this current also
becomes the base current, it is necessary to use a Darlington
transistor (which has an extremely high current gain) to ensure
that sufficient collector current flows to operate the sounder.

Figure 1: the structure of the reed switch inside its glass envelope

Figure 2: the proximity of a bar magnet induces magnetism in the
metal reeds

Figure 3: a basic "break" circuit for a
security system

A typical reed switch, normally mounted
by soldering to insulated wire
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FOR SALE

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

INPUT 220/240V C 50/60
OUTPUT 0-260V

Price P&P
PANEL MOUNTING

0.5KVA 2.5 amp max £33.00 £6.00 (£45.83 ire VAT)
110/A 5 amp max £4525 £7.001£61.39 inc VAT)

SHROUDED
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max 524.011 £600 (£47.00 inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp Max £4625 £7.00 (£62.57 inc VAT)
2KVA 10 amp max £65.00 2350 (£86.36 inc VAT)
3KVA 15 amp max £56.50 £3.50 (£111.63 Inc VAT)
5KVA 25 amp max £150.00 Plus Carriage & VAT
10KVA 45 amp Max £300.00 Plus Carriage & VAT
6KVA 3 PHASE Star £205.00 Plus Carriage & VAT

Buy direct trorn Ihe
COMPREH

ImpoENSIVErters.Keenest
RANGE

prices
OF

the country

TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO
(110.240V Auto bars* either cased with Amerkan socket and
Mane lead of open frame We. Aw_labe for immediate Osbert

500VA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
New mint surplus Cdribmicsiked with top paean soda

conneolcre 0.240VAC P4e.50100110-120V 5 Screen &x. WI10.50
Sea H105 z 155x 135mm Price f16.00. 7 CO 54 0.94 rid)

RANGE OF XENON FLASNTUBES
Write/Phone your enquires

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
FLUORESCENT TUBES

Oft 40 watt £14.00 (callers only) (£16.45 inc VAT)
2ft 20 watt E9.00 (callers only) (010.58 ix VAT)
12th 8 watt £4.80 4.75p p&p (£6.52 inn VAT
9018 watt £3.96 4.50p p&p (£.524 Inc VAT)
bin 4 watt £3.96 .50p p&p (£5.24 inc VAT)

230V AC BALLAST taT
For either Bin, gin or 12in kites £6.06 4. £1.40

p&p (08.75 inc VAT)
The above Tubes am 3500/4000 angst (350-

400um) ideal to deeding security marking& efteels
ightikg & Chemical applications..

Other Wave Lengths of U.V. TUBE available
for Germicidal & Photo Sensitive 00080 bons.

Please telephone your enquiries.
400 WATT BLACK LIGHT BLUE tN LAMP
GES ttenwry Vapour keno suitable for use

with a 400W PP Retest
£39.95 INCLP&P &VAT

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
500 GPO 15ft head 3 amp £19.98
1750 GPH 19t head 0 amp S34.55
Also nun available 245 D.C. 1710 (3PH 150 head 5 amp E35.55.
AdIdesisnel lo be L.,.(.1sttmerged PRICES INCLUDE PSP I VAT

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KIT
Deemed for Disco, Theatrical, uses etc.

Appeox 16 Odes. Adjustable speed 050.00 +£3.00 p&p
162.20 inc VAT)

Case and ne.....tvr £24.00 £3.00 p&p (031.73 inc VAT)
SAE for further details including Hy -tight and in-
dusanal Strobe Kris.

SKVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As New ExequIpment fully shrouded Use Noise

Suppression, Uare lactation Transformer with terminal
covers and Knock -out cable entries. Primary 120/240V
Secondary 120/240V 50'60 Hz..005 pF Capacitance.
Size L37 x W.19 x H.1 6CM WeigN 42 Kilos. PRICE

£120.00 +VAT
ex -warehouse. Carnage an request.

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR
Type 3TH8022 DB 2 x NO end 2x NC 230V AC 10A
contacts Screw or Din Rai fixing. Size H 120 x W 45
0.75mm. Brand New Price £7.63 Ind. P&P and VAT.

240V AC WESTOOL SOLENIODS
T12 Mod 1 flat. 1 MAx stroke 1/4 in. Base mounting 1,2in.
stroke abs pull approx. TT6 Mod 1 Rat. 2 Max stroke 1/8
in. Front mounting 1/2M. Front mounting 12 in. stroke
labs put approx. Price Ind. p&p & VAT. TT2 £5.88. TTO
£6.81. SERIES 400 £7.64.

AXIAL COOLING FAN
230V AC 120mm square x 38rrim 3 blade 10 watt Low
Noise fan. Price £7.29 incl. P&P and VAT. Other voltages
and sizes available from stock. Please telephone your
enquiries.

INSTRUMENT CASE
Brand new Manuf. by Imhof 1.31 x H18 x 19cm deep_
Removeable front and rear panel for easy assembly of
components. Grey finish compete with case feet
PRICE £18.45 INCL. P&P &VAT 2 off £2820 Inclusive.

DIE CAST ALUMINIUM BOX
with Internal PCB guides. Internal size 265 x 165
50mm deep. Price £9.93 incl p&p & VAT. 2 off £17.80
Incl.

230V AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS
Brand new Ovoid Gearbox Crouzet type motors
H 65mm x W 55mm x D 35mm 4mm die shaft x
10mm long. 6 RPM ardi cw £9.99 kid p&p & VAT.
20 RPM anti cw Depth 40mm £11.16 ind p&p & VAT.

SOLID STATE ENT UNIT
Input 230'240V AC, Output ammo( 15KV. Producing Ornm
Mark. 10 MC toner. Easily modified for 20sec, 30
sec to continuous. Designed fee boiler ignition. Dozens of
uses In the held of physl.s and electronics. eg supplying
neon or argon totes et. Price less case
E8.50 . £2.40 p&p (E12.81 inc VAT) NMS

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction of the
price of a Matle-up untt kit 01 parts less case includes 1251
8 watt 2537 Angst Tube Batast urn:. pair of hi -pie. Math.
neon indicator, on/oh switch. safety microswitch and
circuit £15.00 £2.00 p&p (£ 19.98 inc VAT)

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
Brand new 240V AC. fan coded. Can be used for a variety
of purposes. Inlet 1510. cutlet 1 in. dia. Price includes p8p &
VAT. £11.20 each or 2 for 120.50 indusWe.

OW.
ondayirrlder

SERVICE TRADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CH SWICK, LONDON W4 5BB

TEL 0181-995 1560 FAX 0181-995 0549
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN, ORDER £10 Ample

Perking Spacece

SWC SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 0181 559 1114

TRANSFORMERS

Variable Voltage
Technology Ltd

TRANSFORMERS
For valve and transistor circuits

HT Filament chokes high & low voltage
Standard and custom design

large and small quantities
Unit 24E, Samuel Whites Estate, Medina
Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight P031 7LP

Tel 01983 280592 Fax 01983 280593

SOFTWARE

PIC Principles software
Now available as a separate mod-

ule of Electronics Principles 5.0.

Provides a thorough introduction
and understanding of the PIC
devices and contains a huge

amount of additional information.

See inside front cover for details.

Broadcast
arUirause

FM TRANSMITTERS & ACCESSORIES

FM radio kits, Prebuilt kits, Custom built and Professional
FM broadcast equipment. In use by broadcasters worldwide.
We also ship worldwide and accept major credit cards.
Equipment hire and R.S.L consultation service available.
Al equipment is fully guaranteed for 12 months.

call for your free brochure.
VISA

MEM PHONE / FAX: 0181 2880192
Ar

TRANSMITTERS . ALIPURERS, STEREO, R.D.S., ANTENNA'S & MUCH MORE

1 WATT L.C.D. P.L.L. TRANSMITTER ONLY 284.99 ( Kg FORM )

check out our products online
www.broadcast-warehouse.com

HOBBY, COLLEGE, HOSPITAL AND PROFESSIONAL RADIO

To Advertise in the next available issue of ETI
call Mark Colyer

01322 660070
Remember classified get results fast

PLANS
ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind
generators, high voltage teslas,
surveillance devices, pyrotechnics
and com-puter graphics tablet. 150
projects. For catalogue, SAE to
Plancentre Publications, Unit 7,
Old Wharf Industrial Estate,
Dymock Road, Ledbury,
Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 100 KHz -
100 MHZ at low cost. Full list
available and technical advice.
0 -Electronic Design Associates.
Tel: 0181-391-0545. Fax: 0181-
391-5258.

ELECTRONIC

MANUFACTURING

STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing
and Suppliers to the Electronics Industry.

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or fax
details of your requirements to us on
(01438) 352742.

COT LTD., UNIT 5, First Floor, Caxton Point,
Bessemer Drive, Stevenage HEFTS SG1 2XT

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED

 PROTOTYPE OR PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
 FAST TURNROUND AVAILABLE
 PCBs DESIGNED FROM CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
 ALMOST ALL COMPUTER FILES ACCEPTED

EasyPC /Aries VuTrax / CadStar
Gerber/ HPGL / Draw and many others.

 ASSEMBLY & TEST AVAILABLE
TELEPHONE 01232 738897

INTERIVATIONAL,-40 1232 738897

;Nagar FAX -01232736897
!pa Circuits Er.). 04408 3,93neL[3,9,-

Unit 5. East Belfast Enterprise Park
308 Albertbridge Road, Belfast, BT 4GX

G.C.L BUBBLE ETCH TANKS
MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY,

SERVICE + REPAIR OF PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARD EQUIPMENT

TEL / FAX 01388 601582

P.C.B. PROCESSING TANKS

1) DEVELOP TANK (HEATED)
SPRAY WASH TANK
BUBBLE ETCH TANK (HEATED)
TIN TANK (HEATED)
(ALL SEPARATE UNITS)

2) M3 PROCESSOR
DEVELOP TANK
SPRAY WASH TANK
BUBBLE ETCH TANK

3) M4 PROCESSOR
DEVELOP TANK
SPRAY WASH TANK
BUBBLE ETCH TANK
TIN TANK
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NEW FROM NEXUS!

A fascinating and unique book that
breaks new ground by exploring the
exciting world of robotics in a clear
and concise way. Both the theoreti-
cal and practical aspects are present-
ed in an uncomplicated fashion using
everyday English, which makes this
an ideal book for the amateur.
Divided into two sections, the first
part explains how and why robots
work and are controlled, while the

An Introduction to Robotics
second shows you how to make a
simple two legged humanoid robot
that can be programmed to walk.
There are no complicated formulas
or equations to grapple with or
incomprehensible circuit diagrams to
decipher, - this robot can be built on
your kitchen table and can be run
from any personal computer! All you
need are model aeroplane servos, a
controller, a power supply and some

Telephone orders: 01322 616300 and ask for Nexus Direct

Please send me copies of NB299 g

I enclose my cheque/PO for £ made payable to Nexus Special Interests OR
please debit my Access/ Visa.

Expiry date Signature Name

plywood - and all parts are easily
available in the UK and the USA.
This is a book that will be of interest
to modellers and everyone with a
fascination for things mechanical and
electronic.
This is the way of the future, stay one
step ahead and order your copy
today!
Only £1 LSO UK & 12.50 Overseas
(Includes Postage & Packing).

Address

Post code Telephone No

Complete details and return coupon to: Nexus Direct, Nexus House, Azalea Drive,

Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU. If you do not wish to receive mailing from other companies, please tick box.

AN iNTRODUCTION TO

ROBOTICS

All adverts must be prepaid.
Cheques payable to:
Nexus Media Ltd.

Name

Address

Daytime Tel: No:

Signature

Date

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD No.

EXPIRY DATE

FOR SALE COMPONENTS PLANS OTHER-PLEASE STATE

Please ring the required heading.

E
20 words lineage

£19.97
inc vat

3 x 1

£44.06
inc
vat

ELECTRONIC TODAY INTERNATIONAL
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

NEXUS HOUSE, AZALEA DRIVE, SWAN LEY, KENT BR8 8HU
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Round the

lectronics
Difficult
At the time of writing, Peter
Mendelson has just delivered

a blunt message about the
number of start-up businesses he wants to
see over the next three years. On the one
hand, the electronics industry is suffering in
the current manufacturing recession, with all
the knock -on effects into the components
business, and on the other hand the DTI
never tires of telling us that leadership in the

high technology industries is the way forward
for Britain. Let's hope that some of these
start-ups will be in electronics, which could
be good news for technicians and engineers.

However, Peter Mendelson has not been
heard to say anything about the load of
regulatory problems faced by smaller
businesses (including start-ups). The one that
most people think of - VAT - need not be
much of a problem for a small electronics
company. A fish and chip shop may need to
quadruple its turnover just to get back to the
profit level it had before it hit the VAT
threshold. By contrast, an electronics
company's customers are probably VAT -

registered, so any VAT charged is deducted
from the customer's VAT returns. The money
goes round in a circle, with some admin
costs but no serious loss to the economy
until it is charged to a consumer.

Employment legislation, which is meant to
protect employees from unfair exploitation,

can however backfire seriously at times. To
take an example from our locality from a few
years back, a small company manufacturing
printed circuit boards was taken to an
industrial -tribunal by a hopreful employee,

who believed that he was being
discriminated against because he was
disabled. The job involved lifting large racks of

drcuits, and he had only one arm. (I have one
ricked shoulder muscle at present, and I'm
having some problems lifting anything that
requires a bit of reach.) The industrial tribunal
eventually ruled in favour of the company. Ifs

never any cause for celebration when a job is
ruled out for somebody who needs one, but
it was hardly a day of celebration for the PCB
maker, either. His small company lost a day
of his labour, he lost the income from work
which could not be done adequately in his
absence, and he lost his legal costs.

All that was some time ago. Nowadays
there are more regulations, from how much

waste the company can leave for the refuse
collectors to the multiple records that must
be kept for every employee.

Large companies bear these costs as
well, but as a lower proportion of turnover. A
really large company has compliance

advisers, a choice of job opportunities and
sufficient legal services to leave little room for

misunderstandings. Small companies don't.
If Mr Mendelson wants more startups, he

could help by making the regulatory
environment less hostile.

Next Month
Volume 27 No 13 of Electronics Today International will be in your newsagents on 4th
December 1998 ... Stephen Fleetham kicks off on the first rung of Ladder logic ... Bart
Trepak brings light into our lives and peace to the Festive Season with his handy
Christmas Tree Light Tester ... Terry Balbirnie has a switchable low -voltage project
power supply ... and much more.
Contents are in preparation but are subject to space and avaifability.

Make sure of your copy of

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
Complete this coupon and hand it to your newsagent

Please order me a copy of ETI every month

Reserve me a copy

Name:

Address:

Deliver it to my home

look for this symbol *11'6 nuance:es

c good node or Mary %rein

Postcode

Eli is distributed to newsogents wholesolers by Cornog Mogomes Marketing, Tavistock Road, West Drayton, Middlesex, UB7 70E.

Tel: 01895 444055 Fox: 01895 433602.
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Overseas dealer enuiries welcome

1:1

,1

 True Windows graphical user interface
Multi -sheet Schematics - Projects.

 New, Sub -circuit re -use facility allows copying of
sections of designs from proven projects.

 Now with Multiple level Undo / Re -do.
Full links to our Analogue. Digital and
Electromagnetic Simulators.
Impressive, high speed, gridless, shape -based
autorouter options.
Full Design rule and connectivity checks.
Full Windows outputs.
Gerber, Excellon and DXF outputs.
Free technical support! No dongles or maintenance
contracts.

 Trade up allowance from other products.
Entry level version available.

 New Demo' available - please call.
 No Quibble 30 Day Money back Guarantee

Number One Systems
Ref: ETI, Harding Way, St.lves,
Cambridgeshire, PE17 4WR.

United Kingdom
Tel: 01480 461778 Fax: 01480 494042
International: +44 1480 461778/494042

email: salesgnumberone.com
http://www.numberone.com

EIECTROIDRIL

Technical products
...yours for under £4

The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue provides
a virtual technical superstore, product

EIECTI101111111encyclopaedia, and a help line with
round-the-clock service - the moment you slip a more professional choice
it into your computer!

It's quite amazing just how much you can get out of it. Products from

batteries to bearings, fuses to fans, semi -conductors to computers, hand to

power tools. On-line advice, and access to a full library of data sheets,
providing detailed information on almost every product in our range.

But the best thing about Electromail, is that it's open just when you want
to go shopping. 24 hours a day. 365 days a year.

And in most cases your order will be despatched on the very

same day you order (failing that, the next
working day).

The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue offers
you more products and services than any of the
alternatives. Send for your copy and get a head

start in your business, your home or hobby ... and at just £3.99 with free
delivery, it's not worth struggling on without it!

HOW TO ORDER
11-7-z"1 F:71

Tel 01536 204555 or Fax 01536 405555
When ordering by fax or phone quote stock no. 313-6988 and have your credit card details

handy. Alternatively, you can open your own Electromail account - please ask for details.

F Rorii 33, Corby, Noriliorkt,., NN I 1 9EL. It=1: 01536 204555 Fox: 01536 405555
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Order your catalogue now
on 01702 554000
or visit and collect from one
of our 48 stores nationwide.
You can also purchase your
catalogue from your local
Maplin store, WH Smith and
John Menzies.

Over 1,000 new prod is
Includes over £50 wo
discount vouchers
Order code CA18

Includes FREE datasheet Ctn
FREE McAfee anti -virus SOftWa
FREE 30 day Demon Int met trial
Order code CQO

ELECTRONICS

THE NEW
CATALOGUE
OUT NOW

&dram
& beyo

Companion CD

Poso et-Cos.:am on
over products

better selection and service

The catalogue costs Just £3.99 plus p+p* and the CD Rom is available at just £1.95 plus p+p* Including free datasheet CD Rom.
*(Add 50p for P&P). Orders outside the UK please send £8.99 or 21 IRCs for Airmail in Europe or surface mail outside Europe. Send £16.04 or 37 lRCs for Airmail outside Europe to:

Maplin Electronics, PO Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex, England, SS6 81.U. Prices include VAT and are subject to change. At items subject to availability. E+0E. WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE PRIORITY CODE MA093
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